FA M I LY
HOL I DAY S

Africa

Arabia

Caribbean

Europe

Far East

Indian Ocean

USA & Canada

o t o amilies are the same
Work, the school run or being a personal taxi service
for your teens. Daily life can get in the way of
spending real quality time together as a family.
A holiday is the cure to that and, with so few days
off a year, we know how important it is to get it
right. We’ve travelled around the world with babies,
toddlers, children and teens in tow so we can share
our first-hand advice about the best hotels, safari
camps, road trips and experiences. Thousands of
hotels may have a kids’ club – but we’ve looked way
beyond that one tick box to curate our collection.
You won’t find any prices inside because families
come in all sizes. So book an appointment with us,
come and tell us about your family and we’ll create
a holiday you’ll always remember.
Find a family travel expert at
www.kuoni.co.uk/family-holidays
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The full Kuoni experience

The price of your family holiday

We have Kuoni stores across the UK. Our stores have a grown-up
sleek and glamorous look – but we welcome families with open arms,
so don't hesistate to book an appointment and bring the children along.
It's a great chance for us to see what they want from a holiday, too.
We have dedicated family travel experts who have explored the world

There are many elements that contribute to the cost of a family holiday
– duration, room category, airline, number of people travelling and time
of year to name a few. Once our brochures have printed, we continue
to work with our hotel and airline partners to negotiate the very best

your local family expert. Alternatively, give us a call or chat to us online.
W
always remember.

4

upgrades. When you’re ready to plan your holiday, the best way to get
an accurate price is to speak to your Kuoni Personal Travel Expert or
local travel agent.
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Kuoni at John Lewis
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Explore: www.kuoni.co.uk/family-holidays
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Where to go when | Best time to go
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Our range of family holidays

lan ever holida

ith

e create s ecia l ami l holida s
s ecia l occa sion
et to k no us in
hat s im or t ant to ou, t hen ma ke
and destinations t hat e k no
our

8

uoni

ut t he don t a l a s have to e or a
our loca l uoni store and e can lear n
recommendations or ut ure holida s
ami l
i l l love
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Our range of family holidays
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Our recommendations

r something di erent
anc a amil holida
ith a di erence ou can i line through the rain orest in orneo
discover
eriencias caret ature arks in Me ico or sta in a lu urious tent in as l
haimah s desert, atching ga elles ski
ast our rivate ool ur and ice skate at sea during
a o al ari ean cruise or hire our o n rivate acht to discover the Mediterranean s
hidden a s and coves

170
Plain Sailing yacht & catamaran charter

32

Royal Caribbean cruise

88

Hotel Xcaret, Mexico

96

The Ritz-Carlton Ras Al Khaimah, UAE

158

Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort & Spa, Borneo, Malaysia

170

88

32

158

96

10
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Our recommendations

Moraine Lake, Canada

ime or an adventure
ou re all u or an adventure, e re read to
ins ire ou ou could e s o ing gira es in the
Maasai Mara in en a or visiting the orn ree
oundation s ig at escue entre in outh
rica a e do n rom sus ension ridges and
out over the aves in search o
hales in anada
or ho in a motorhome and hit the o en road,
sto ing herever ou ant to e lore the
s
ig and eauti ul scener

Family Adventure in British Columbia

104

Ontario Family Explorer

106

Motorhomes in Canada and the USA

108

Samburu & Mara Family Safari, Kenya

146

The Garden Route Family Edition, South Africa

148
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Our recommendations

ou need a holida that kee s ever generation ha
, rom ni ers to nans, e can hel
Head to the lgarve or a sta at one o uro e s est resorts or talk to us a out a amil villa rom
our sister com an ,
illas tlantis, he alm, is home to restaurants rom cele rit che s
such as ordon amsa and our choice in the urks
aicos is kno n as one o the orld s est
all inclusive amil hotels

er ect or the

hole amil
CV Villas

46

Martinhal Sagres Beach Family Resort Hotel, Portugal

67

Beaches Turks & Caicos

91

Preskil Island Resort, Mauritius

133

Atlantis the Palm, Dubai

154

Beaches Turks & Caicos

12
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Our recommendations

ecommended or rela ation
end some ualit time together in total lu ur ,
ith eace ul eaches and a slo er ace o li e
ou can have our o n ool villa on the each at
anuhura in the Maldives ga e u at the
in
itons hile rela ing
the ool in aint Lucia
or make the most o
hour room service in a huge
villa in the e chelles or a rela ed villa hotel
loved
cele rities, tr
lounda ul
illas
uites in rete

Blue Palace, A Luxury Collection Resort & Spa, Crete

35

Elounda Gulf Villas & Suites, Crete

38

Sugar Beach, A Viceroy Resort, Saint Lucia

80

Kanuhura, Maldives

124

Constance Ephélia, Seychelles

126

Sugar Beach, A Viceroy Resort, Saint Lucia
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Our recommendations

Kuramathi, Maldives

ce tional all inclusive
ine dining restaurants in Me ico that elcome
kids a Halkidiki all inclusive sta that encourages
ou to dine at local restaurants and a Mauritius
hotel here ou can sail to a deserted island
or a ar ecue hen there s the Maldives
uramathi Maldives is our most o ular island
ith a ho ing nine la carte restaurants

14

IKOS Oceania, Halkidiki

42

Paradisus Playa Del Carmen La Esmeralda, Mexico

94

Kuramathi Maldives

118

Dhigali Maldives

120

Zilwa Attitude, Mauritius

128
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Our recommendations

et active
aters orts and activities are to o our holida
riorit list, take a look at these recommendations
ootie ans can head to ardinia to oin the helsea oot all lu occer chool or teens can go on a
ka aking tour in Me ico
e kno o a hotel adventure ark in amaica and ree aters orts in hailand
or ou could lan a ski tri or sno
adventures on the slo es
e also o er eilson activit holida s,
so ask us or details

Forte Village, Sardinia, Italy

48

Ski holidays

68

Melia Braco Village Hotel, Jamaica

92

Dreams Playa Mujeres Golf & Spa Resort, Mexico

98

Santiburi Koh Samui, Thailand

48

167

167

92

68
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Our recommendations

ltimate lu ur
hen ou ant the to end o ve star, e kno
the resorts or our amil Head to ar ados or
orld amous service the lgarve or unshine
utlers ho serve ic drinks or rela on one o
the most eauti ul eaches in the Maldives ou
can have a each ar ecue together at a cele rit
avoured
rus retreat and arlisle a is u
there ith the orld s to
each hotels

Anassa, Cyprus

28

Anantara Vilamoura Algarve Resort, Portugal

63

Carlisle Bay, Antigua

77

Sandy Lane, Barbados

83

Constance Halaveli, Maldives

125

Family Beach Villa, Constance Halaveli, Maldives

16
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Our recommendations

Sri Lanka

ulture and histor
un
e
u
cit

ou ant our amil to learn a out the culture and histor o a countr , talk to us or some
orge a le ideas
ander around historic Muscat in man visit the om s o the ings in
rus or
lore ancient tem les in ri Lanka iscover a alace and the mar led streets inside the alled cit o
rovnik or e erience enang s rich cultural heritage in the ca ital eorge o n, a
listed
sho casing the diverse hinese, Mala and ritish cultures

Almyra, Cyprus

24

Sun Gardens Dubrovnik, Croatia

31

Sri Lanka car and driver experience

136

Al Waha at Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa, Oman

159

Golden Sands Resort by Shangri-La, Malaysia

171

Penang
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Family holidays | Tips from the experts

Meet our amil e

erts

e have eauti u l uoni stores across t he
and dedicated ami l travel e er t s ho have e lored
t he orld it h tot s, chi ldren and teens in to
ou can v isit
k uoni co u k ami l holida s to
ind a ami l travel e er t or det ai ls o our loca l uoni store
e elcome chi ldren into our stores
ecause it s a g reat chance or us to see hat t he
ant rom a holida , so don t hesit ate to ook an
a ointment Here e share ust a e o our ti s to ma ke sure our ami l holida goes smoot h l

h

18

e love these amil

riendl airlines

Emirates

Qatar Airways

British Airways

Etihad

Singapore Airlines

The crew will take a
photo of your family
and frame it; and little
ones get a Lonely
Planet bag of goodies
and games onboard.

There are play areas
at Doha airport and,
onboard, kids get a
meal box with games
and an Ella Fun soft toy.
Nappies and baby food
are also available.

There are CBeebies,
Cartoon Network
and Disney channels
onboard; and children
will receive an activity
pack with a colouring
pack and swimming bag.

Etihad has its own
flying nanny onboard
to keep little ones
entertained with
arts and crafts, face
painting and drawing
competitions.

You can pre-book seats
for free if travelling as
a family; and the airline
allows you to bring
an in-flight convertible
bed for middle and
window seats.

In store | Selected John Lewis stores | In travel agents
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Tips from the experts | Family holidays

ir or t la
area s are a g reat
a to let sma l l
ch i ldren ur n o
some energ
e ore our
light L ook at t he a ir or t s
e site to check i t he
have one a nd here it s
located Ma n a irlines a lso
rovide ushchairs ou can
u se et een con nect ion s
er ect or late light s it h
slee ing k idd ies "
on

n

" L ondon at ick
ha s a ded icated
a m i l la ne
t h rough sec ur it
a nd, i ou re t ravel ling
it h a a , it s good to
k no t he
m l li uid s
r u le doesn t a l , t hough
t he m i l k i l l need to go
t h rough a ir or t sec ur it
a nd ou ma
e a sked to
t a ste it

on

o

e ore
on

o n

o

et t ing to t he
a ir or t ca n
somet imes e
st ress u l, so a sk
u s a out our n o ages
ser v ice
e ca n ook
a n a ir or t hotel, lounge
access, a ir or t ark ing
even ar ra nge a chau eur
dr iven car or ou a l l

ome ch i ldren s
clu s have to
e re ooked
so, once e ve
created our a m i l
holida , let u s k no i t he
k id s a nt to t a ke ar t a nd
e ca n a sk t he hotel to
reser ve t hem a lace

Play area at Doha airport

on

et an alarm
or hen online
check in o ens
or our ight
to ensure ou have a great
chance o selecting seats
together
ou re travelling
ith a tot under t o, ask
us to look into travelling
cots and i ou re travelling
ith a udget airline,
do nload a children s lm
or rogrammes to a ta let i
ou have one to kee them
entertained on oard on t
orget to take a charger, too

on
o n

n

o

n

sur r ise
ack ack is a
in ner on a
light
i l l it
it h snack s, maga ines
a nd ga mes t hat m son
ha sn t seen

e love
creat ing a m i l
advent ures a nd
are ha
to t a ke
t he hard ork o
ou hen
it comes to la n n ing a
route, su ssing out dr iv ing
t imes a nd ind ing out
hat ou ca n do in each
dest inat ion o ma ke li e
ea s a nd let u s hel

on

n

recommend
u ing a so
lade
an that a aches
to a ram t ill
hel create a elcome ree e
or li le ones on holida
nn
o n

Emirates
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on
n

n

n

n
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amil holida s in

uro e

uro e is a ami l holida hot s ot, and a to choice i ou ant to s end less time
travel ling and more time ma k ing memor ies hen ou get t here
e have a ant a stic col lection
o chi ld r iend l resor t s and can hel
ou ind one t hat l l suit our hole ami l

Lake Garda, Italy

20

Beach holidays

Villa escapes

Stay and cruise

Our range of family beach accommodation
in Europe is extensive and diverse. Escape
to one of the family-friendly Canary Islands,
or stay at Cyprus’s impressive new five-star
retreat – offering unrivalled kids’ facilities,
without compromising on grown-up time.
Turkey offers the opportunity for allinclusive luxury, while in Italy there’s the
chance to be more independent and explore
its rich history, culture and coastline. And
with shorter flying times, you’ll have even
more time to soak up the sun.

Relax in the peace and privacy of your own
luxurious family villa. Enjoy the freedom
of having long lazy breakfasts on your
sun-drenched terrace, soaking up the wowfactor views, and chilling out together by
the pool (which you’ll have all to yourself).

If you’d like to see more of Europe, consider
a family stay and cruise holiday. We offer
the best cruise lines for families; or you
could charter a private yacht or catamaran
for a sailing adventure. You’ll have your
own skipper onboard, can set off each day
whenever it suits you, and can venture off
the beaten track to find hidden coves and
unspoilt beaches.

In store | Selected John Lewis stores | In travel agents
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Family holiday in Europe
6

uro e

4
3

1

9

7
5

8

1. Balearic Islands, Spain
Mallorca is one of Europe’s most popular
holiday destinations, with stunning golden
sands, rustic architecture and a charming
Gothic capital.

2

2. Canary Islands, Spain
Renowned for their year-round sunshine and
volcanic landscapes, the Canary Islands are
Europe’s go-to family escape – particularly
during the winter months.
3. Portugal

Mallorca

Mount Teide, Tenerife

The Algarve is repeatedly voted Europe’s
leading beach destination. Take your pick
from the south’s stunning beaches and great
value local food and drink.
4. Italy
Head to the shallow child-friendly waters of
Sardinia’s south-west coast. Discover Sicily’s
secret coves, or taste the best homemade
gelato in the medieval town of Sorrento.

Portugal

Positano, Italy

Split, Croatia

5. Malta & Gozo
Explore cobblestone streets, Renaissance
cathedrals and scenic beaches in Malta, and
enjoy a slower pace in the pretty countryside
of Gozo.
6. Croatia
1000 tiny islands, 120 miles of coastline,
rolling hillsides, lush forests and a collection
of beautiful resorts.

Malta

7. Greece
Dubrovnik, Croatia

The Greek islands all offer something special
– from the legendary ruins of Crete, to
Corfu’s charming countryside, cobbled lanes
and sandy coastline.
8. Cyprus
Cyprus is blessed with outstanding natural
beauty, Blue Flag awarded beaches,
lively resorts and impressive Byzantine
architecture.

Greece

Athens, Greece

9. Turkey
Turkey is a rich tapestry of fascinating
history, sublime beaches, cosmopolitan
cities and fine cuisine.

Cyprus

Turkey
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Europe | Experiences

" in car ree om ino is a lit t le ocket
o
arad ise t s t he sma l lest o t he
Ma ltese isla nd s a nd ou on t elieve
t he colour o t he ater "

Blue Lagoon, Malta

22
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Experiences | Europe

Pompeii

e ins ired
Europe experiences
Go stargazing in Tenerife
Tenerife is one of the best places in
the world for stargazing. First, enjoy
a delicious family dinner in Spain’s
highest village, Vilaflor, where you’ll
get to watch a mind-blowing sunset
over the islands of La Palma, La
Gomera and El Hierro. As night falls
and stars begin to fill the inky-blue
sky, head over to Teide National
Park for the highlight of the evening.
Here, your family can join a laserguided tour of the constellations
glittering above Mount Teide
volcano. Mini astronomers will love
the Dobsonian Telescope, where they
can get a closer look at the planets
and Milky Way.
Get an insight into ancient
Roman life

Teide National Park, Tenerife

Bring history to life for the kids as
you follow your guide through the
cobbled lanes of Pompeii and step
back in time as you uncover the
crumbling villas and temple remains
of this UNESCO-listed archaeological
marvel. After lunch, your guide
will lead you to the base of Mount
Vesuvius into historic Herculaneum.
Discover the ruins of this small
coastal town, once buried under ash
after the eruption of Vesuvius in AD
79. Look out for its well-preserved
shops, boat houses, wall paintings
and mosaic floors. Our Pompeii
experience includes a skip-theline-pass to both sights, giving your
family more time to explore.

Sail like pirates on this
Fuerteventura cruise
Get ready for a swashbuckling pirate
adventure aboard the Pedra Sartaña
– a re-rigged and restored schooner
(sailing ship), which spent years in
service off the coast of Spain. While
you relax, your children can learn all
about the life of a seadog, learning
how to hoist sails, steer the ship and
tie sailors' knots. You’ll also get the
chance to swim and snorkel, and
tuck into a tasty lunch. The Pedra
Sartaña is one of the only ships in
Fuerteventura that has a blue flag,
which means it’s authorised to
make sightings of cetaceans (marine
mammals such as dolphins and
whales), so keep your eyes peeled.
Swim in Malta’s spectacular
Blue Lagoon
If you’re looking for sun, sea,
swimming and scenery, we
know just the thing. A chilledout catamaran cruise across the
dazzling Mediterranean Sea. Tiny
car-free Comino is a little pocket
of paradise. It’s the smallest of
the Maltese islands and you won’t
believe the colour of the water here
– turquoise doesn’t cut it. Sail from
Crystal Lagoon, a striking bay edged
by beautiful craggy cliffs, to the
astounding Blue Lagoon for a dip.
The ‘Sea Adventure’ has loads
of fantastic facilities onboard,
including two bars and three
water slides.
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Europe | Paphos, Cyprus

he kiddie concierge and children s menus are ama ing

Culture and
history

he team at lm ra r ide
t hemselves on t ai lor ing
ever e er ience or each
g uest, hatever t heir age
or need s
Natalie Eaves
Kuoni Nottingham

Paphos Castle

24
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Paphos, Cyprus | Europe

5H Almyra, Cyprus
Travelling with a baby or toddler doesn’t mean you have to give up stays
in ultra-modern hotels, known for their stunning and sleek design. This
luxurious retreat has a very adult, sophisticated feel coupled with a
surprising, and fantastic, welcome for the youngest of guests. You could
be fine dining beneath glistening chandeliers and ordering your little one
baby food from the menu; and pairing days exploring traditional villages
and historic sites with time in the splash pool, a white sail shielding the
most fragile of skin from the sun. If you’re a new parent, the Baby Go
Lightly service will be heaven to your ears. You don’t have to stress about
packing, you can simply pre-order essentials such as a cot, bottle warmer
and nappies to be ready and waiting in your room.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

There are lots of bars and restaurants
to explore – the locals are very
welcoming to families. There’s a
nice promenade walk to Paphos
Castle suitable for buggies; and the
Paphos Archaeological Park has some
incredible mosaics.

All room types can take a cot, most
are interconnecting and there’s also a
two-bedroom suite available. Opt for
a room with a sea view for a quieter
position within the hotel. We think
the Seafront Kyma Suites are a great
choice for toddlers, as they have a
terrace with daybeds and a stretch
of lawn in front of them – perfect for
stretching little legs and relaxing with
a glass of wine once your young one
is asleep.

Tried and tested
The outdoor pools aren’t heated, so go
in the warmer months when you can
splash little ones into the water. The
crèche and kids’ club comes with a
charge and should be pre-booked.

Transfer
Around 15 minutes’ from Paphos
airport.
*Extra charge

Kyma Suite

Kids' club: 4 months-13 years* | 187 rooms | 4 pools & 1 children's plunge pool | 4 restaurants
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Europe | Cyprus

World-class spa and waterpark fun

" Hire bi kes a nd r ide into Old Paphos
to d iscover t he st reet ar t , market
a nd ca fes"

Family Cyprian Maisonette

5H Elysium Hotel
You know you’re in for a treat when the name of a hotel translates
to ‘eternal bliss’. The team at Elysium regularly host families made
up of multiple generations and this palatial-looking resort is home
to glittering chandeliers and sweeping arches, plus a private beach.
There's a huge split-level pool, a waterslide and an adventure
playground for little guests; and the Angel’s Kids' Club entertains
three to 12-year-olds with arts and crafts, sports and games. There's
also a two-level soft play set and an interactive floor game. For
adults, there’s a luxe spa*, tennis courts and a scuba diving centre*.
And your family can choose from gourmet restaurants at mealtimes.

What’s nearby?
The Elysium hotel is on Paphos’ waterfront, fronted by a private
stretch of sand and neighbouring the famous Tombs of the Kings.
There are restaurants, shops and bars within a five-minute walk,
and it’s less than a 15-minute drive from Cyprus’ number one family
attraction – Paphos Aphrodite Waterpark.

Tried and tested
The children’s menus are top-of-the-range at Elysium Hotel – forget
chips and pizza, the chefs here produce nutritious and tasty meals
for little guests using only the freshest local ingredients.
The sleeping arrangements
The Elysium has a range of rooms, suites and villa-style
accommodation – all modern and spacious with views of the
gardens or the Mediterranean Sea. The Deluxe Rooms are available
as interconnecting, while the Junior Suites feature luxuries
like a marble bath tub and robes and slippers for all the family.
Alternatively, the Family Cyprian Maisonettes are split-level, with
large living areas and a private garden. Cots and bottle-warming
facilities are available at no additional charge.
Transfer
30 minutes' drive from Paphos Airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche: 4-35 months*; kids' club: 3-12 years | 250 rooms | 3 pools | 5 restaurants

26
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Cyprus | Europe

he addling ools are er ect or tots
" he hotel is r ight on t he each,
a a rom t he u
o cent ra l a hos,
so ou get a uieter e er ience"

Junior Suite with private pool and sea view

4 H Constantinou Bros Athena Beach Hotel
Athena Beach is in a prime setting in fun-loving Paphos, right on
the beach and close to the area’s biggest attractions. The resort
offers lots to do, such as dance lessons (November-April), mini
golf, cycling* and tennis. There are four pools, two paddling pools
and a waterslide for little ones, along with six restaurants serving
everything from Mediterranean to Italian specialities. Children can
keep busy at the kids’ club (May-October) with pool games, fancy
dress and arts and crafts. For you, there’s a pampering treatment
menu and a Roman bath at the adults-only Elixir Spa*; and evenings
at Athena Beach feature shows and live music.

What’s nearby?
Athena Beach has a seafront location just a five-minute drive from
Paphos’ harbourfront, which is full of family-friendly restaurants
and bars. The Paphos Aphrodite Waterpark is also close by, where
the highlights include high-speed slides, a huge wave pool and
a lazy river.

Tried and tested
Head for the weekly themed nights, which are held in the resort’s
gardens or by the poolside. There’s traditional Cypriot or Greek food,
accompanied by live music and dancing until late.
The sleeping arrangements
Athena Beach rooms are generously sized and come with seaside
shades. Interconnecting rooms are available on request and children
have their own bed. We love the Elite Junior Suite for families,
which has a lounge area, a private pool and a sweeping view of
the Mediterranean Sea. This room type also comes with exclusive
benefits such as VIP check-in, and fresh fruit and welcome cocktails
on arrival. For larger families, the Duplex version of this rooms has
additional space and sleeps up to six.
Transfer
45 minutes' drive from Paphos Airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-11 years | 429 rooms | 6 pools | 6 restaurants
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Ultimate
luxury

Garden Studio Suite

" a ke adva nt age o t he earl d in ner
t ime so our ch i ldren ca n oin a
chocolate ar t , mov ie n ight or d isco"

5H Anassa
Cyprus has been a much-loved family destination for decades, and Anassa – a member of the Leading Hotels of the World – has plenty to
offer. This sophisticated resort has been designed in the style of a Mediterranean village, complete with white villas, a Byzantine chapel and
a beautiful beachfront setting. The award-winning kids’ club* runs from April through to October and is tailored to different age groups, with
locally-inspired activities such as Cypriot cooking classes and sports camps; and we love the Baby Go Lightly service, so you can pre-order
essentials such as a steriliser and bottle warmer if travelling with a young one. You can enjoy three pools, a sumptuous spa and a range of
sports facilities, including a PADI diving school*. Four restaurants include an elegant buffet, a fine dining restaurant serving specialities from
the French Riviera, and a romantic candlelit courtyard for Asian cuisine. For local fare with a view, try the al fresco terrace at the taverna.

What’s nearby?
Anassa is in Cyprus’ peaceful
Polis region, in between
Asprokremmos Beach and
rolling hills on the island’s
north-west coast. The hotel is
less than a 10-minute drive from
Latchi, a pretty fishing village
lined with waterfront cafés and
restaurants. We’d recommend
hiring a car to explore further
afield – it takes just a few
hours to drive across the island.
Little ones will love the Paphos
Aphrodite Waterpark, which is

less than an hour from Anassa,
and offers slides, a lazy river
and a wave pool.
Tried and tested
Anassa's 'barbecue under the
stars' will bring the whole family
together over Cypriot music,
grilled meats and fresh seafood.
For a taste of local life, gather
your family around the resort’s
Byzantine chapel and village
square for the weekly Cypriot
village fair. Enjoy superb food,
live music and folk dancing.

The sleeping arrangements
Anassa is made up of 166
rooms and suites, all of which
feature Mediterraneaninspired interiors, sleek marble
bathrooms and balconies with
sea views. Families can opt
for interconnecting rooms for
privacy and peace of mind,
or there are two and threebedroom suites available for
the whole party to spread out
in. For added luxury, choose a
room with an exclusive private
outdoor whirlpool or one of the

four private villas, each with
a private pool.
Transfer
50-minutes' drive from
Paphos airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4 months to 12 years* | 166 rooms | 3 pools | 4 restaurants
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children s adventure one a aits
5H Parklane, A Luxury Collection Resort & Spa
Parklane is part of Marriott’s Luxury Collection, and it’s got all the signature trademarks of the upscale hotel brand. The resort has an
exclusive beachfront setting in Limassol and a private road leads into the resort, framed by olive and citrus trees. Facilities are top-of-therange. There are three huge outdoor pools, a watersports centre, tennis courts and a mini football pitch. Little ones can make new friends at
Park Kidz – a 3000-square-metre children’s adventure zone with indoor and outdoor play areas including a 400-square-metre castle, a pirate
ship, three waterslides and kids’ club. You’ll find six restaurants for mealtimes, with Lanes a real family favourite with early mealtimes, plus
an outdoor restaurant at Park Kids. And don’t miss the wood-fired pizzas and gelato at Il Teatro.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

This beachfront hotel is on
the edge of the Limassol area,
a short walk from the nearest
shops, bars and restaurants.
The palm-lined promenade
at the front of the resort is
home to kids’ playgrounds,
fountains, sculptures and street
performers. Limassol’s Old Town
is a 15-minute drive away; and
the ancient city of Kourion is
less than a 30-minute drive
away.

The Kalloni Spa is a peaceful
retreat when your little ones are
enjoying themselves at the kids’
club. Try the Golden Seaweed
and Salt Exfoliation at the start
of your stay – it relaxes muscles
and nourishes skin to ensure
a longer-lasting suntan.

Parklane has accommodation to
suit every family. Superior and
Deluxe Rooms have capacity
for two adults and two children
and conveniently interconnect.
For families of up to six, the
Park Villa Three-Bedroom Park
View is highly recommended.
This split-level condo-type stay
comes with a private pool and
terrace, a living room with a
flatscreen TV and luxe décor.

Less than 40-minutes' drive
from Larnaca airport; and
around 50-minutes' drive
from Paphos airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche*; kids’ club 3-12 years | 274 rooms | 5 pools | 6 restaurants

Park Villa Three Bedroom with private pool

" his hotel seems to easil
lend adult
leasing sleek design ith a la ground
the k ids ill a l a s remem er "

Kids' pool
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ne o the est all inclusive resorts in uro e

Breeze Snack Restaurant

" m race our in ner ch i ld a nd oin t he
k id s at t he resor t s a ua ark, h ich
includes a a m i l
a t ing lide"

Baby game room

5H Hilton Dalaman Sarigerme Resort & Spa
Hilton Dalaman Sarigerme is home to 10 swimming pools and an aquapark full of chutes and slides, with different areas set up for older and
younger children. There’s also a free kids’ club and teens' club with activities like dance lessons, splash parties and tennis lessons. If you're
travelling with a baby, the hotel makes things easy with a Baby Kitchen with steriliser and bottle warmers; plus baby food preparation at
the main restaurant. Location-wise, the resort is next to a pristine sweep of sand where the whole family can join in with free activities like
beach volleyball, or pay for extras like windsurfing and canoeing out on the water. And when you need some time to relax, we recommend
hiring one of the luxury beach gazebos. Spread across the grassy lawn, they’re a great way to create a private space for your family and give
little ones some shade from the sun. Plus, they come with butler service – so you can sit back and relax.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

The pretty village of Sarigerme
is around a 10-minute walk
away, where you’ll find
traditional Turkish restaurants
and a beautiful Blue Flag beach.
Or, head out by car to Iztuzu
Beach – it’s a nesting site of
the protected loggerhead turtle,
and at certain times of the year
you can see them lay their
eggs here.

The main aquapark is for
children aged 10 and over, but
there’s a smaller section with
three slides for little ones aged
three to 10. The kids’ club runs
morning, afternoon and evening
sessions, and there’s also an
evening babysitting* service for
ages 0-3 years, so you can enjoy
a couple of hours in the spa or
a child-free dinner.

Standard family rooms are
made up of two interconnecting
rooms, and some have pool
access via a set of stairs. We
love the family duplex suites,
which are split over two levels
with a handy kitchenette and
lounge. Both of these options
sleep up to four adults and
one child, or there’s a deluxe
swim-up family room with space
for up to six adults plus a child.
Travelling as a group? Plump
for the Presidential Suite (on

request) – it sleeps up to 10
people in four bedrooms, and
has a separate dining room
and lounge.
Transfer
Around 15 minutes' drive
from Dalaman airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-11; teens' club 12-15 years | 545 rooms | 10 pools | 6 restaurants
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ou can easil e

lore

u rovnik s ancient sights

5H Sun Gardens Dubrovnik, Croatia
Nestled in a quiet spot next to the Adriatic Sea, the Sun Gardens hotel is only a 20-minute drive from Dubrovnik’s Old Town. Walk the stone
walls, ride a cable car up to Mount Srd*, and take a boat* back to the resort via the stunning Elafiti Islands. Back at the hotel there’s a private
beach, an award-winning spa* and three freshwater pools to choose from, plus two more for toddlers. There’s a kids’ club that runs during
the summer months and features things like detective games and sports tournaments, and a separate list of activities that covers everything
from sports academies* for children to gourmet cookery classes* for adults. As for dining, the set-up is everything you’d expect from a
member of the Leading Hotels of the World. Have breakfast on the terrace at Origano, take the children for ice creams at La Patisserie and
sit down to a relaxed family dinner at the Cilantro Restaurant.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

Sun Gardens is eight miles from
Dubrovnik’s Old Town, which
you can get to by boat or bus*.
It’s also just across the water
from the Elafiti Islands, and a
boat cruise* is a great way to
explore them. Lokrum Island
is the closest to Dubrovnik’s
Old Town, and has some lovely
secluded beaches.

The Marco Polo Kids’ Club
runs throughout the summer
holidays for children aged from
nine months all the way up to
18 years. Provision for some of
the age groups stretches into
May half-term, too. We also love
the hotel’s week-long Sports
Academies, which cost extra.
There’s everything from football
and tennis to basketball and
water polo, as well as a multisports option*.

The Two-Bedroom Residence
Seaview rooms are ideal for
families. Modern and bright,
they have two separate
bedrooms with en suite
bathrooms, a separate
dining area, and a kitchenette
that’s handy for preparing
quick snacks and drinks. Our
favourite part, though, is the
private terrace, which opens
up incredible views of the
Adriatic Sea.

Around 45 minutes’ drive from
Dubrovnik airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 9 months to 18 years | 201 rooms | 5 pools | 16 restaurants

Culture and
history

Kids' pool

" he k id s clu t hat r un s dur ing t he
sum mer eat ures t h ings li ke detect ive
ga mes a nd s or t s tour na ment s"
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Try something
n

uggested route 7 nights from Dubrovnik
Day 1: Enjoy a private transfer from the airport
to the marina in Dubrovnik. We'll arrange a VIP
check-in service, which will give you time to
get used to life onboard. Meet your skipper and
hostess, listen to a safety briefing, then relax.
Day 2: After a night on board, sail through the
Elaphiti Islands, stopping for a dip on one of the
exceptional beaches. Arrive at the old town of
Šipan, which has a good choice of places to eat.
Day 3: Sail to tranquil Pomena. This small village
is off the beaten track with just 50 people living
here during the winter months.
Day 4: Head to the picturesque island town of
K
E
walls and works by Italian masters.

What the children will talk about when they get home...

Day 5: Sail along the undeveloped coastline to
Trstenik, a small fishing village at the heart of
Croatia's wine-producing region.

• Helping the onboard skipper with the boat

Day 6: Sail to delightful Lopud, one of the
most beautiful islands in Croatia, with its sandy
beaches, pine forests and clear seas.

• Finding a secret beach and splashing in the shallows

Day 7: Journey back to Dubrovnik marina. Hang
out in a local bar or get a short taxi ride to see
the old town of Dubrovnik.

• Exploring the bays and coves on the kayaks or paddleboards that
you hired for your whole trip

• Walking through the grand gates of the 'castle' in Old
Town Dubrovnik
• Sitting on the deck in the sunshine on the lookout for dolphins

Day 8: Travel back to the airport by private
transfer for your flight home.
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Trstenik

o

Visit the famous Grgic winery,
among rolling vineyards

Discover this UNESCO
World Heritage Site

Kor ula
Trstenik
Pomena

Sipan
Lopud

Dubrovnik

Dubrovnik
Get a view of Dubrovnik's
towering walls and
fortifications from the sea

Pomena
Find unspoilt beaches or
discover the ruins of the
old royal palace

Travelling around

The sleeping arrangements

Need to know

When to go

We’ll include the services of a
qualified skipper who is there to
navigate to the best locations,
sail and look after the boat.
We can accommodate between
two and 12 guests – and if
you’re travelling as a family, we
highly recommend chartering
a catamaran as they are more
spacious and stable. Some
climbing between the boat and
the tender or the jetty will
be required.

Sleeping arrangements will
depend on the yacht or
catamaran we recommend
for your group size. A hostess
onboard will keep the boat clean
and tidy, make the beds and do
the shopping with the budget
and menu ideas provided by you
four weeks before departure.
They will also prepare breakfast
and a light lunch each day. The
skipper and hostess will have
their own cabins.

If you choose a Plain Sailing
Yacht Charter with Kuoni, you’ll
benefit from one of the most
inclusive charter yacht packages
available. Flights, VIP transfers,
boat charter fees, a skipper,
a hostess, mooring fees, fuel
costs, insurance, and end-ofholiday cleaning fees are all
included. Charters run from
Saturday to Saturday.

The sailing season runs from
April to October, with charters
typically booked in periods
of one week or more, from
Saturday to Saturday. Prices
vary throughout the season with
peak prices in August, and the
best-value sailing available in
May and October.
Stay longer
Want to add on a city or beach
stay to your charter? Just ask.
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Family Room

Climbing wall
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5H Astir Odysseus Resort & Spa
This hotel is in a secluded position, backed by mountains on a
private stretch of sand. It has six pools and the seasonal kids' club
is home to two pools and two playgrounds, plus a climbing wall. At
mealtimes, the Achilles buffet restaurant showcases live cooking.
There are also two à la carte eateries to choose from – waterfront
taverna Argo with a view of the Aegean, while Ithaka specialises in
innovative Mediterranean fare. Come evening, there’s live music,
mini discos, karaoke and shows for all the family in Sirens bar.

What’s nearby?
The resort has a secluded beachfront setting in Kos’ Tingaki area
which is a five-minute drive yaway and has a handful of traditional
tavernas and bars, and a couple of shops selling local wares. It’s just
a little further on to Kos Town, where you can explore the medieval
castle as well as a cosmopolitan bar and restaurant scene.

Tried and tested
The Kirki Beach Bar is perfect for sunset-watching, and it’s also the
setting for waterfront parties in the summertime. Expect Greek
barbecues with flowing cocktails and live music on the beach.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms are stylish and spacious, with a balcony or terrace as
standard. Family rooms sleep four, have a separate bedroom area
and a sofa bed with either a pool or garden view. Executive Suites
are more luxurious, sleep up to five and are available with one or
two bedrooms and a private pool. We love the seafront Maisonette,
which has an exclusive shared pool, sleeps five and is spread over
two storeys. There’s also the decadent Presidential Maisonette,
which comes with a private pool and design-led interiors.
Transfer
35 minutes' drive from Kos airport.

Kids' club: 4-10 years; teens' club: 10-16 years | 337 rooms | 8 pools | 3 restaurants
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Deluxe Suite with Sea view and Private Pool

Recommended
for relaxation

5H Blue Palace, A Luxury Collection Resort & Spa
One of the very best luxury spa resorts, Blue Palace showcases
beautiful architecture and incredible views, so it’s perhaps surprising
at first glance that it’s also a great choice for families. The hotel has
an action-packed seasonal children’s club for 3-12 year olds (they’ll
fish, paint and learn Greek dancing amongst other things), whilst
older kids can enjoy watersports and activities such as tennis. Fully
trained instructors are on hand to show you how to paddleboard,
fly-board and waterski; and you can dive and snorkel exploring
nearby coastal coves beneath the water. Even the spa welcomes
kids and teens with treatments suitable for those over eight.

What’s nearby?
The village of Plaka is a five-minute walk away and has shops
and tavernas with views over Spinalonga, with regular boats that
can take you acoss to the island and its ruins. You could cycle to
picturesque Elounda, which is two miles away, a pretty harbour
with a good choice of bars.

Tried and tested
The restaurants serve a wide-range of tempting dishes, from
traditional Cretan cuisine at Blue Door Taverna to Asian fusion
food at à la carte Asia Deep Blue. Olea is the main restaurant, and
each welcomes children with dedicated menus and bottle warming
facilities. The stunning sea views from the restaurants are not the
only thing everyone is able to enjoy, as families can rest assured that
every taste is catered for.
The sleeping arrangements
We love the thoughtful touches of children’s bathroom amenities
and little bath robes that give children that sense of luxury.
The choice of family rooms and suites is extensive – from
interconnecting rooms to luxury suites and bungalows and
villas with their own private pool.
Transfer
1 hour's drive from Heraklion airport.

Babysitting*; kids' club: 3-12 years; teen activities | 251 rooms | 3 pools | 5 restaurants
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5H Daios Cove
Daios Cove is a five-star resort bringing a luxury edge to your family
holiday. Set in a secluded cove in the Vathi area, it blends peace and quiet
with sweeping views and shallow waters perfect for a paddle. The resort
has low-rise villas built in traditional local stone, three swimming pools
(including a children’s pool) and a mood-lit spa. There’s a huge emphasis
on innovative food and drink here, and you’ll find five restaurants and
three bars offering gourmet Greek dishes, international street food and
Mediterranean cuisine by the shore – not to mention cocktails infused
with local herbs and plants. All of the restaurants have children's menus,
Pangea offers a children's buffet section and you can have dinner from
6pm for rumbling tummies. There's also a fresh puréed baby food section
for young infants. The family facilities include a kids’ club for arts and
crafts, watersports and storytelling; plus, a teen clubhouse with
a pool table and video games. You can also explore with a 4x4 island tour*
or super-speed RIB boat trip* around Mirabello Bay for those over six
years old.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

Despite its peaceful setting, Daios
Cove is brilliantly placed for exploring
Crete’s north-east coast. The pretty
fishing village of Elounda is a
20-minute drive away, where you can
catch a boat to the mysterious island
of Spinalonga, or grab a bite in one
of the rustic waterfront tavernas.
Cosmopolitan Agios Nikolaos is
even closer – the city is a blend of
designer boutiques, cocktail bars
and upscale restaurants.

Daios Cove offers rooms, suites and
villas with spectacular views and
contemporary, luxe interiors. For
families, the Premium Suites feature
cleverly devised pull-out beds and
lounge sofas to comfortably sleep
up to five. For larger groups, we’d
recommend the two or three-bed
Family Villas, which provide beautiful
sea views and boast a private pool
and sundeck area. Thoughtful extras
such as pool and stair fences can also
be requested.

Tried and tested
This resort is great for a first holiday
with your baby or toddler. Order a
Baby Kit and the resort will provide a
bottle warmer, steriliser, baby bath,
highchair and buggy – meaning you
can travel light.

Transfer
An hour's drive from Heraklion
airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche: 4 months to four years*; kids' club: 4-12 years; teens' clubhouse | 290 rooms | 4 pools | 4 restaurants
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Two Bedroom Family Villa Sea View with Private Pool

he k id s clu is r un
sted accredited
com an , he orld ide
id s o
Linda Taylor
Kuoni Metrocentre
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The comfort of a private home with exceptional hotel facilities

Recommended
for relaxation

Deluxe Family Suite

" The hotel 's concierge w i l l recom mend
lot s of idea s for fa m i ly out ings a nd
act iv it ies for younger g uest s"

Four Bedroom Royal Spa Villa with Private Heated Pool

5H Elounda Gulf Villas & Suites, Crete
The Elounda Gulf Villas & Suites resort is spread over a hillside in upmarket Elounda and overlooks the Gulf of Mirabello. It's owned and run
by the Kadianakis family, who’ve made it their mission to create special moments and memories for their guests since the late '90s. This
hillside resort features a private beach, luxury spa, and a range of accommodation for families to choose from. The hotel team is on-hand to
organise unforgettable experiences for the entire family whether that’s chartering a yacht* to sail the Cretan coast, or getting a bird’s-eye
view of it from a helicopter* at sunset. The kids’ club has a daytime programme that includes watersports, tennis lessons and arts and crafts,
and evening events such as movie nights and pyjama parties. As for resort restaurants, there are classic Greek dishes on offer in Argo, which
also doubles as an atmospheric lounge bar after-dark. Daphne, meanwhile, has an exquisite fine dining menu with a great wine list.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Elounda’s town centre is less
than a 15-minute drive from
the resort, and its harbourfront
offers traditional tavernas
framed by bougainvillea and
a 200-metre-long Blue Flag
beach.

Elounda Gulf Villas are designed
to feel like a home away from
home, and guests are welcome
to experience a soothing
massage in the comfort of their
own private space*. The team
can also organise a private
Mediterranean barbecue* for
all the family, which we loved.
Book early for the kids clubs as
they're very popular.

The resort’s suites and villas
fuse luxurious Cretan interiors
with stunning views. Deluxe
Family Suites sleep up to 5, and
overlook either the bay or the
gardens, while Aegean Pool
Villas sleep 4 or 6 and come
with a private swimming pool.
For the ultimate in relaxation,
the Executive Spa Pool Villa
sleeps a family of 4 and has
built-in sauna and steam rooms.
For the wow factor, consider
the Royal Spa Pool Villa or the

Elounda Seafront Villa – both
sleep up to 8, with extravagant
décor and plenty of privacy.
Transfer
Less than an hour’s drive
from Heraklion Airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche*; babysitting*; kids' club: 4-12 years | 33 villas & suites | 1 pool | 2 restaurants
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im l stunning amil suites and villas
5H Domes of Elounda, Crete
The Domes of Elounda is part of the prestigious Autograph Collection, a specialist in boutique hotels with locations across the globe. And
this luxury resort comes with all the Autograph hallmarks, with cabana-fringed pools, a spa, and a hillside setting that means sweeping bay
views are par-for-the-course. There’s a family zone for educational workshops, open-air movie screenings and climbing, and toddlers to
teens are kept busy with a detailed activity programme that spans outdoor yoga sessions, arts and crafts and gaming tournaments. The Kids’
Club (which is popular, so we recommend booking children in in advance) runs until midnight three times a week too, so adults can treat
themselves to romantic dinners for two or a sunset couples’ massage. Guests can dine in four gourmet restaurants, which serve seafood,
Italian, Japanese-Peruvian and local cuisines. Cocktails and live music come courtesy of the elegant piano bar after-dark.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

The Domes of Elounda is
set on a hillside overlooking
turquoise waters and the isles
of Spinalonga and Kalydon. It’s
a couple of minutes’ walk to the
hotel’s exclusive private beach,
and less than a 10-minute drive
from the sleepy harbourfront
village of Elounda, where you'll
find traditional tavernas and
fishing boats.

Don't miss CORE, an openair agora with pop-up shops,
activities and events for families
where the kids can meet Greek
monsters from mythology and
try out the ice-cream truck
or gourmet street food. The
resort is also home to a resident
photographer who can capture
some family photos*; and
there's the chance to try aqua
yoga – it's suitable for all ages
and a great way to relax
while exercising.

Family Suites sleep up to 4, and
have separate entries to the
bedroom and lounge area. The
décor takes inspiration from the
island, so expect a beautifully
bright and airy interior, along
with luxuries like bathrobes
and slippers for all the family,
and state-of-the-art COCOMAT® mattresses. Choose from
either a sea view or a garden
view and a heated whirlpool
or private pool. There are also
two and three-bedroom Luxury

Villas available, spread over two
floors and offering exclusive VIP
extras such as a dedicated Villa
Manager and early check-in.
Transfer
A little over an hour's drive
from Heraklion Airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years; teens' room | 118 villas & suites | 5 pools | 4 restaurants

Crèche

" he e er t tea m ar ra nges e er iences
such a s mount a in i k ing a nd oat
tri s
it h care a nd recision"

CORE
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5H Porto Elounda Golf & Spa Retreat
The exclusive Porto Elounda resort on Crete’s north-eastern coast
overlooks a Blue Flag beach and Mirabello Bay. A sea-facing pool and
a luxurious spa help guests unwind, while watersports, golf, cycling
and tennis are just a few of the more active pursuits available many
with private tuition for children*. The Kid's Ark Club runs a specially
designed programme, including arts and crafts, plus supervised
swimming sessions in the kids' pool, which has three slides. Valencia
run a soccer camp* here and children over 10 can learn to dive* with
PADI certification. There are eight restaurants, with menus ranging
from Italian and French to Pan-Asian and fine dining.

What’s nearby?
Despite its secluded beachfront location, the resort is an easy drive
from the centre of Elounda, a charming waterfront town full of
fishing boats, shops and tavernas. Boat trips to the mysterious island
of Spinalonga are recommended for those with older children – this
abandoned Venetian settlement was once a leper colony.

Tried and tested
Unlike lots of other resorts, the Six Senses Spa* caters for younger
guests as well as adults. If you’ve got children aged 12 and upwards,
you can enjoy pampering treatments and wellness rituals as a family.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms and Suites at Porto Elounda are airy and sophisticated, with
sleek wood floors and coastal shades. Porto Sea View Rooms offer
some of the best vistas in the resort, and are available with a shared
or private pool. Opt for a Porto Sea View Suite for lots more space
and a separate living area. For larger families, the Two Bedroom
Porto Sea View Suite and the Porto Exclusive Suite are more
luxurious in terms of décor, and have a private pool as standard.
Transfer
Around a 55-minute drive from Heraklion airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche 4 months- 4 years*; kids' club: 5-11 years | 128 rooms | 5 pools | 8 restaurants
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Ocean One Bedroom Pool Villa

5H Eagles Palace & Eagles Villas
Eagles Palace and Eagles Villas are neighbouring properties
on Halkidiki’s eastern peninsula and ideal for families seeking
sophistication and seclusion. Shared facilities include four pools,
a luxurious Elemis spa*, and a selection of sea-facing restaurants
– Armyra is a traditional Greek taverna on the beach; and Eagles
Club often has live music. As well as the great range of activities for
children, there's a particularly excellent watersports programme*
where they can learn to sail, kayak, windsurf, paddle board, wake
board and dive. The Explorers Club has a nap room for little ones,
and a shack full of toys for older children on the beach.

What’s nearby?
A Blue Flag beach fronts the resort, and it’s a five-minute drive
from the ancient town of Ouranoupolis – the nearest settlement to
UNESCO World Heritage Site, Mount Athos.

Tried and tested
There's a string of elite family experiences. Enjoy a trip to the Drenia
islands, an intimate sunset dinner in your villa, or step on a yacht
and sail to the shores of Mount Athos. We can recommend the
beachfront barbecue and local performers for a fun family night.
The sleeping arrangements
Whichever accommodation appeals, interiors are all design-led
and the views are superb. Eagles Palace offers Rooms, Suites and
Bungalows in various layouts – for families, we love the twobedroom bungalow option with a private pool, which has lots of
space both indoors and outdoors. At the Eagles Villas, each villa
suite has its own plunge pool. These rooms are higher up than those
at Eagles Palace, so you get more of a bird’s-eye view.
Transfer
90 minutes’ drive from Thessaloniki airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 4 months-13 years* | 199 rooms | 4 pools | 6 restaurants
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Caption

5H Ikos Oceania, Halkidiki
The Ikos Oceania is a high-end resort in Nea Moudania, spread among gardens of palms and fir trees. It has a couple of infinity
pools with spectacular sea views and a peaceful spa – The junior spa menu* is available for children over 12 who fancy a little
pampering. Smaller guests are well catered for here, with facilities that include a playground, indoor soft play area and a games
room. There’s a crèche for tots*, a kids’ club for four to 12-year-olds, and a sports programme for teens, too. Family activities
include cycling, tennis, hiking, cooking lessons and watersports – head to the shore for canoeing, pedalos, wind surfing and
water skiing. There’s a golden beach across the road and whether you’re lounging by the pools or in front of the Aegean Sea,
waiters will bring snacks and cocktails directly to your sunbed. Dining is a particular highlight here. There are five restaurants,
including four à la carte serving Italian, Greek, French and Indian, Thai and Chinese fusion cuisine. At the traditional Italian
trattoria Fresco, menus have been designed by Michelin-starred chefs and for each dish the sommelier can recommend the
perfect accompanying wine. Night-time entertainment ranges from shows to live music and dancing and even movie nights
featuring family-friendly films.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

The resort is in Halkidiki’s
Nea Moudania area, around a
20-minute walk from the town
centre, where authentic Greek
tavernas sit alongside jewellery
shops and ice-cream parlours
that slope down the hillside to
the harbour. There’s a historical
open-air amphitheatre to visit,
as well as a hilltop church with
superb views of the colourful
fishing boats below.

Families with older children
will appreciate the resort’s
commitment to showcasing
the local culture. From Greek
language lessons to traditional

The Ikos Oceania has a
collection of luxurious rooms,
with interiors inspired by the
shores of Halkidiki. Family
Rooms have an interconnecting
door. The Panorama Junior
Suite, which has a combined
bedroom and living area, a large
bathroom and a balcony with
sea views. The One Bedroom
Family Suite offers more space,
with separate bedroom and
lounge areas, and is available
with a private garden. Opt for

dance classes, there’s lots of
educational activities to enjoy
as a family.

a Family Room with Sea View
for two bedrooms and two
bathrooms – these are available
as interconnecting rooms.
Suites in the Deluxe collection,
meanwhile, have additional
deluxe privileges and an
exclusive pool.
Transfer
45 minutes' drive from
Thessaloniki Airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche*; kids' club: 4-12 years; teens' club | 290 rooms | 7 pools | 5 restaurants
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5H Sani Club
Sani Club is on the northern shores of Halkidiki’s Kassandra
peninsula, overlooking Mount Olympus, a sandy beach and Cape
Sani. The hotel is surrounded by a nature reserve, and the resort has
a huge lagoon-style pool. You’ll find a handful of restaurants close
by, including a spot specialising in local produce. Smaller guests can
enjoy seaside picnics, face painting and nature trails at the Melissa
Miniclub, while teens can enjoy watersports and cooking classes.
There’s a creche*, too, plus the Sani Waterpark – packed with
inflatables. Adults can enjoy Thai massages at the resort spa*, or
opt for scuba diving*, tennis and bird watching in the Sani wetlands.

What’s nearby?
Sani Club is set on a four-mile Blue Flag beach, and it’s just a fiveminute drive from Sani Marina, which is edged by whitewashed
tavernas and bars. The hotel runs a regular shuttle bus to the
buzzing harbour, and to the nearby beach resorts of Kalithea and
Nea Moudania.

Tried and tested
From cultural experiences to first-class cuisine, the Sani VIP Services
team exists to create unforgettable family moments for guests.
Sunset yacht cruises*, private dining* and family photoshoots*
are just a few examples.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms at Sani Club are spacious and beautifully done, with interiors
inspired by the Grecian coast. Junior Suites sleep four, with a double
bedroom with a sofa bed and a child’s bed. Choose from either a
sea or garden view. Families of up to six will enjoy the Family Suite
Grand Balcony, made up of interconnecting double rooms. Whichever
room type you choose, luxuries like bathrobes and slippers come as
standard, along with a balcony.
Transfer
One hour's drive from Thessaloniki airport.
*Extra charge

Creche*: 4 months-3 years | Kids’ club: 4-11 years; teens' club: 12-17 years | 253 rooms | 2 pools | 4 restaurants
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5H Ikos Dassia
Ikos Dassia offers a special all-inclusive concept known as Infinity
Lifestyle. You can dine in restaurants with menus created by
Michelin-star chefs and dishes created just for kids. You can also
enjoy 24-hour room service, and choose from more than 300 fine
wines. There are two high-end spas* and both the pools and beach
have waiter service here. The seasonal kids' club provides activities,
including watersports and a football academy*; and there is also
a ‘Just 4Teens’ club, a crèche* and babysitting facilities*. Family
experiences include mountain biking and local language lessons,
with evenings bursting with live shows and parties on the sand.

What’s nearby?
Ikos Dassia has a beachfront setting in Corfu’s Dassia region, and
it’s less than a five-minute walk from the centre of the resort. Here,
you’ll find traditional Greek tavernas, souvenir shops and secluded
bays. For more action, fashionable Corfu Town is a 20-minute drive
away by car or on the complimentary shuttle.

Tried and tested
The resort team is passionate about the island and offers guests
some exclusive extras included in their stay. You can enjoy a sunset
cruise, dinner at selected local restaurants around Corfu, a car for
a day’s exploring, and download the app with helpful tips and advice.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms at Ikos Dassia are summery and fresh, with Family Rooms
sleeping up to five, featuring interconnecting doors to a twin
bedroom. More exclusive options are the Deluxe Suites and
Bungalows – both room types are ultra-spacious and feature
exclusive access to the Deluxe pool and beach area, a private
pool, separate lounge and Nespresso coffee facilities.
Transfer
20 minutes' drive from Corfu airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; Kids' club: 4-11 years; teens' club: 12-17 years | 411 rooms | 5 pools | 7 restaurants
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Villas perfect for a family stay...

Indiana, Corfu
Perfect for the
whole family

Ju st a ver y shor t wa l k f rom a pret t y pebble beach
a nd t he per fect size for a fa m i ly get toget her or
g roup of f r iend s, Ind ia na is st ylish ly desig ned
w it h beaut i f u l liv ing spaces bot h in side a nd out .
Stylishly designed inside and out, here there are beautiful
and comfortable living spaces for a seamless indoor/outdoor
lifestyle. On the ground floor there is an open plan living
room and kitchen with breakfast bar, with glass sliding doors
opening to a dining veranda for al fresco meals. Steps lead
down to a sunny terrace furnished with sun loungers into
which the private pool is sunk, while the decking area boasts
a comfortable outdoor lounge and Jacuzzi. Children are wellcatered for here, with a treehouse, playhouse with sandpit, and
table tennis to keep them occupied. Perfectly located just a
short walk from the pretty white pebbles and turquoise waters
of Coyevinas beach, Indiana is also within walking distance
of the pretty village of Kassiopi and a short drive away from
charming St. Stephano. This is an excellent choice for a big
family get together or a group of friends.
Sleeps 11 | 5 bedrooms | 5 bathrooms | 1 pool

Giù Al Trullo, Italy
A t r u l lo proper t y w it h a cool hor izon sw im m ing
pool, shady garden s a nd g reat pr ivac y. A
char m ing sma l l v i l la in t he hear t of P uglia’s
Va l le d ’It r ia World Her it age site. Per fect for
a sma l l fa m i ly a nd w it h in ver y ea sy reach of
a men it ies.

Perfect for the
whole family

The Valle d’Itria is an atmospheric area, renowned for its
conical ‘trulli’ dwellings, and well placed for a feast of
charming towns and a choice of fabulous beaches. Orchards
and vineyards soak up the sun in its photogenic landscape,
forming the setting for this enchanting family villa in Puglia.
Its two tall cones and whitewashed walls, a metre thick,
combine to keep the house refreshingly cool and remarkably
characterful. The pride and joy of its local owner, the villa is
furnished in country style and has a kitchen, living room and
three bedrooms, plus two covered dining terraces. All this sits
in extensive gardens that surround the swimming pool and
dining gazeboes among the olive trees. Giù al Trullo’s peaceful
spot is just 3km from the supermarket and restaurants in the
walled market town of Cisternino; the ‘white town’ of Ostuni,
Torre Cane beach, and a golf course are all within 20km.
Sleeps 5 | 3 bedrooms | 1 bathroom | 1 pool
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4 H & 5H Forte Village, Sardinia
This expansive resort ticks off a grand total of eight four and five star hotels. For families, that means a wide choice of
accommodation and an extraordinary list of things to do. You can take your pick from ten pools and the resort’s own waterpark –
Baia delle Palme – or go Hobie Cat sailing or scuba diving out in the Mediterranean Sea. There’s a supervised children’s play area
called Wonderland, which has an incredible replica village, and a teen zone with a go-kart circuit. For active kids, the difficulty
lies in deciding what to choose from the extensive list of seasonal sports and academies* – there's football, rugby, basketball,
fencing, dancing, tennis, table tennis, boxing, cycling, netball, chess, go-karting, magic, hockey and golf – many of which are led
by top professional instructors. And then there are the resort’s 21 restaurants to tick off. Tuck in to local dishes flavoured with
ingredients from the herb garden, sample global cuisine at one of the pop-up restaurants in the summer months, or take little
ones for a meal at Mario’s – a children’s restaurant with a colourful menu that’s tailored to younger palates.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Forte Village is between Santa
Margherita di Pula and Capo
Spartivento, on Sardinia’s south
coast. The pretty town of Pula
is about eight miles away,
and it’s best-known for the
archaeological park and ancient
city of Nora. It’s like an open-air
museum, with ancient baths,
a crumbling necropolis and a
wonderful amphitheatre.

We particularly love the Chelsea
Football Club Soccer School*
for kids aged 4 to 13 (seasonal).
Mario’s Village is another mustdo – it’s a supervised play zone
open to children aged three
and above. For a lovely family
meal, don’t miss the seafront
pizzeria, which serves steaming
hot pizzas fresh from a woodburning oven.

If you’re wondering where to
stay, the five-star hotel Pineta
has a great best-of-both-worlds
setting. It’s tucked in a tranquil
forest on the resort’s western
edge, so you get plenty of
peace and quiet, but it’s easily
walkable from the other areas
and the beach. It’s also been
completely renovated, so
everything is fresh and new. We
recommend the Deluxe Family
Rooms, which sleep up to two
adults and one or two children

on a sofa bed in a separate
living area. These rooms are
on the ground floor with a
lovely terrace where you can sit
outside and take in the view.
Transfer
Around 45 minutes' drive
from Cagliari airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens | 8 hotels | 20 pools | 21 restaurants
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Deluxe Family Room at the Pineta
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4 H & 5H Chia Laguna, Sardinia
The Chia Laguna resort boasts a collection of individual hotels spread across a picturesque hillside on the Sardinian coast. For families, that
means a choice of four elegant properties – each with the same postcard-worthy setting and incredible outlook over a turquoise lagoon.
The four-star Hotel Village is set back from the beach and nestled in greenery – so it has a really relaxed, go-slow feel. There’s a free shuttle
down to the beach, where you can ride jet skis* and banana boats* or set off on a family snorkelling experience or a boat trip* around the
island. The five-star Hotel Laguna, meanwhile, has access to a VIP section of Dune di Campana Beach. And the Hotel Baia is closest to the sea
– just footsteps from Monte Cogoni beach – so it’s a great option if you’ve got little ones. Whichever hotel you choose, we love Chia Laguna
for its sleepy location. Surrounded by sun-baked villages, it’s a great choice for a low-key retreat with plenty of authentic Sardinian character.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

You'll find golden beaches,
turquoise waters and beautiful
lagoons that are home to pink
flamingos close by. The Torre
di Chia, a watchtower on top of
a hill, is a fabulous viewpoint
worth the walk.

The kids’ club here runs
from age 3-17 and it’s free,
plus there’s a crèche* for underthrees. The hotel often hosts
dance and football academies*,
which get confirmed closer
to the time, so ask us for
details. In the past, budding
footballers have been trained
by ex-premiership players, and
children have performed on the
resort’s main stage as part of
the dance academy.

With a choice of hotels comes
an equally wide selection of
rooms, so it’s easy to find a
space that suits at Chia Laguna.
Rooms at the Hotel Village
are particularly well suited to
families, and we recommend
the Family Superior Cottages.
These have a mezzanine level
and a private garden, and sleep
up to four in two bedrooms,
plus an infant in a cot. You
can book two interconnecting
spaces that sleep up to six, plus

an infant, which is perfect if
you’re holidaying as a group or
just want some more space to
spread out.
Transfer
Around one hour's drive from
Cagliari airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche; kids' club: 3-17 years | 4 hotels | 425 rooms | 6 pools | 2 restaurants
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5H Verdura Resort, Rocco Forte Collection
The Verdura Resort fuses romantic Italian architecture with ultra-contemporary accommodation. It’s got a dramatic rural backdrop, in a quiet
valley on Sicily’s south coast and is surrounded by orange, lemon and citrus groves. If you're seeking lots to do, the resort runs academies
for swimming, football, golf, tennis, fencing and karate, plus a selection of watersports available from the sandy beach. For relaxation and
wellbeing, there’s a 60-metre swimming pool with superb views of the Mediterranean Sea, and a luxury spa with staggered pools, state-ofthe-art experience rooms and a pampering treatment menu. Four restaurants cater for dining. There’s Amare, a sophisticated seafood eatery
on the beach, Liola, which serves traditional Sicilian dishes on the clifftop, Zagara, for Mediterranean cuisine, and Buon Giorno for sunny al
fresco brunches. When the sun goes down, expect lively entertainment including acrobats, fire breathing and dancing performances.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

The Verdura Resort is in a
secluded countryside setting,
which is all part of its appeal.
There’s a sandy beach just
footsteps away, and an 18-hole
championship golf course that
neighbours the hotel. The pretty
waterfront town of Sciacca is a
15-minute drive away, and it’s
40 minutes from Agrigento,
an ancient site full of amazing
Greek temples.

Families can learn how to make
Sicilian pizza and pasta at the
resort’s culinary school*. There
are also adults-only sessions,
where guests can learn from
expert mixologists, and try fine
wine tasting with the resort’s
sommelier.

The rooms, suites and villas
were designed by renowned
interiors specialist, Olga Polizzi.
For the décor, inspiration
was drawn from the Sicilian
landscape, and all room types
feature four-poster beds,
spacious terraces and sea views.
For families we recommend the
Villas, which sleep up to nine
people and come with private
pools and courtyards. Villa
guests also have a local island
expert assigned to them.

An hour and 45-minutes' drive
from Palermo Airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years (in high season); teens | 203 rooms | 2 pools | 4 restaurants

" he resor t r un s academ ies or
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Grande Suite
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4.5H Hilton Sorrento Palace, Sorrento
The Hilton Sorrento Palace expertly captures the elegance and
grandeur of Italy’s Neapolitan Riviera. There are six sea-facing pools
surrounded by palms and citrus trees. Indoors, there’s an additional
pool inspired by the palatial-style Roman baths, which features
decadent murals and climbing ivy. Four to 12-year-olds will love the
Kidz Paradise Club (open mid June-mid September) – pool games,
treasure hunts and sports competitions form part of the activity lineup here. There’s a playground, as well, tucked away in the middle of
the resort’s gardens. When it comes to dining, the Sorrento Restaurant
serves freshly-netted seafood while La Pagoda is a traditional trattoria.

What’s nearby?
In the centre of Sorrento, cobbled squares and alleyways play host
to authentic restaurants, pavement cafés and gelato parlours. For
families with older children, there’s impressive architecture and
historical sites to explore, and the ancient city of Pompeii is a
30-minute train ride away.

Tried and tested
The Hilton Sorrento Palace has its very own car rental service, and
the team is on hand to discuss suitable packages if you want to
explore the Amalfi Coast – and some of Italy’s best views – by road.
The sleeping arrangements
The rooms here are big and bright, and come with views of the sea
or the mountains, depending on the type you choose. Family rooms
are highly recommended, and Quadruple Superior rooms have a
second bedroom for larger parties. Suites and Executive rooms
offer more space, and extras like bathrobes and slippers and fresh
flowers, plus access to an exclusive Club Lounge.
Transfer
45 minutes' drive from Naples airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years; teens | 335 rooms | 6 pools | 2 restaurants
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Family Room

5H Corinthia St George's Bay, Malta
Corinthia St George’s Bay is on Malta’s east coast with sweeping
views of the Mediterranean. Its pools are tucked among palms and
landscaped gardens, and there’s another down by the shore, which
is next to a bathing lido with direct access to the sea. Loungers
come with a buzzer for waiter service – press to order cocktails
and sharing platters to your sunbed. And the hotel kids’ club means
daytimes are full of fun and games for little guests, while adults can
choose from 50 relaxing treatments at the Apollo Day Spa. Eight
restaurants cater for mealtimes with plenty of dishes for children
– including an American bar and grill and a cosy Italian trattoria.

What’s nearby?
The resort is on a rocky cove, overlooking the turquoise waters of
the Mediterranean. It’s less than a 15-minute walk from the town
of St Julian’s, with its yacht-filled marina and glamorous restaurants
and bars. The hotel also offers a shuttle service to Valletta, Malta’s
historical capital.

Tried and tested
The team puts on a nightly milk and cookies service before bedtime.
It’s a lovely treat after a busy day at the kids’club. Check the opening
dates of the children's club – it's open on specific dates throughout
the year.
The sleeping arrangements
Deluxe Double and Executive Double rooms sleep up to three, while
Family Rooms sleep four. All come with sea views and balconies. For
added luxury, consider one of the resort’s Suites, which come with
additional benefits such as access to the Executive Club Lounge.
These have a separate bedroom for parents and a living room with
a sofa bed for two children. Interconnecting Deluxe Sea View Rooms
are also available on request.
Transfer
25 minutes' drive from Malta International Airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 3-12 years | 249 rooms | 5 pools | 11 restaurants (3 seasonal)
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5H Bahia Del Duque
This award-winning resort looks and feels more like a Spanish colonial
village than a hotel, with turreted buildings, pretty courtyards and lawned
gardens linked by elegant bridges and winding paths. Everything is spread
across a tiered hillside that features five lagoon-style pools and slopes
down towards Playa del Duque – a gold-sand beach flanked by a smart
promenade. On the water, there’s a long list of watersports including
paddleboarding, surfing and flyboarding, which makes this a great option
for older children and active teens. Within the hotel’s grounds there’s
a nine-hole pitch and putt course for a family round of golf, as well as
several award-winning courses practically on the hotel’s doorstep. Sports
aside, the hotel’s quirkier features include a stargazing observatory and
there’s an excellent kids’ club with activities like treasure hunts and
T-shirt designing workshops. Guests have just as much choice when it
comes to food, with everything from sushi at Sensu restaurant, to Italian
favourites at La Trattoria.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

The hotel is within walking distance of
Costa Adeje, where you’ll find highend shops and boutiques, and plenty
of upmarket restaurants. It’s a tenminute drive from Siam Park, a huge
waterpark that’s been voted the best
in the world on TripAdvisor, and there
are also several golf courses close
by if you prefer something a little
more sedate.

Accommodation options here cover
a mixture of rooms, suites and villas,
so you’ve got plenty of choice. The
villas are particularly well suited to
families – we love the one-bedroom
Las Palmeras villas, which sleep up
to two adults and two children and
have lots of space both inside and out
thanks to a large sun deck and private
pool. The two-bedroom Las Mimosas
villas are even bigger, with space to
sleep for four adults and two children,
or five adults and an infant. Both villas
come with 24-hour butler service, so
you don’t have to lift a finger.

Tried and tested
The Duqui kids’ club caters for
children aged 4-12 and runs all day.
There’s also a Teen Lounge, which
has a PlayStation and a Wii, and the
MiniDisco in the evening is popular
with little ones. We’d also recommend
a meal at Alisios Market Food, where
you can enjoy tasty Mediterranean
fine dining that welcomes kids.
Perfect for curious palettes.

Transfer
Around 20 minutes' drive from
Tenerife South airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 4-12 years; teen lounge | 346 rooms | 5 pools | 8 restaurants
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4 H Las Terrazas De Abama
We love the apartment set-up here, teaming all the best elements
of a luxury hotel – like an elegant restaurant and a trio of pools –
with the convenience and privacy of apartment living. For families,
that means a choice of two, three and four-bedroom properties
where children sleep in separate en-suite bedrooms. Each one has
a kitchen, dining area and lounge in a chic mix of marble floors and
muted décor. Some spill out onto a pretty terrace with a Jacuzzi and
widescreen ocean views. This stunning setting is bookended by the
first two holes of the world-famous Abama golf course and flanked
by lakes and waterfalls. All in all, it makes a very serene atmosphere.

What’s nearby?
Abama Beach is a six-minute drive away – it’s a lovely calm cove
with incredible views of the sunset over La Gomera in the distance,
and the hotel runs a free shuttle. If you’re stocking up on food, the
nearest supermarket is a 10-minute drive away in San Juan. It’s also
home to Charco De La Laja – a picturesque natural swimming pool
suitable for older children.

Tried and tested
We love the kids’ club here, set in big outdoor tents. It costs extra,
but children aged 4 to 14 can do things like sports and arts and
crafts, and there are organised trips out to local attractions. We’d
also recommend taking them to the hotel’s Melvin Restaurant for
Spanish dishes served on a gorgeous al fresco terrace.
The sleeping arrangements
You’ve got the option of one, two, three and four-bed apartments,
with proper beds and en-suite bathrooms in every room. Cots are
available free of charge. Some apartments overlook the golf course,
and some the sea, and they all have a terrace or balcony to enjoy the
views from – with the bonus of a Jacuzzi if you book a Two Bedroom
Standard Suite with Jacuzzi. What makes all these apartments really
great for families is the addition of a state-of-the-art kitchen and
dining area, which is ideal if you’re self-catering.
Transfer
Around 30 minutes' drive from Tenerife South airport.

Kids’ club*: 4-14 years | 151 apartments | 4 pools | 1 restaurant
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Superior Interconnecting Room

5H IBEROSTAR Selection Anthelia
This hotel has a fantastic location between Playa de Fañabe and
Playa del Duque beaches, on Tenerife’s south-west coast. The area is
known for its year-round great weather, but it’s the sheer number of
repeat visitors that really gives you the measure of this hotel. Guest
reviews consistently praise the friendly staff and facilities. You’ll find
a huge saltwater pool with wraparound sea views and a zen-like spa
for adults. For children, there’s a fantastic free kids’ club with a long
list of activities that covers everything from MasterChef cookery
classes to hands-on science experiments. In the evening, don’t miss
the indulgent white and dark chocolate fountains at Zeus Restaurant.

What’s nearby?
This hotel is set between two excellent beaches – Playa del Duque
and Playa Fañabe. There are restaurants and cafés along each one,
as well as plenty of watersports. Playa Fañabe – the closest stretch
of sand – has lovely calm water that’s perfect for paddling. For
something a bit different, head to El Duque Castle between the
two beaches. The views from this pretty castle are incredible.

Tried and tested
We love the kids’ club here – it starts from age 4 and goes all
the way up to age 17, with children in three separate age groups.
The teen space, Eagles’ Nest, is particularly cool – it has an
entertainment area with things like table football, pool and darts,
and even a dance floor with DJ table. 0-4 year olds are also welcome
with you by their side.
The sleeping arrangements
You can book interconnecting rooms, which sleep up to six people.
The superior interconnecting rooms have double and single beds,
beautiful bathrooms and a private balcony or terrace. The suites are
a nice option for smaller families – the duplex, for example, is spread
over two floors and has two bathrooms, plus a living room with a
sofa bed, and you can ask to add a cot.
Transfer
Around 30 minutes' drive from Tenerife South airport.

Kids’ club 4-17 years | 367 rooms | 3 pools | 5 restaurants
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5H Princesa Yaiza, Lanzarote
Princesa Yaiza is a one of Lanzarote’s most sought-after family resorts.
It has a beachfront setting and pools edged by palm trees, and the focus
here is on fun for all the family. The adventure zone, Kikoland, has been
created to capture the imagination of younger guests, with a varied
programme of events designed for 0 to 18-year-olds. Kikoland mascots,
Hooky, Cooky and Kiko, lead the activities, which include movies, sports,
water games, face painting and sundown discos. Little ones will love the
playground with its slides and ball pool. There’s also a soccer school*
hosted by ex-professionals, a surf school* and an amphitheatre for family
shows. Eight restaurants serve cuisine from around the world, including
Mexican, Japanese and Italian specialities, with many offering children's
menus and a selection of purées for babies, plus a bottle warming service.
The night-time line-up, meanwhile, ranges from piano-side cocktails to
live bands, dancing, show and musicals.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

The Princesa Yaiza is set on Playa
Dorada’s sandy beach, overlooking
the Atlantic Ocean. Playa Blanca is a
15-minute walk away, and this bubbly
resort is ideal for families, with three
stretches of sand, a pretty marina and
lots of restaurants offering live music
and children’s menus.

Family Suites at Princesa Yaiza are
bright and spacious, with wooden
beams, terracotta-tiled floors and
soft neutral tones. The suite features
two bedrooms – one with a king-size
bed and one with twin beds – and
a separate living room with a sofa
bed. Family Suites are in a dedicated
area with a swimming pool, snack
bar and aquarium walk. Each comes
with a balcony that looks out over the
resort’s pools and gardens. For extra
space, choose a Royal Kiko Suite.

Tried and tested
Be sure to let the Kikoland team know
if it’s a little guest’s birthday during
your stay. The staff go the extra mile
to make the day a special one, and will
organise a present, a card signed by
their new friends, and their choice of
party – with pirate, Hawaiian, fantasy
and circus-themed celebrations
on offer.

Transfer
A 30-minute drive from Lanzarote
airport.
*Extra charge

Royal Kiko Suite

Crèche: 4-36 months*; kids' club: 0-12 years; teens' club | 385 rooms | 7 pools | 8 restaurants
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4 H Gran Castillo Tagoro Family & Fun
This luxury resort in Playa Blanca on Lanzarote’s south coast has
whitewashed buildings and lagoon-style pools coupled with Balinese
daybeds. It’s also right next to a sandy beach. Extra care has gone
into the children’s facilities here. Castleland is dedicated to smaller
guests, with its own playground, indoor football pitch and a club
house with games consoles. There’s also a 5D cinema, an activity
programme that spans storytelling, games and arts and crafts, and a
technicolour splash park. At mealtimes, there’s a buffet restaurant,
along with à la carte restaurants offering the likes of Italian and Thai
dishes, followed by family-friendly shows in the evenings.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested
Little ones can join new friends for dinner at the Camelot Kids’ Club,
which leaves parents free to enjoy a leisurely meal at Sanofe, an
elegant adults-only restaurant overlooking the ocean.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms come in all shapes and sizes, and include Superior Double
rooms, Suites and Family Duplex rooms with two floors. Interiors
are done out in soft neutrals, and all feature spacious lounge
areas perfect for larger parties. We love the Merlin Kids’ Room, in
particular, which has a separate fairytale themed area for smaller
guests, complete with toys, games and a PlayStation.
Transfer

Gran Castillo is on the outskirts of Playa Blanca, neighbouring
the resort’s sandy beach. It’s less than a five-minute drive – or
a 15-minute walk – from the town centre, where you’ll find
restaurants, bars and shops.

Around 45 minutes' drive from Lanzarote airport.
*Extra charge

Baby club: 6 months to 4 years; kids’ club: 4-12 years | 329 rooms | 11 pools | 4 restaurants
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5H Gran Hotel Atlantis Bahia Real
This award-winning resort edges a white sand beach and borders the
Corralejo Dunes in Parque Natural de Corralejo. There are two large
pools at the heart of the resort, a children’s pool and the Mini Club
Arlequin offers games, educational workshops and sports. There’s
a playground for burning off energy; plus, a cyber zone for those
over seven years old. If you’re travelling with your baby, there’s also
a babysitting* service, fresh baby food that can be made to order*
and you can pre-order essentials such as a milk bottle heater free of
charge. Relax with a soothing treatment at the spa* or chill out on a
Balinese day bed* at the beach club, Coco Bahia.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested
There’s loads to do on the island if you love the great outdoors. Book
a Jeep tour of the island’s rugged interior or climb Montaña Roja
(Red Mountain) volcano in Parque Natural de Corralejo – take
a camera for incredible shots of Lanzarote and La Graciosa across
the water.
The sleeping arrangements
There are Deluxe rooms and Suites available with beds or sofa
beds for the children. The Deluxe 2 Bedroom Family Room has
interconnecting rooms, and features luxury extras like a pillow menu
and bathrobes and slippers.
Transfer

The resort has a beachfront location in the Corralejo area, next to
the famous rolling sand dunes of Fuerteventura’s nature reserve.
Corralejo’s lively town centre is just over a five-minute drive away,
as is the Acua Water Park, with its slides, flumes, a wave pool and
a splash park.

45 minutes' drive from Fuerteventura airport.
*Extra charge

Kids’ club: 4-12 years | 242 rooms | 3 pools, including a kids’ pool | 6 restaurants
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Star Camp

5H Iberostar Selection Playa de Muro Village
This luxurious family resort is one of the most sought-after in Alcudia. Built in a gleaming Balearic Island white, it has a couple of pools at
its heart, and is just footsteps from a Blue Flag beach. Impressively, the onsite children’s club – Star Camp – has more than 140 activities for
young guests to enjoy, from art classes and science experiments to football, dancing and cooking lessons. All are designed specifically for
four to 17-year-olds, with children split among three age groups and available in peak season. There’s an adventure playground and a kids’
pool as well. Adults can enjoy tennis and a top-of-the-range gym, or slow things down at the hotel’s spa. There are three restaurants in the
Village and two in Playa de Muro, depending on the season. There are three bars in the Village, too, including Star Café – an American-style
diner serving burgers, snacks and ice cream. After dark, it’s family fun all round, with live shows, musical performances and magicians.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

The resort is less than a
15-minute drive from Alcudia’s
buzzing town centre, where
there’s a pretty port, a
waterpark and a huge selection
of family-friendly restaurants,
shops and bars. Playa de Muro –
one of Mallorca’s best beaches
– is next to the hotel.

The resort has bicycles onsite
– great if your family want to
get out and explore Alcudia’s
countryside. S’Albufera Natural
Park is close by – a wonderful
reserve of wetlands where you
might spot rare migrant birds.

The resort’s rooms are bright
and airy, with cool tiled floors
and colour palettes inspired by
the Med. Family Rooms provide
plenty of space for adults
and children, with a separate
living room with a sofa
bed and large balcony. All
rooms conveniently include a
microwave for quick and easy
meals for little ones.

50 minutes' drive from Palma
airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years; teens' club | 202 rooms | 2 pools | 3 restaurants
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5H Anantara Vilamoura Algarve Resort
One of only two European hotels by Anantara, who specialise in ultra-luxe resorts and spas, this resort is refined and contemporary, catering
exceptionally well to children without forfeiting style. The hotel’s two swimming pools, for example, are lined with Bali-style daybeds where
you can recline in comfort; and dining highlights include Emo – an elegant gourmet restaurant with a menu that features more than 300 fine
wines. Just next door is the prestigious Victoria Golf Course, and the hotel’s own spa fuses ancient Mediterranean therapies with energising
Asian techniques, including special massages for golfers. For children, meanwhile, the experience starts as soon as they arrive – with their
very own check-in experience complete with special treats – and runs all the way through to children’s menus in the restaurants. There’s also
an excellent kids’ club for children aged 4 months to 11 years old with activities ranging from treasure hunts to scientific experiments.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

This hotel is on the outskirts of
upmarket Vilamoura. There’s a
free daily shuttle to Vilamoura
Marina – which is great for
people-watching from chic
restaurants – and a golden
sandy beach. There’s lots
more to do in the local area,
from dolphin-spotting cruises
to days out at several local
waterparks, the closest of which
is Aquashow Waterpark.

Teens in particular will love the
chilled-out scene at Purobeach
Vilamoura beach club, over at
the Tivoli Marina Vilamoura
Hotel. Comfy sofas, sunbeds
and Balinese beds line the
pool and the beach here, and
there are resident DJs, cocktail
terraces plus a chic fine dining
restaurant. The hotel runs a
shuttle to get you here.

All the rooms here can sleep
two adults plus a child, so
smaller families have plenty of
choice. For larger families and
groups, the family rooms are
made up of interconnecting
double and twin rooms and
sleep up to six. We love the
Golf Suites, too – they sleep
two adults and one child and
have striking fairway views
from the private balcony. Plus,
when you stay in one of these
you get butler service plus a

comfortable lounge with a sofa
bed, dining area and bar.
Transfer
Around 30 minutes' drive
from Faro airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years*; teens' club* | 280 rooms | 2 pools | 3 restaurants

Ultimate
luxury

Deluxe Room

" een s in ar t ic u lar i l l love t he
ch i l led out scene at uro each
i la moura each "
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5H Hilton Vilamoura As Cascatas Golf Resort & Spa, Portugal
Five acres of landscaped gardens wrap their way around six swimming pools with cascading waterfalls, and a scattering of smart
buildings that house a mixture of contemporary rooms, suites and apartments. Portugal’s largest spa – the 7 Seven Spa – offers
R&R in abundance, and there are several first-rate golf courses right on the doorstep. Green fairways and blue sea views are the
order of the day at Pinhal Golf Course in close-by Vilamoura, which you can reach using the hotel's shuttle. In terms of dining
options, this resort goes all-out to impress. We love Moscada – a casual and comfortable space that serves international buffet
spreads alongside views of the pool and waterfall. And in summer, Aquarela is the place to head for chilled fruit smoothies and
family barbecue favourites alongside plenty of net-fresh seafood. This is a great year-round destination – the Algarve has over
300 days of sun each year.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Falésia Beach is a five-minute
drive away, and there’s a free
hotel shuttle bus in high season,
plus a private area on the beach
for hotel guests. Vilamoura
Marina is about the same
distance – it’s full of glamorous
super-yachts bobbing on the
water, and it’s a hub of stylish
seafood restaurants.

Children aged 4-12 can do
everything from treasure hunts
to swimming sessions in the
supervised pool at Paradise
Island Kids’ Club*, which you
can pay for in hourly, half-day
and day-long blocks. Teens aged
16 and over can use the spa –
try the calming zen gardens and
water tunnel experience.

We recommend the Family
Suites at this resort – they have
a separate living room with a
sofa bed, two bathrooms, and
two spacious balconies, and
they sleep three adults or two
adults and two children. Deluxe
Pool View rooms are another
good option, as they can be
booked as interconnecting
rooms. For larger families
and older children, try the
two-bedroom apartments.
They sleep five adults or three

adults and two children, with
a separate living room, dining
area and fully equipped kitchen
– perfect when you’ve got a
hungry brood.
Transfer
Around 30 minutes' drive
from Faro airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; Kids' club: 4-12 years | 176 rooms | 6 pools | 4 restaurants
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5H Pine Cliffs, A Luxury Collection Resort, Algarve
This clifftop resort on the Algarve’s southern coastline hits the perfect balance of grown-up elegance and family-friendliness. For younger
children, there’s a vast adventure play area – Porto Pirata – that houses two giant wooden pirate ships, a children’s pool and an 18-hole
mini-golf course, and all nine of the restaurants here have children’s menus. For older children there’s an activity-filled Junior Club*, a long
list of watersports, and expert-led tennis coaching at the hotel’s Annabel Croft Tennis Academy*. The latter is considered one of Europe’s
best tennis academies, and budding players can practise in a group or with one-to-one tuition on any of the five floodlit courts. And yet, the
resort manages to exude chic sophistication – from the beach club, accessed by a lift and steps, to the architectural elegance of the property
itself – which makes it an all-round winner for children and adults.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Pine Cliffs is between two of the
Algarve’s best-known resorts –
Albufeira and Vilamoura, both
of which are a 15-minute drive
away in opposite directions.
Vilamoura’s glitzy marina is
lined with restaurants serving
net-fresh seafood, and lively
Albufeira is the place to head for
dolphin-watching trips and the
Zoomarine Algarve marine park.

You’ll need to pay extra for
the the Junior Club and Porto
Pirata play area*, and the latter
is open from April to October.
We love the family cooking
classes at Mimo cookery school,
where chef Lucia will take you
through your culinary paces to
create meals you can recreate at
home. These are understandably
popular – so make sure you
book.

If you have a baby or infant,
the hotel will happily provide
a cot in any of the rooms. For
older children, we recommend
the Pine Cliffs Residence
apartments – they’re nice and
private, and big enough to
sleep up to five adults or four
adults and two children. Plus,
they each have a fully equipped
kitchenette, which is really
handy if you want to rustle
up a quick snack. The Ocean
Suite Garden Access rooms are

similar, with the added bonus of
opening out onto leafy gardens.
Transfer
Around 30 minutes' drive from
Faro airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 0-2 years; 2-5 years; 5-12 years*; teens* | 754 Rooms | 8 Pools | 9 Restaurants
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A great choice for a multi-generation holiday
5H Martinhal Sagres Beach Family Resort Hotel, Algarve
This family-focussed resort has a real village feel to it. It’s made up of sleek, low-rise buildings scattered across a grassy clifftop that slopes
gently towards a sandy beach. There’s a village shop where you can pick up freshly baked bread and essentials, and a village square with a
great children’s playground next to Os Gambozinos restaurant. There’s a special children’s menu here, and the chairs and tables spill outside
so you can keep an eye on the little ones as they play. Likewise, As Dunas restaurant serves up fresh seafood down on a beachfront terrace,
with a fenced-in play area and sunken trampoline. In fact, there’s a long list of things that make this resort a great option for families with
young children. That includes a baby concierge service where you can borrow everything from bottle warmers to buggies (even the spa offers
baby massages), a choice of five heated pools and a year-round kids’ club.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

The area around this resort is
lovely and quiet, and the hotel
runs a shuttle into Sagres if
you fancy exploring the closest
village. Beyond a cluster of
restaurants, the main attraction
here is the beach – conditions
are great for surfing, or you
can take a boat out and go
dolphin watching.

There are some great academies
you can pay extra for during the
main school holidays and it's
best to book in advance – we
love the football academy* for
children aged 4-12, which runs
for an hour every morning over
five days. There are also tennis
academies* from age 4 all the
way up to 16, and both small
group and private swimming
classes* for water babies aged
2 to 9.

We love the design-led Beach
Rooms, which are set in
clusters of four close to the
main hotel, and have incredible
views towards the sea from a
private balcony or terrace. They
sleep two adults plus an infant
under two in a cot, but you can
also book an interconnecting
room. For larger families, we
recommend the Pinewood
Houses – they’re set slightly
away from the main village on
a little close, so they feel really

private, and each one has its
own private pool. The biggest
is the three-bedroom Master
Deluxe option.
Transfer
Around one hour and 15
minutes' drive from Faro airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; Crèche 6-23 months*; Kids' club: 2-5 years; 6-9 years; teens | 200 Rooms | 5 Pools | 3 Restaurants

Perfect for the
whole family

Village Square

" The et hos at t he ch i ldren's clubs here
is to encourage t hem to be act ive a nd
inquisit ive"

Oasis pool

Beach Room
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Beach holidays

Stay & cruise

Multi-centres

From fun-filled beachside retreats to
charming boutique hotels, our range of
family resorts throughout the Caribbean
and Mexico is diverse. Opt for an iconic
Barbados resort with renowned service;
a Mexico retreat where kids are welcome
in the fine dining restaurants; or a hotel in
Jamaica with its own adventure zone. We
can help find the best hotel for your family.

We only work with the world’s best cruise
lines. Those that have won awards for their
all-singing, all-dancing family holidays –
from ice skating at sea to dance parties
and surf simulators. Every family is
different, so let us help you find the right
cruise for yours.

Not only can you combine two or more
destinations in the Caribbean or Mexico,
it's also possible to visit one of America’s
incredible cities before heading to the
shores of your chosen island. You can
easily combine a family sightseeing trip to
New York with time spent on the beach in
Mexico, or enjoy a twin island holiday to
Saint Lucia and Antigua.
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1. Barbados

5

One of our most popular Caribbean islands,
Barbados lures those in search of fine dining,
watersports and iconic all-inclusive resorts
ideal for families.

1

2. Jamaica

Barbados

Breathtaking sunrises and sunsets and
world-famous waterfalls await on this
carefree island, where your family can
choose to do as much or as little as they like.
3. The Bahamas
A nation of low-lying paradise islands with
turquoise waters and soft-sand beaches,
ranging from white to pink to gold.

Cuba

4. Turks & Caicos
With beaches that consistently appear on
‘world’s best’ lists, Turks & Caicos more
than makes up for its small size.
5. Saint Lucia
Arguably the most naturally beautiful of the
Caribbean islands, Saint Lucia is blessed with
the Pitons and a lush mountainous interior.
The Bahamas

6. Antigua
This charming island has a different beach
for every day of the year, a vibrant colonial
capital and some of the best sailing in
the Caribbean.
7. Cuba

Dubrovnik, Croatia
Antigua

Cuba is a top choice if your family love to
explore, with its colourful cities and beach
adventures. And Varadero’s clear, warm and
shallow waters are perfect for little ones.
8. Mexico

Saint Lucia

Flop on the beach at a luxurious all-inclusive
resort in Cancun, the Riviera Maya or Tulum,
or explore fascinating Mayan relics.

Turks & Caicos

ur avour ite com inations
Here are just a few of our favourite

Jamaica

family-friendly holiday combinations:
Saint Lucia & Antigua
Antigua & Barbados
New York & Mexico

Mexico
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e ins ired
Caribbean experiences
Learn to surf in Barbados

Soak in Saint Lucia’s mud baths

Learn how to surf at Barry’s Surf
School on Dover Beach and ride your
first wave with the help of expert
instructors. You’ll learn in a small
group and get the basics on the
beach before heading for the surf.
Once you glide across the ocean,
you’ll be hooked! Your surf lesson
includes surfboard hire for the rest
of the day, so you can practice what
you’ve learnt.

Encourage the kids to get muddy!
Saint Lucia is home to the world’s
only drive-in volcano and it's here
that you’ll find the Sulphur Springs,
where you and the children can slide
into the mud and watch the steam
appearing. It may smell like eggs,
but the mud has health benefits
due to its minerals and makes for
some funny family selfies. A tip from
us is to take old or dark-coloured
swimwear, as the mud may stain.

Reef Rider experience
in Antigua
Drive an 11-foot long RIB boat along
the beautiful coast of Antigua. This
self-drive boat tour starts from Jolly
Harbour Marina and will take you to
the area’s best snorkelling spots. It
seats two people and children have
to be over five years old, leaving you
in the driving seat. You’ll be given
expert instruction on how to operate
the Reef Rider and they’re great fun!

Fly over Saint Lucia’s Pitons
in a helicopter
What a way to arrive! We can
organise a helicopter transfer to take
you from the airport to a location
near your chosen hotel on the
island. Seeing the incredible Pitons
from above is one moment the kids
will never forget, giving you all the
VIP treatment from the very first
moments of your holiday.

Zip-line through the forest in
Saint Lucia

" ncourage t he k id s to get mudd
isit a int Lucia s u l hur
r ings
a nd at he in t he u ling mud "

The Adrena-Line is not for the
faint-hearted. You’ll hike through
the peaceful forest to reach the
Floating Stairs. You can then zip-line
through the canopy from tree to tree
between 18 platforms, finishing with
a Tarzan-style rope swing onto the
Tarantula’s Nest.
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Mini golf

k id s menu is rov ided
dai l to arent s so ou
can select t heir lunch and
dinner in advance

Two Bedroom Villa with Pool

Katie Edwards
Kuoni at John Lewis Leicester
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Main Beach

4 H The Verandah Resort & Spa
The Verandah Resort & Spa occupies 30 acres of tropical greenery on Antigua’s north-east coast. Two white-sand beaches run
along the length of this all-incluisve resort, and there are three swimming pools tucked among the palm trees – including one
reserved exclusively for adults. There’s an extensive list of water and land-based activities for all the family here, including
snorkelling, sailing, volleyball, tennis and minigolf. Little ones are invited to join the Kidz Club, which has a playhouse, adventure
playground and paddling pool. Older children over eight years old can enjoy fun activities such as sailing, kayaking and paddle
boats, as well as guided nature walks and swimming. The team also leads organised beach games and arts and crafts, too. For
adults, the Tranquility Spa* offers a range of treatments to aid relaxation. The Verandah Resort has four restaurants, plus the
Beach Bar Grill; and don't miss the new coffee shop serving cakes and cookies as part of the all inclusive board. Seabreeze serves
international buffet spreads, Buccaneer specialises in Caribbean fare, while Nicole’s is an elegant fine dining option with an
inventive fusion menu at a supplement. There are five bars and lounges for cocktails and after-dark entertainment.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

Devil Bridge National Park is
close by – the Atlantic waves
have eroded the cliffs over the
years and left a sweeping arch,
which is worth a visit for the
dramatic views. Willikies is just
over a five-minute drive from
the resort, and this rainbowhued village has a cluster of
restaurants and bars, and a
string of lovely beaches.

The Verandah Resort celebrates
local culture in a big way.
Families love the nightly
live music, which welcomes
Antigua’s best steel pan drum
bands, fire breathers and
dancers.Parents are more than
welcome to join the children in
activities at the kids' club, which
is open from 9am to 10pm.

Whichever room type you
choose at the Verandah Resort,
you can look forward to a
spectacular view. This is an
all-suite resort, with rooms
split among three categories
– Hillside, Waterview and
Waterfront. Décor is typically
Caribbean – outside, it’s all
whitewashed walls framed by
palm trees and shrubs. And
indoors, shades of blue and
green are complemented by
rattan and dark woods.

35 minutes' drive from
Antigua Airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 2-11 years; teens | 186 rooms | 3 pools | 4 restaurants
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5H Blue Waters Resort and Spa
This award-winning resort is on Antigua’s northernmost tip, fronted by two secluded sandy beaches. There are three swimming pools, a
luxurious spa, three bars and four restaurants – from innovative seafood dishes to French-Caribbean fusion cuisine. The hotel is renowned
for its packed timetable of children’s activities. Little ones will adore the Jenga Challenge in the Secret Garden, the Craft Clinic for modelling
and face painting, and the more grown-up pursuits including outdoor yoga. Teens will also have the chance to learn sailing*, snorkelling
and kayaking with expert tuition. There’s plenty more to enjoy as a family, such as off-road buggy experiences*, horse riding* and boat
trips to the nearby coves*. A crèche* from 14 months upwards and babysitting facilities are also available at extra cost, which gives you the
opportunity to enjoy a relaxing couple's massage*, a game of tennis or a romantic meal for two.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Antigua’s capital, St John’s, is
just a 10-minute drive from the
resort, where candy-coloured
architecture shares space with
traditional farmers’ markets and
cafés serving local dishes like
ducana. The Museum of Antigua
and Barbuda is also well worth a
visit, and charts island life over
the years. Dickenson Bay is also
a short taxi ride away.

Family dining is a breeze at Blue
Waters. From early sitting times
for little guests, to a pre-order
system that lets families choose
dishes ahead of time, it’s all
geared up to make things as
stress-free as possible.

Rooms at Blue Waters are
designed to feel like a homeaway-from-home with plenty
of space for families. We
recommend the Cove Suites,
which sleep up to two adults
and two children up to 11 years
old. There are exclusive pools
for Cove Suite guests. If you
want the children to have a
separate sleeping space, we love
the Deluxe Beachfront Rooms
which can be interconnecting
and sleep up to two adults and

three children. Luxury Suites
sleep up to two adults and three
children in the lounge area. The
Cove Penthouse is a great choice
for those with a bigger budget,
with three bedrooms and an
open-plan kitchen and living
area. Villas are also available.
Cots are available on request.
Transfer
15 minutes' drive from
Antigua airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche: 14 months to 3 years; kids’ club: 4-11 years | 104 rooms | 3 pools | 4 restaurants
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amilies looking or a secluded location

ill love it here

5H Carlisle Bay
Carlisle Bay is tucked away on Antigua’s sleepy southern shores, between a white-sand beach and sprawling rainforest. Non-motorised
watersports such as kayaking, sailing and windsurfing in the warm Caribbean waters are included; or try tennis and yoga classes. The kids'
club offers cool activities for those up to six; with the Crew Blue Programme running for children aged 7 to 12 during the school holidays,
where they can try zip-wiring, raft building and sports tournaments. Tiny guests have their own sand pit and jungle gym, too. Relax at the
resort’s pool or at Blue Spa, which has an impressive treatment menu*. There are four restaurants, and most have a children’s menu. Indigo
on the Beach offers light bites, seafood and pasta, East offers Japanese, Thai and Indonesian cuisine with an early dining time for families,
and Otimmo! is a traditional Italian trattoria. There’s also the Jetty Grill for those over 13 years old, offering fine dining with an ocean view.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

The resort looks out over a
horse shoe-shaped bay on the
south coast of the island. It’s a
five-minute walk to the nearest
village – the hotel is in the St
Mary’s Parish, which offers quiet
waterfront clusters of cafés and
churches. Jolly Harbour is 15
minutes' drive away; and English
Harbour and Nelson's Dockyard
are around 30 minutes' drive.

The resort has its own cinema,
with a big-screen, plush seating
and purple mood lighting. There
are movie showings for little
ones with the kids’ club, and
families can also settle down
for a cosy night in.

Carlisle Bay is an all-suite
resort, each with a soothing
minimalist interior design, with
cool white and blue or turquoise
shades, a spacious balcony and
sea views. We recommend the
Beach Terrace Suites, which
have direct access to the sand, a
master bedroom for adults and
a separate bedroom with twin
beds for children. For larger
families, the Carlisle Suite has a
large living area that opens onto
a terrace, and three bedrooms.

30 minutes' drive from
Antigua airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 6 months to 2 years*; 2-12 years | 87 rooms | 1 pool | 4 restaurants

Beach Suite

Ultimate
luxury

" ounger g uest s ca n look or ard
to i
ir ing, t rea sure hunt s a nd
s or t s tour na ment s"

English Harbour
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4 H St James’s Club & Villas
St James’s Club is on Antigua’s south-east coast. It’s set on
a private peninsula and fronted by two white-sand beaches.
The hotel is celebrated for its tailored approach and service.
Watersports and a state-of-the-art fitness centre go handin-hand with six tranquil pools and a spa*. Little guests can
make friends at the Kids’ Club, which hosts nature trails,
arts and crafts and water games. And, because the club is
open until 11pm, parents can enjoy romantic dinners for two.
There’s a restaurant for every night of the week and regular
entertainment in the adults-only Jacaranda Lounge.

What’s nearby?
The resort has two white sand beaches with one overlooking
Mamora Bay and the other facing the Atlantic Ocean. It’s less than
40-minutes' drive from Antigua’s pastel-hued capital, St John’s.
The hotel is also just 10-minutes' drive from the UNESCO-protected
Nelson’s Dockyard and Shirley Heights – a hilltop site with the finest
views on the island.

Tried and tested
The resort serves a signature rum punch that adults love, and there’s
a mocktail variety for little ones. We think it’s best-enjoyed sunsetwatching from one of the resort’s strategically placed gazebos.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms at St James’s Club are classically Caribbean in style, with tiled
floors, dark woods and soft furnishings in seaside shades. Families
of four can opt for the Premium Double Room, which comes with
two double beds, a balcony or terrace, and a view of either the sea
or the gardens. For direct access to the sands, there are Beachfront
Doubles available on Coco's Beach. Suites provide more space, or opt
for a private two or three-bedroom Villa, set in an exclusive part of
the resort. These sleep up to seven guests.
Transfer
40 minutes' drive from Antigua airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years | 240 rooms | 6 pools | 5 restaurants
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Kids' club

Premium Double Room

4 H St James's Club Morgan Bay Saint Lucia
This all-inclusive resort is home to a long sweep of powder-soft sand
and an even longer list of activities. There’s snorkelling, windsurfing,
kayaking, paddleboarding and Hobie Cat sailing, plus motorised
watersports such as banana boat rides and water skiing, making this
a great option for older children and teens. We love the Wednesday
night beach party, which gets rave reviews from guests. The resort’s
all-inclusive restaurants feature children’s menus and early sittings
reserved for families. That’s all topped off with a programme of
family-friendly evening entertainment at The Sunset Bar & Lounge,
which buzzes with Calypso bands and limbo dancers.

What’s nearby?
The capital of Castries is about a 10-minute taxi ride away, or you
can get to Bay Walk Shopping Mall in about 15 minutes. We love the
hotel’s Pink Panther safari tour* – it costs extra, but it’s a great way
for families to explore the island with an expert guide on-hand.

Tried and tested
The daytime kids’ club caters for children aged two (if potty trained)
up to age 11. There’s also an evening session for kids aged 4 to
11, which runs until 10pm. The hotel’s spa has no minimum age if
accompanied by an adult, so it’s a great option for older children.
The sleeping arrangements
We recommend the spacious Family Suites – they’re made up of two
interconnecting Garden View Rooms, with a king-size bed in one
room and double beds in the other. They sleep four adults, or two
adults and three children up to 11. Elsewhere, bear in mind there’s
a minimum age of 12 in Ocean View Rooms and Deluxe Ocean View
Rooms, and 16 in Exclusive Kuoni Spa Beachfront Rooms.
Transfer
Around 1 hour and 30 minutes' drive from Saint Lucia airport.
Helicopter transfers are available at an extra charge.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 2-11 years; teens | 334 rooms | 4 pools | 6 restaurants
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This is where the A-list stay

Recommended
for relaxation

“ The area is a g reat
for dolphin and
wha le-watching tr ips,
so keep a look out for
spinner dolphins”
Hayley Burton
Kuoni at John Lewis Chelmsford
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5H Sugar Beach, A Viceroy Resort
One of the world's best hotels, this resort is great for families, especially
older kids and teens. We love this hotel for its combination of relaxation
and adventure – and the adrenaline-seekers in your family will, too. This
luxurious hideaway has clinched a phenomenal spot in the Caribbean –
on the forested slopes of the Piton mountains, overlooking a sheltered,
white-sand bay. But that peaceful setting also offers up the full A-Z of
activities. Race through the rainforest on a zip-line*, canter through
the mountains on horseback*, or snorkel in the shallow waters of the
bay. Speaking of which, the hotel offers a long list of free watersports,
including windsurfing, kayaking and sailing on Hobie Cats. A range of
activities for 10 to 17-year-old includes offsite rainforest hikes.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

Close-by Soufriere is home to an
adventure park that’s cross-hatched
with zip lines* and horseback riding
trails*. The area also lays claim to the
world’s only drive-in volcano, which
is surrounded by bubbling sulphur
springs, and the Tet Paul Nature Trail
– an easy 45-minute hike offering
incredible views.

Most of the accommodation at Sugar
Beach is set in individual properties
that are ideal for families to spread
out in, and all rooms have a private
plunge pool and butler service.
Superior Luxury Cottages sleep two
adults, plus two children under 11
in a separate living room with a sofa
bed. Cots are also available. For
larger groups and older children, we
recommend the multiple-bedroom
residences. The largest are the FourBedroom Luxury Residences, which
sleep up to eight – nine with a cot
– and have infinity-edge pools big
enough for everyone.

Tried and tested
There are movie nights on the
beach every Saturday evening,
with beanbags set up on the sand
and family-friendly films. The kids’
club facilities start from age four,
and there’s evening entertainment
for children during the main
school holidays.

Transfer
Around 45 minutes' drive from Saint
Lucia airport.
*Extra charge

Kids’ club: 4-16 years | 118 rooms | Main pool and private pools | 4 restaurants
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4 H Windjammer Landing Villa Beach Resort
This remote resort is set on a quiet hillside overlooking Labrelotte
Bay and has a brand new luxury wellness centre designed to make
the most of the outlook. Sink into a Japanese soaking tub in one of
the couples’ treatment rooms, or take in the view from the outdoor
yoga deck. The list of children’s activities incorporates holistic
elements, with things like children’s yoga classes on offer alongside
supervised activities for 4-12-year-olds at the free Jacquot Fun Club.
There are six pools (two for children) and a shuttle runs guests down
to the beach. The Premium All Inclusive covers the vast majority of
activities, not to mention six varied dining options.

What’s nearby?
Although the hotel is in a quiet spot on Saint Lucia’s north-west
coast, it’s only about ten minutes from Gros Islet, which is much
livelier. Once a sleepy fishing village, it’s now the place to head for
rum shops, horseback tours and street food stalls, and it hosts a
buzzing Friday-night street party called Gros Islet Jump Up.

Tried and tested
As well as special yoga classes tailored to children, kids can make
body scrubs using herbs grown here. A daily programme of events
for teens includes water balloon volley and jewellery making.
The sleeping arrangements
We recommend the Two-Bedroom Ocean View Rooms for families
– they’re made up of two interconnecting rooms with a balcony or
terrace, and have stunning ocean views. Two-Bedroom Oceanfront
Suites come with a kitchen, and the Premium Two-Bedroom Ocean
View Villas sleep four, with children on a sofa bed in the living room.
They are also available with a plunge pool. For larger families, there
are three and four-bedroom villas available, which sleep up to 12.
Transfer
Around 1½ hours' drive from Saint Lucia airport. Helicopter transfers
are available at an extra cost.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 4-12 years; teens' club | 191 rooms | 6 pools | 5 restaurants
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Luxury Ocean Room

Ultimate
luxury

5H Sandy Lane
Sandy Lane needs little introduction. This extravagant hotel is
practically wall-to-wall with gleaming marble, while outside plays
host to a vast pool with cascading layers, and a sublime sweep of
sand dotted with pink parasols. Factor in impeccable service, and
it’s little wonder this exclusive hotel draws celebrity guests like
a magnet. And the great news is, it caters to younger VIPs just as
well – from little gifts in their rooms when they arrive, to carefully
curated children’s menus in every restaurant. There are nine tennis
courts and no less than three golf courses to tee off on. All that said,
personalised service is Sandy Lane’s standout feature.

What’s nearby?
Holetown is about five minutes away from the hotel by taxi. There’s
a beach here with calm water that’s great for children to swim
in, and First and Second Street are packed with rum shacks and
restaurants that cover everything from Caribbean to Italian cuisine.
The Limegrove Lifestyle Centre is here, too, and it’s a great place for
a spot of designer shopping.

Tried and tested
We recommend The Treehouse Club for children aged 3-12. There's
also a zone for babies and a den for teens. Kids aged seven and up
can enjoy non-motorised watersports, depending on their ability.
The sleeping arrangements
All of Sandy Lane’s rooms interconnect and the hotel will guarantee
interconnecting rooms if the children are under 12. There are
also two-bedroom suites which have two separate bedrooms, two
bathrooms and two balconies, so you get more In the way of private
space. These sleep two adults and up to three children under 14.
If you’re staying as a group or celebrating something extra special,
there’s one magnificent five-bedroom villa that sleeps up to 14
people and has its own pool and private entrance.
Transfer
Around 35 minutes' drive from Barbados airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club | 113 rooms | 1 pool | 4 restaurants
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4 H Turtle Beach Resort By Elegant Hotels
If your family has plenty of energy to burn off, we can’t recommend this
resort highly enough. It’s got a list of all-inclusive activities that spans
pastry making classes and neighbourhood tours at one end of the scale,
to the full complement of watersports at the other. Children can join in
with surfing and paddleboarding lessons at Aqua School*, and the whole
family can make the most of unlimited non-motorised watersports like
snorkeling, kayaking, Hobie Cat sailing and boogie boarding from the
hotel’s stunning beach. There’s even more in the way of activities during
school holidays, when the resort lays on extras like beach volleyball
matches and family fun days. And even the dining scene is larger than life,
with all-day dining options including snacks and drinks at The Sandtrap
restaurant and Half Moon deli, afternoon tea at Chelonia restaurant and
sundaes in every colour of the rainbow at the ice-cream parlour.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

The hotel is in walking distance of
St Lawrence Gap, one of the bestknown neighborhoods in Barbados,
and a hub for local rum shacks and
restaurants. The hotel runs a free
neighbourhood walking tour around
The Gap, as it’s better known, so you
can learn all about the area as well as
next-door Dover.

The Ocean View Junior Suites sleep
two adults plus two children on a
pull-out sofa bed. They have a private
terrace where you can sit out at night
while the little ones sleep, and they
can be booked as interconnecting
rooms if you need more space. The
One-Bedroom Suite is another good
option for larger families or older
children – the adult sleeping area is in
a separate room, so you get more in
the way of privacy.

Tried and tested
There’s so much here for younger
children, from the hotel’s free kids’
club – Flying Fish – which is for ages
3-12 years, to the Aqua School’s
new surfing lessons*, which are
for children aged 5 and up. There
are children’s menus at all the
restaurants, but if your children are a
little older, treat them to a grown-up
Italian meal at Asiagos. Diners here
must be over 12 and things are a little
more refined.

Transfer
Around 15 minutes' drive
from Barbados airport.
*Extra charge

Ocean View Junior Suite

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club | 161 rooms | 2 pools | 3 restaurants
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Classic Two Bedroom Suite

4.5H Sea Breeze Beach House By Ocean Hotels
We love the way the family and adults-only areas are set apart from one another at this All Inclusive resort. It means you get adult time
when you want to sink into a jacuzzi or book a couples’ in-room spa treatment while the little ones play in the kids’ club, Lil Dippers. But you
don’t feel like you’re bothering anyone when you’ve got the whole family together – splashing in the family pool, or paddling on the beach.
Speaking of the beach, there are attendants on-hand here and by the pool to offer you icy cold flannels and refreshing sorbets. And when it
comes to food, we love the Mahogany Lounge for Bajan-Caribbean cuisine by the beach, and The Flying Fish for made-to-order pizzas and
grilled meats right by the family pool. The resort’s All Inclusive offering goes well beyond mealtimes, and also covers a fantastic line-up of
activities for adults, including rum and wine tastings, mixology lessons and fitness classes on the sand.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Sea Breeze is on Maxwell Coast
Beach overlooking Oistins Bay.
Oistins, famous for its fish fry,
is only a five-minute drive away,
and children will love feeding
wild sea turtles from the pier.
We’d highly recommend hiring a
car and exploring the rest of the
island while you’re here.

The kids’ club here opens
every day, as long as there’s
a minimum of four children.
It covers ages 4 to 11 and
activities include things like
art classes, kite flying and
supervised time in the pool.
There’s also a brilliant chillout
zone for hard-to-please teens,
with things like video games,
air hockey and table tennis. And
don’t miss the weekly beach
BBQ – it’s a shoes-off affair for
the whole family.

The accommodation is split into
78 Classic Collection rooms and
44 Luxury Collection suites,
and the Luxury Collection suites
include special extras like a
pre-stocked and re-filled minibar, and a daily in-room canapé
selection. For families, we love
the two-bedroom suites – they
feature two bedrooms, one or
two bathrooms and a living
area, and they sleep up to five
adults, or four adults and two
children. For groups, there are

also three and four-bedroom
suites available in the Luxury
Collection, sleeping up to eight
and ten respectively.
Transfer
Around 15 minutes' drive from
Barbados airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 4-12 years; teens | 122 rooms | 3 pools | 5 restaurants
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4 H Bougainvillea Barbados
As its name suggests, this hotel is framed by gardens, including the hot pink petals the resort takes its name from. Such a lush setting
creates an incredibly laid-back island vibe, but there’s plenty to keep families busy. The warm water of the Caribbean Sea is perfect for
paddling, and makes a great base for watersports like Hobie Cat sailing and windsurfing. There are three pools to pick from (one of which has
a shallow children’s area), an adventure playground and an indoor playroom to give little ones some shade. We particularly love the weekly
rum punch party, with its barbecue and steel band, as well as the Caribbean buffet. You can watch wide-eyed as fire-eaters, limbo dancers
and stilt walkers bring the place to life. Due to it's location close to St Lawrence Gap, you can choose to be self-catering here and dine out or
opt for meal plans that include breakfast right through to all inclusive.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Bougainvillea Barbados is on
Maxwell Beach on the south
coast, around five minutes'
drive from Oistins. Oistins hosts
a famous Friday night Fish
Fry, where you can try local
favourites like blackened flying
fish. Another five minutes’ drive
gets you to Barbados Golf Club.

We love the family film nights
under the stars – they only run
at certain times, so ask if there’s
one planned when you arrive.
The children’s playground is
really fun for little ones – it has
a mini-trampoline plus swings
and slides. And there’s a kids’
club* for children aged 3-12,
which runs when there are
enough children signed up. The
cost for the day includes snacks
and lunch.

Junior Suites are ideal for
smaller families with a young
child or baby – they sleep up
to three people, with a pull-out
bed in the living area, or a cot
which can be requested for
free. These have kitchenettes,
which are ideal for preparing
food or milk for little ones. The
One Bedroom and Two Bedroom
Suites are best for bigger
families as they have either
a living room with a pull-out
queen sofa bed, or a second

bedroom for children. And we
recommend the Two Bedroom
Beachfront Luxury Suite – which
has two bathrooms and a living
room – for families or groups
up to six.
Transfer
Around 15 minutes' drive from
Barbados airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 3-12 years* | 100 rooms | 3 pools | 2 restaurants (1 seasonal)

" on t m iss ist in s r ida n ight ish
r
or a t a ste o t he isla nd s ood
a nd c u lt ure"

Junior Suite
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Caribbean | Bahamas

Teens have their own nightclub at this extravagant resort

Waterview Room

"At t he k id s’ concierge you ca n browse
a l l t he ch i ldren’s menu s, see da i ly
it inerar ies a nd book t he k id s’ club "

4.5H The Royal at Atlantis, Paradise Island
This is the showstopping centerpiece of Atlantis Paradise Island.
Themed around the Lost City of Atlantis, its extravagant architecture
rises from the sea and is visible for miles around. It comes with a
long list of world-famous accolades including the Caribbean’s biggest
casino, a Tom Weiskopf-designed 18-hole golf course*, 11 pools –
three of which are for children – and an incredible 21 restaurants.
Dining at celebrity hotspot, Nobu, is a must and casual options
include barbecue shacks and pizzerias. Atlantis Kids' Adventure
features everything from cooking classes to theatre shows.

Tried and tested
The Atlantis Kids' Adventure club is for children aged 3-12, and
you can pay for morning, afternoon and evening sessions. Evening
sessions are themed around things like pirate adventures and
slumber parties, and they allow grown-ups some time for a quiet
dinner out – as does the babysitting service. Teens have their own
nightclub, CRUSH, as well as an underwater-themed video arcade
and movie theatre.
The sleeping arrangements

What’s nearby?
The Aquaventure Waterpark is a standout attraction at the resort
and you'll have complimentary access. This 141-acre park has highspeed water slides, a mile-long river ride with rapids, 20 swimming
areas, a water-play fort for children and 11 swimming pools.

The elegant rooms, with French balconies, offer a choice of either
terrace, harbour or water view. Each has a king-size bed as standard
but we recommend booking the Double category to guarantee two
queen-sized beds, perfect for families. For loads of extra space,
there are one and two bedroom Regal Suites each with spacious,
separate living areas.
Transfer
Around 30 minutes' drive from Nassau airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; Kids' club: 3-12 years*; teens' club* | 1201 rooms | 11 pools | 21 restaurants
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Turks & Caicos | Caribbean

Voted one of the best family hotels in the Caribbean
Italian Oceanfront Walkout Concierge Family Suite with Kids Room

" Th is area is g reat for d iv ing, w it h
PA DI sc uba d iv ing prog ra m mes for
ch i ldren in a pur pose-bui lt pool "

Perfect for the
whole family

Beaches Turks & Caicos Resort Villages & Spa
This Luxury Included® wonderland has been voted the Caribbean's
fifth best family hotel at the TripAdvisor Traveller's Choice Awards.
Snorkelling, windsurfing and paddleboarding are all on offer,
and you can sail out on an underwater vision boat for a glimpse
beneath the surface. A highlight is the Pirates Island waterpark,
featuring three huge water slides, a lazy river, surf simulator and
water cannons, plus an all-action kids’ club. There is family-friendly
accommodation and an incredible 21 Luxury Included® restaurants
to choose from, which cross every culinary concept from Italian
stone-baked pizzas to Japanese teppanyaki.

What’s nearby?
Grace Bay is just one section of a long crescent of sand on
Providenciales’ north-east coast, and the whole stretch is prime
scuba diving and snorkelling territory. Smiths Reef out west is one
of the most popular spots for snorkelling, and there’s also a popular
Thursday night fish fry on the beach at The Bight Park nearby.

Tried and tested
Sesame Street characters make regular appearances here, and we
particularly love the Sesame Street Live Parade on Tuesday evenings.
Older children and teens can head to the Xbox Play Lounge, open all
day until 11pm. And if they want to take part in the Bubble Maker or
PADI Seal scuba programmes* they’ll need to be aged eight and over.
The sleeping arrangements
The Italian Village has lots of spacious family suites that have
separate children’s rooms, including a six-person option where
children sleep on a combination of bunk beds and trundle beds. For
older children, larger families and groups, we recommend the three
and four bedroom villas at Key West Village. The four-bedroom villas
have a kitchen, living room and sleep 10 people over three floors.
Transfer
Around 15 minutes' drive from Providenciales airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 6-12 years; Teens' programme | 758 rooms | 10 pools | 21 restaurants
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Deluxe Gardenview Room

Get
active

" ven ing enter t a in ment is im ressive
it h ire eaters, circ u s er or mers a nd
a r ida n ight a ma ica n st reet ar t "

5H Meliá Braco Village Hotel
This village-style resort is right on the beach and it has the feel of a boutique retreat, with colonial-style buildings spread across gardens
with nature trails. Everything moves at a laid-back Jamaican pace whether you’re sipping a cocktail by the pool or enjoying a massage on the
beach. But rest assured this all-inclusive resort has a far more active side, too. There’s a huge adventure park for children aged six and up
and their parents, where you can zip-line, tackle an obstacle course and climb a rock wall with varying levels of difficulty to work through
during your stay, while kayaking and snorkelling are popular out on the water. The restaurants are set around a village square, serving
everything from juicy steaks at 876 Prime, to Japanese-Cantonese fusion at Nikkei.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

This resort is set on a secluded
private beach in the seaside
village of Rio Bueno, on
Jamaica’s north coast. Runaway
Bay is about a 25-minute
drive east along the coast,
via Discovery Bay and the
fascinating Green Grotto Caves
on the way. Ocho Rios is another
20 minutes further in the same
direction.

Lots of activities, like nonmotorised watersports and use
of the adventure park, are part
of the all-inclusive set-up here.
As is the weekly cookery class,
where the whole family can
learn to cook local dishes. Pack
some reef shoes for swimming
in the ocean – the seabed can
be a little rough, particularly for
little feet.

You get lovely views from the
ground-floor Deluxe Garden
View Rooms (for three). The
ground floor Deluxe Beachfront
Rooms and second floor
Premium Oceanfront Rooms
sleep up to four with two
double beds, and come with a
balcony. The suites in The Level
really raise the bar. Stay in
this exclusive section and you
get benefits like access to the
exclusive restaurant and bar,
private pool and private area

of the beach, with snacks and
drinks delivered to your lounger.
Transfer
Around two hours' drive
from Kingston airport and 45
minutes' drive from Montego
Bay airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 5-12 years | 226 rooms | 2 pools | 6 restaurants
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Cuba | Caribbean

im u to our room at some o the amil suites here
4 H Paradisus Varadero Resort & Spa
This all-inclusive resort is set on one of Varadero’s best beaches, surrounded by lush grounds and backed by the Varahicacos Ecological
Reserve, so it’s certainly not short on scenery. The grounds, too, are studded with palms and rippling water features, and thatched cabanas
provide a family-friendly place to relax and get some shade on the sand. Setting aside, we particularly love the option to book the Family
Concierge service and suites at this hotel. This upgrade gives you access to a dedicated family lounge as well as exclusive kids’ and adults’
pools and a private beach area. The kids’ club is also in the Family Concierge area, with all-day activities for children aged 1 to 12 and a
morning programme for teens. Whether or not you choose to upgrade, you’ve got a lengthy list of activities included as part of your stay.
That covers everything from t'ai chi lessons and Spanish classes, to kayaking, snorkelling and scuba diving.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

This hotel is set on a crescent
of Varadero beach within
the Varahicacos Ecological
Reserve, which is ideal territory
for wildlife spotting. Most of
the activity lies in the other
direction, though – out on
the water – and you can
practise scuba diving with a
free introductory lesson in the
hotel’s pool, then head out
on offshore dives. There’s an
organised trip almost every day.

Although it’s not essential, we’d
recommend upgrading to the
Family Concierge service. As
well as access to exclusive areas
and a welcome beach kit with a
backpack, cap, sun cream and
an inflatable, there are some
really nice little extras – like a
turn-down service that’s tailored
to kids, with milk and cookies
served at bedtime. You also get
personalised service from the
family concierge, who'll help you
get the most from your holiday.

We’d recommend the Family
Concierge Junior Suites – they’re
in the Family Concierge area of
the resort, which means you get
private check-in and check-out
in the Family Lounge, use of the
family concierge to plan your
stay, as well as lots of extras.
These have a kingsize bed or
twin beds, and you can add an
extra bed or cot if you need to.
For an added dose of luxury,
book a Family Concierge Junior
Swim-Up Suite. As the name

suggests, these have direct
access to the pool from
their terrace.
Transfer
Around two hours' drive from
Havana airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 1-12 years; teens' club | 510 rooms | 3 pools | 11 restaurants (4 exclusively for Family Concierge)

Kids' pool

" he a m i l
oncierge ser v ice a lso
includes e clu sive rest aura nt s
a nd ars"

Family Concierge Junior Suite
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ail on a irate shi in the children s ool

Exceptional
all inclusive

Splash Park

here s so much going
on here, rom mor ning
unti l late at night,
including k id s ool
ar ties it h a
and
ami l oam ar ties"
Heather Simmons
Kuoni Chichester
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5H Paradisus Playa Del Carmen La Esmeralda, Mexico
Paradisus Playa del Carmen is made up of two hotels – the adults-only
La Perla, and the family-focused La Esmeralda. The two share lots of
facilities, and they’re linked by the central spot of El Zocalo, which
is where most of the restaurants and bars are located, as well as a
playground and the YHI Spa. But La Esmeralda is the family arm of the
resort, so it really pushes the boat out when it comes to family-friendly
experiences. Children and parents can race around the splash park, make
use of two swimming pools, with one designed just for kids, and – if you
upgrade to the Family Concierge service – you can enjoy the use of an
exclusive pool. This upgrade also gives you access to the Family Concierge
suites, exclusive lounge and even a family section of the beach. You’ll also
be able to use an exclusive restaurant, Olio, on top of 13 more places to
eat. Five of those are adults-only, which is perfect when you want some
grown-up time while the children kick back in the Kid Zone.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

This hotel is set in a pretty bay with
views of Cozumel. It’s close to Playa
del Carmen’s famous Fifth Avenue – it
takes about 10 minutes to get there in
a taxi, and it’s lined with restaurants
and shops. The resort is also close to
Xcaret nature and adventure theme
park, which is about 20 minutes' drive
by car.

This resort is designed with families
in mind, so there are plenty of options
when it comes to accommodation.
We love the One-Bedroom Swim-Up
Family Concierge Master Suites for the
ultimate family escape – and children
will, too, when they realise they can
get to their room straight from the
swimming pool. These are in the
exclusive Family Concierge section of
the resort, have a separate living area
so you’ve got space to spread out,
and a Jacuzzi out on the terrace. They
come with the addition of a concierge
service, so you can relax and enjoy
your holiday knowing everyone’s well
looked after.

Tried and tested

One-Bedroom Swim-Up

There are some lovely family activities
at this resort. You can learn a new
craft every day – like how to make
a pinata – and there are family
cookery classes, too. The Kid Zone is a
supervised club for children aged 5 to
12, and there are also some sessions
for children aged 1-4. The Family
Concierge upgrade is a great option –
as well as exclusive facilities you get
little extras like a nightly turndown
with milk and cookies, and a minibar
with children’s drinks that’s restocked
every day.

Transfer
Around 45 minutes' drive from
Cancun airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club | 510 rooms | 3 pools | 14 restaurants (1 exclusive to Family Concierge, 5 adults only)
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Caribbean | Mexico
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Kids' club

5H Hotel Xcaret Mexico
This resort is the perfect base for a family adventure exploring some of the Mayan Riviera’s best attractions – and unlimited
access is all part of the All-Fun Inclusive ® set-up here. You can spend as much time at close-by Xcaret, Xenses and Xplor parks as
you like, for example, without needing to pre-book. And you can arrange tours of unmissable sights like Tulum, Cobá and Chichen
Itza, day trips to tropical cenotes, and trips to places like Xavage and Xoximilco, with the hotel’s concierge. The resort itself has
designated adults-only and family areas, and there’s so much to do here it’s a destination in itself. Swim in 11 pools, go kayaking
or paddleboarding in the river and around the inlets, tackle the jungle training circuit or let the children splash their way around
the water playground. There are 10 family-friendly restaurants, and children will particularly love the Mexican dishes and live
cooking stations at Mercado de la Merced. Chibali is another popular choice for families – it’s right next to the kids’ club, and has
a menu tailored to younger palettes.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

This hotel is right next to Xcaret
Eco-archeological Park, and
about 30 minutes from Xel-Ha
park. The heart of Playa del
Carmen is about a 15-minute
drive in the opposite direction.
From the hotel, it takes about
50 minutes to get to Tulum,
and 2 hours and 15 minutes
to get to Chichen Itza, so the
region’s major sites are all
within easy reach.

The biggest draw is the fact
that entry and transport to the
Riviera Maya’s best parks and
excursions organised through
Grupo Xcaret are included, and
we particularly love that you
don’t have to rush back to the
resort for lunch if you’re out and
about. The majority of meals,
as well as selected drinks, are
included. And if you choose
the Xenotes tour, you have a
picnic lunch in the middle of
the jungle.

Rooms here are spread across
five casas – some are closer
to the sea, and some are set
further back. Garden suites
look out towards the jungle,
river suites are waterside, and
ocean view suites have partial
views of the Caribbean Sea.
We love the fact they all have
traditional Mexican hammocks
on the balcony or terrace, and
we’d recommend the oceanfront
family suites.

These have their own Jacuzzi
tubs for you to sink in to once
the children are fast asleep.
Transfer
Around 50 minutes' drive from
Cancun airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club | 900 rooms | 11 pools | 10 restaurants
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Xcaret Park

here aren t man
hotels here ou can mi
t he un and aci lities
o an a l l inclusive
hotel it h a scinating
com liment ar tours o
u lum and hichen t a
to see Ma an r uins
Elizabeth Wailes
Kuoni at John Lewis Leeds

Garden Suite
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Get
active

Junior Suite Ocean View

" he ore one een s lu r un outdoor
act iv it ies li ke on ires on t he each,
rock clim ing a nd k a a k ing tours"

5H Dreams Playa Mujeres Golf & Spa Resort
Tried and tested

This stunning resort in upmarket Playa Mujeres has an UnlimitedLuxury® All Inclusive set-up to match its enviable setting. You can
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restaurant access and access to Bali beds at the pool and the beach.
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*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club: 13-17 years | 502 rooms | 4 pools | 7 restaurants
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Explorer's Club for Kids

Deluxe Family Room

5H Dreams Tulum Resort & Spa
This luxurious resort has a white-sand beach on one side and green
gardens on the other, with the ancient walled city of Tulum just 10
minutes' drive away. An impressive range of family-friendly activities
await – including non-motorised watersports and dance or Spanish
classes. We particularly love the Spa Pantry*, where you can make
your own spa products with local Mexican flowers and oils. There
are seven Unlimited-Luxury® All-Inclusive restaurants, but we’d
recommend a meal at French eaterie, Bordeaux. It's adults-only
inside but has an outdoor terrace where kids are welcome – as
well as Seaside Grill, which has incredible views at sunset.

What’s nearby?
The city of Tulum's ruins are the biggest attraction in the area and
it’s just over 10 minutes' drive from the hotel. The resort runs trips
to explore the site, as well as downtown Tulum – where you can
shop for handmade souvenirs. There are also excursions available to
two local cenotes, Dos Ojos and Ik Kil, which are incredible natural
underground pools. Chichen Itza is just over two hours' drive away.

Tried and tested
Use of the supervised Explorer’s Club is included as part of the All
Inclusive package, and it’s open all day for children aged 3 to 12.
This is also where you’ll find the excellent kids’ splash park. We’d
highly recommend the weekly camping adventure organised by the
kids’ club – youngsters will love camping out on the beach, and
you’ll get a chance to truly relax as they make new friends.
The sleeping arrangements
The Deluxe Family Room is made up of two interconnecting Deluxe
Rooms, so you get plenty of space and separate bedrooms. Each Deluxe
Room also has a balcony or terrace with a hammock, and nice little
touches like a minibar refreshed daily with beer, juices, soft drinks and
bottled water. There’s also a television, 24-hour room service and iPod
docking station – perfect if you’ve got a tech-loving teen.
Transfer
Around 1 hour and 30 minutes' drive from Cancun airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club: 13-17 years | 432 rooms | 2 pools | 7 restaurants
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MAYBE YOU THOUGHT MODERN LUXURY HOLIDAYS
WEREN’T FOR KIDS. THINK AGAIN.
NOW FEATURING MORE KID-APPROVED COOL FACTOR THAN EVER
Here at Celebrity Cruises, we go all-out to make your holiday
a modern, upscale experience that will leave you restored and
renewed. And, we do the same for your kids. We understand the
importance of your family time together. That’s why we focus our
attention on creating opportunities for you, your kids, and your
whole family. What exactly are modern luxury experiences for kids?
We’re glad you asked...
For younger foodies we offer complimentary culinary experiences,
including Cupcake Decorating Classes, Future Chefs Hands-On
Classes (including lunch), and Pizza Making Classes. Plus, we offer
Back of the House Tours at extra cost that give kids an exclusive
insight into how the chefs work their magic in providing delicious,
made-from-scratch meals for the entire ship every day and night.
Avid gamers can plug-in to the latest gadgets, games and devices.
We’ve fitted our ships with dedicated Xbox stations and mobile
consoles to feature one of the largest game and entertainment
experiences at sea – so get involved in a tournament or gaming
theme night.
For budding directors we have the coolest video project afloat – we
call it iTake. You can brainstorm a storyboard, before heading out
to capture your shots using a state-of-the-art GoPro - which even

works underwater! You'll then be taught how to edit the videos in
the iLounge, and prizes are awarded at the XClub Film Festival and
Award Ceremony. This complimentary programme takes around
four hours, and is available on Celebrity Eclipse, Summit, Silhouette,
Reflection, Infinity, Solstice, Millennium and Constellation.
Aspiring DJs can sign up to a complimentary programme we call
Celebrity’s DJU. With Scratch DJ Academy® classes taught by
seasoned DJ personalities, our teens will learn how to DJ on cuttingedge equipment through a series of hands-on sessions.
Sports fans can sharpen their reflexes, build their skills and get ever
closer to competition-ready status. They’ll stay at the top of their
game at the Sports Court and the Lawn Club and can participate
in free play and organised activities and tournaments, where our
athletes can shoot hoops on the basketball court; kick (or block)
goals; dodge balls; and swing a mallet on the croquet lawn.
We believe every moment of your family holiday should be
measured by just how far it takes you from the ordinary. That’s
modern luxury.

DID YOU KNOW?
Celebrity Cruises are perfect for
multi-generational holidays and Edge
and Solstice Class ships are the best
for families. Solstice Class ships have
a Lawn Club where you can picnic on
real grass and watch concerts;
and Edge Class ships have a
Magic Carpet ℠, the world’s first
cantilevered platform where you
can have a drink while ‘floating’ 13
storeys above the sea.

TEMPTED?
Ask your Kuoni Personal Travel
Expert about school holiday sailings,
which could take you around the
Mediterranean, northern Europe,
Spain and Portugal, or on a cruise
around Florida paired with a stay
in Orlando to experience the
theme parks.

Family holidays in USA & Canada
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cities, and ever t hing in et een his is incredi le road tr i ter r itor , so e ve created some
sel dr ive suggestions er ect or ami lies

Yosemite National Park

102

City adventures

Self-drives

Motorhome holidays

If ever a place seemed like it was created
exclusively for adventure, it’s Canada. This
country is nature’s playground and actionpacked family holidays await, with charming
cities brimming with outdoorsy activities.
From the beaches, mountains and parks
of Vancouver, to Ontario, where you can
tick Niagara Falls off your family holiday
bucket list. Then there's San Francisco and
Los Angeles in the USA, cities home to
incredible theatres, restaurants and bignamed theme parks.

America and Canada’s wide, open roads,
spectacular scenery, iconic cities and
incredible national parks are made for
self-drives. Hitting the open road is a great
way to explore the places and attractions
that your family long to see, while travelling
at your own pace. It’s ideal for families
who enjoy a more independent adventure.
Take a look at our recommended road trip
routes across California and Florida. These
itineraries are designed purely to inspire
you, and are completely flexible.

Motorhomes – or RVs (Recreational
Vehicles) as the Americans call them – let
you experience incredible sights at your
own pace. They also give you the freedom
to roam off the tourist trail to discover
parts of America and Canada not visited on
typical tours. They’re also great value for
a family holiday.
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Family holidays in USA & Canada

1

2

3

anada
4

1. British Columbia

Toronto, Ontario

There’s loads to do as a family in Vancouver,
from whale watching to rainforest nature
trails, and Granville Island – with its free
waterpark and Kids’ Market. Then head
out to explore the rest of this incredible
wilderness province.
2. Ontario
Ontario is great fun, with science centres,
interactive museums and fantastic
amusement parks to explore. It’s also the
gateway to the world-famous Niagara Falls.
Florida Keys

3. California
Star-studded, sun-soaked and scenically
spectacular. California is a real crowdpleaser, with its cliff-edged coastlines,
awesome national parks and movie
industry magic.
4. Florida
Buckle up for a fun-packed family holiday
to Florida, where thrilling theme parks,
ocean views, flamingo-pink sunsets and
cool Florida Keys vibes are just the start.

Caption
Dubrovnik, Croatia

San Francisco, California

Vancouver, British Columbia
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Canada | British Columbia
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Time for
adventure

oute 11 nights from Vancouver

Day 1-4: Your holiday starts with two full days
in Vancouver. Take time to explore the city and
we'll include entry to FlyOver Canada simulator,
Grouse Mountain and the Capilano Suspension
Bridge. If you're all over nine years old (and
energetic) ask us to book a city tour by bike.
Day 4-7: Pick up your car hire and make the
90-minute drive along the Sea to Sky Highway
to Whistler. We'll include a Peak2Peak gondola
experience; and there are experiences you can
add on at extra cost, from a zip-line adventure
or bear watching experience to exploring the
freshwater lakes and rivers by kayak or canoe.
Day 7-9: Catch the car ferry to Nanaimo,
Vancouver Island, and make the 30-minute
drive to Parksville, stopping at Coombs Country
Market for an ice-cream and to spot the goats on
the roof! Drive to either Tofino or Ucuelet, great
for bear or whale watching.
Day 10-12: It's a five-hour drive to Victoria,
British Columbia's charming capital, where we
can arrange activities such as an urban kayaking
tour or a cycling tour of Victoria.
Day 12: Drop off the car and fly back to
Vancouver.

104

Vancouver Island

What the children will talk about when they get home...
• Zooming through Whistler’s treetops on a wild zip-line ride
• Spotting Whistler’s famous black bears and cubs in their
natural habitat
• The moment they saw the fin of a whale crest the water
• Kayaking a calm river or getting a rush on a family
rafting adventure
• Watching lumberjacks compete against each other during
a show on Grouse Mountain
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British Columbia | Canada

Whistler
Take a trip on the record-breaking
Peak2Peak Gondola or join a bearwatching trip in the wild

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Whistler

Vancouver

Vancouver

Parksville
Toﬁno
Ucuelet

Explore the city on a bike tour and visit
Capilano Suspension Bridge for dizzying
heights above the cedar trees

Victoria

WASHINGTON

MONTANA

Vancouver Island
Victoria

Vancouver is a similar size to
Switzerland and the perfect
place for a wilderness adventure

Go on a whale-watching tour by
catamaran or explore Victoria
Harbour on a kayaking tour

Travelling around

The sleeping arrangements

Need to know

When to go

We’ll include a private airport
transfer to get you into
downtown Vancouver, then
arrange car hire from day four
onwards. We’ll include the car
ferry to Nanaimo, too. Drop
off the car in Victoria and
we’ll arrange a flight back to
Vancouver, so you can catch
your international flight home.

We can suggest the best two
bedroom family suites and
interconnecting rooms en route
– but everything is flexible, so
tell us about your family and
what you need, and we'll find
the best accommodation to
suit you.

We recommend that your
children are over 12 to make
the most of the adventurous
activities en route. This country
is vast, so we’ve allowed a few
days in each destination and the
longest drive between places is
around five hours. Canadians
drive on the right-hand side of
the road and you can choose
from a range of cars to suit
your family.

Experience Canada in the
summer by travelling between
May and September. These
months get very busy, so it’s
best to book early to have a
choice of accommodation.
Make it yours
Everything can be tailormade,
from experiences to hotels. This
is just a suggestion, so chat to
us and we can create a family
holiday just for you.
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Canada | Ontario Family Explorer

ntario amil

lorer

t and it hin touching dist ance o
iagara a l ls, en o
i lining in t he lue
Mount ains and ga e over a cit
rom one o t he orld s t a l lest to ers t his action
acked sel dr ive com ines a st a in oronto it h nt ar io s i lder ness and
i ld li e er ect i ou re look ing or a lend o cities, icons and advent ure

Time for
adventure

Niagara Falls

uggested route 13 nights from Toronto
Day 1-4: Begin your adventure in Toronto, one
of the world's most multi-cultural and cool
cities. Discover its museums or book the Hockey
Hall of Fame or LEGOL AND. We'll include entry to
the CN Tower, as it’s a must-do.
Day 4-6: Pick up your car and make the
90-minute drive to Niagara Falls. We’ll include
an Adventure Pass, so you can sail up to the falls
and, later, walk behind them. There's also a nightly
fireworks display over the falls in the summer.
Day 6-9: Take the three-hour drive to the Blue
Mountains and we’ll include an Active Pack
with your holiday, giving you eight tickets to
experiences including zip-lining, kayaking,
Plunge! aquatic centre, bike hire and the Ridge
Runner Mountain Coaster ride.
Day 9-11: It's a three-hour drive to Minett,
where you can relax by Lake Rosseau or try
watersports including paddleboarding.
Day 11-13: Hop in the car for the hour drive to
Huntsville, where you can discover the Algonquin
National Park’s maple hills, rocky ridges and
thousands of lakes by canoe or on foot. The area
is famous for moose, bears and wolves.

What the children will talk about when they get home...
• Getting soaked by Niagara Falls – don’t forget to wear a poncho
• Watching the Niagara Falls illuminations and fireworks
• Toasting s’mores on the outdoor fire pit under the stars in Minett
• Spotting wild moose in Algonquin Park
• Riding the 1km-long Ridge Runner Mountain Coaster in Blue
Mountain Resort

Day 13-14: Either head back to Toronto; or
extend your stay to visit to Ottawa and Kingston.
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Ontario Family Explorer | Canada

Minett
Canoe, kayak or explore by bike
at this lakeside retreat

QUEBEC

MICHIGAN

Toronto
View the city from one of the
world’s tallest towers

CANADA
Algonquin National Park
Huntsville
Minett

Ottawa

Blue Mountains

VERMONT

Kingston
Toronto
Niagara Falls

MICHIGAN

NEW YORK

INDIANA

PENNSYLVANIA

Blue Mountains

OHIO

Zip lines, gondola rides
and adventure await

Niagara Falls
Watch Niagara Falls glow during
the nightly illuminations

Travelling around

The sleeping arrangements

Need to know

When to go

We’ll include a private airport
transfer to get you to your hotel
in Toronto, then arrange car
hire from day four onwards.
The longest driving time is
around four hours and we’ll
include a roadbook with
essential travel information.
Canadians drive on the righthand side of the road and you
can choose from a range of cars
to suit your family.

We can suggest the best
hotels with family suites and
interconnecting rooms en route
– but everything is flexible, so
tell us about your family and
what you need, and we'll find
the best accommodation to
suit you.

Canada is vast, so we’ve allowed
a few days in each destination.
Some included activities have
height, weight and clothing
requirements, so we recommend
this itinerary for older children
to make the most of the
activities.

Experience Canada in the
summer by travelling between
May and September. These
months get very busy, so it’s
best to book early to have a
choice of accommodation.
Make it yours
Everything can be tailormade,
from experiences to hotels. This
is just a suggestion, so chat to
us and we can create a family
holiday just for you.
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USA and Canada

Hire a

motorhome
mer icans and anadians have een
holida ing in motorhomes or over
ears and t he
recreationa l vehicle
a s made or hav ing a tr ue advent ure
it h our ami l
ome o t he motorhomes can slee u to
seven and e can hel
ou lan a suggested
route to discover t he iconic sight s and
land sca es ou a l l ant to see ou can
re ook o u lar cam sites e ore ou
travel or, ecause t his t
e o holida is
a l l a out reedom, e can a lso tel l ou ho
to ook cam sites it h a ree a
hi le on
our holida
t here are ,
to choose
rom and ou can o ten st a
it hin nationa l
or st ate ark s o, i t his sound s li ke t he
ami l advent ure or ou,
let s st ar t lanning

reasons to hire a motorhome

Caption

108

Freedom

Flexibility

Price

There is no other holiday that gives you this
freedom. You can stay in one place for as
long or as little time as you fancy. No set
times for breakfast or dinner; no unpacking
and re-packing every day; and the freedom
for kids to explore wide, open spaces.

Follow one of our suggested itineraries,
design your own itinerary or just take to the
open road. Not so keen on a particular place
once you get there? Kids getting bored? No
problem, all aboard and move on.

An RV is a home away from home, so there’s
no need to eat out for breakfast, lunch and
dinner – you have the option to rustle up
meals inside. Also, it’s great for youngsters
with early bedtimes, as you can tuck them up
and spend the evening relaxing with a drink
outside and soaking up the views.
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USA and Canada

em ted
It’s hard to know where to start,
so ask us about our suggested
itineraries, which give you a guide to
our favourite routes, travelling times
and recommended campsites.

Access

Pleasure

Nature

When visiting places such as the Grand
Canyon or Zion National Park, you are able
to overnight within the grounds of the parks
and usually at a minimal cost. Nearly all of
the tourist sites have welcoming RV parks,
many with pools, restaurants, playgrounds
and bathrooms.

For children, there’s no cramming into the
back seat of a car and no arguments over
who has to sit in the middle. Instead, they
can all sit around the table in the motorhome
and either play games or look out of the big
windows at the view.

Wake up to the sound of birds, maybe views
of a vast mountain range, and eat breakfast
in the sunshine. Then head out for a day
of fun.
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USA | California

amil

drive in

ali ornia

ncredi le nationa l ark s, eauti u l eaches and ig cit v i es
a li or nia o ers it a l l, including
t he chance to v isit t heme ark s hi le ou re in Los ngeles, such a s niversa l t udios Hol l
ood
home to t he
i arding orld o Har r
ot ter
e ve suggested a e night s in each destination,
so ou can ma ke t his sel dr ive a s rela ed or action acked a s ou ant

uggested route 12 nights from San Francisco
Day 1-4: It’s around 20 minutes’ drive or taxi
transfer to Handlery Union Square hotel, which is
in the heart of downtown. Union Square is in the
shopping, theatre and restaurant district and just
steps from the cable car line to Fisherman’s Wharf.
Day 4-6: It’s around a three-and-a-half-hour drive
to Yosemite View Lodge in El Portal. This is a great
base for exploring Yosemite National Park and is the
closest hotel to Yosemite Valley, with most rooms
soaking up the views over Merced River.
Day 6-8: It’s a three-and-a-half-hour drive to
Portola Hotel & Spa in Monterey. Explore spectacular
coastal trails and beaches; or go whale watching,
cycle along the recreation trail or pedal boat on
Lake El Estero.

Yosemite National Park

What the children will talk about when they get home...
• Cycling over the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco

Day 8-10: Drive the four-hour journey to Santa
Barbara, the ‘American Riviera’, for a stay at Best
Western Plus Pepper Tree Inn. This area has miles of
amazing coastline, theatres and incredible vineyards.

• Learning about marine conservation at the amazing
Monterey Bay Aquarium

Day 10-13: Los Angeles is a two-and-a-half-hour
drive away for a stay at Hotel MDR in Marina Del
Rey, near Venice Beach. You could book tickets to
Universal Studios Hollywood during your stay here.

• The rides at Universal Studios Hollywood or Disneyland
Resort in Anaheim (an hour's drive away)

• Visiting MOXI in Santa Barbara, the Wolf Museum
of Exploration & Innovation

Day 13: Fly home from Los Angeles.
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California | USA

Yosemite
Discover giant sequoias,
waterfalls and viewpoints
CALIFORNIA

San Francisco
Travel around the city on
the iconic cable cars
San Francisco

Yosemite National Park

Monterey

Santa Barbara
Los Angeles

Monterey Bay
A down-to-earth seaside town
with a fantastic aquarium

Los Angeles
Enjoy the rides at Universal
Studios Hollywood

Travelling around

The sleeping arrangements

Need to know

We’ll include car hire throughout
your trip, plus a road map.
Taxes and resort fees are also
included. All driving times
are approximate. There's
complimentary hotel parking at
Yosemite View Lodge and Best
Western Plus Pepper Tree.
Other parking charges apply.
We recommend picking your
car up on the day you leave
San Francisco to avoid city
parking charges.

We’ve suggested some of the
best hotels with family suites
and interconnecting rooms
en route – but everything
is flexible, so tell us about
your family and what you
need, and we'll find the best
accommodation to suit you.

This is an independent itinerary,
so you’ll pick up your car from
the airport or in San Francisco
and make your own way to
each hotel. Contact with our
California rep is available by
phone. Toll road fees are
not included.
When to go
The best times for weather
will be May-September.
America's school holidays

will be the busiest times for
Yosemite, theme parks and
attractions, so check before you
travel; and try to avoid theme
parks at weekends if possible.
Make it yours
Everything can be tailor made
for your family, from adding
theme park tickets to the
accommodation you stay in. This
is just a suggestion, but chat to
us and we can create a family
holiday just for you.
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USA | Florida

amil

drive in lorida

rlando is a t heme ark aradise and a lt isne
orld esor t,
cot, niversa l rlando esor t
and L
L
i l l create memor ies t hat t he chi ldren and ou
i l l a l a s remem er ut ven
t ure ur t her a ield on a road tr i and e can t a ke ou to some o lor ida s most uncro ded each
es and do n to t he st unning lor ida e s, st a ing in lu ur ious hotels en route

Miami

uggested route 13 nights from Orlando
Day 1-6: Pick up your hire car at Orlando
International Airport and drive around 40
minutes to The Grove Resort, a modern hotel
which is around a seven-minute drive from Walt
Disney World Resort and offers family-friendly
suites and its own water park.
Day 6-8: Take a four-hour drive to Captiva Island
for a relaxing beach stay at South Seas Island
Resort, set in a wildlife nature preserve. Kids
can sign up to the famous sailing school or sea
school, and guests have exclusive access to the
2.5-mile shoreline with uncrowded beaches.
Day 8-10: The six-hour drive to Key West
includes the spectacular Florida Keys Scenic
Highway; and you could break up the trip with a
stop in the Everglades or one of the many malls.
Key West has a unique atmosphere and we’ve
chosen Parrot Key Resort for its two-bedroom
suites and location, tucked away from buzzing
Duval Street’s shops, restaurants and bars.
Day 10-14: It's around a four-hour drive to
Hollywood Beach, which we think is a better fit
for families than neighbouring Miami. Spend
relaxed days on the beautiful beach and we’ll
arrange a stay at Costa Hollywood Beach.

What the children will talk about when they get home...
• Walking into Magic Kingdom and seeing Cinderella’s castle
• The lazy river and surf simulator at your hotel’s water
park in Orlando
• Looking for manatees and dolphins in the marina
on Captiva Island
• Watching the street entertainers and sunset in
Mallory Square in Key West
• Hiring bikes and cycling along the boardwalk
in Hollywood, Florida

Day 14: It’s around a 40-minute drive to Miami
International to return your car and fly home.
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Florida | USA

Hollywood Beach
Cycle along the
boardwalk and soak
up the beach vibe

Orlando
Test out the rides at world-famous
theme parks
FLORIDA

Orlando
Tampa

Captiva Island
Hollywood
Miami

Key West

Captiva Island

Key West

Relax on some of Florida’s most
uncrowded beaches

Chill out in Mallory Square
watching the street performers

Travelling around

The sleeping arrangements

Need to know

When to go

We’ll include car hire throughout
your trip, plus a road map.
Taxes and resort fees are also
included. The longest drive is
around six hours and all driving
times are approximate. Hotel
parking is included, except at
Costa Hollywood Beach which
is USD $35 + tax per night.

We’ve suggested some of the
best hotels with two-bedroom
family suites en route – but
everything is flexible, so tell us
about your family and what you
need, and we'll find the best
accommodation to suit you.

This is an independent itinerary,
so you’ll pick up your car from
the airport and make your own
way to each hotel. Contact with
our Florida rep is available by
phone. Toll road fees are not
included.

Florida is mostly warm yearround, although northern parts
can be cool in winter. December
to May is generally high season,
especially further south, as this
is the dry season with warm
and sunny days from March to
May in particular. July to August
brings high temperatures,
increased humidity and rainfall;
and there’s a risk of hurricanes
from June to November.
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Kurumba, Maldives

114

Beach holidays

Private car & driver

Multi-centres

From the single-resort desert islands of
the Maldives to the world-class golf and
spa hotels in Mauritius; Sri Lanka’s relaxed
rustic gems to the luxury hillside hideaways
of the Seychelles, we have handpicked
a range of beach accommodation in the
Indian Ocean perfect for families.

We’re experts in tailor-making itineraries
and travelling around Sri Lanka with a
private car and driver is an excellent way to
explore with your children. You’ll have the
flexibility to choose your own itinerary and
once you arrive in your destination you can
stop where you wish en route to your next
hotel. Your driver will also be your guide,
so you’ll learn about the destinations as
you travel.

The Indian Ocean islands are surprisingly
diverse, perfect for a couple of days of
adventure followed by an away-from-it-all
beach break. As well as pairing destinations
within the Indian Ocean, you can also
combine an Indian Ocean country with
another part of the world to really make
the most of your family holiday. Consider a
stopover in futuristic Dubai to discover its
incredible theme parks and waterparks.
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Family holiday in the Indian Ocean

1

3

2

ndian

cean

1. Maldives
Each of the islands we’ve handpicked is
home to one single resort – and we know
the best islands for family holidays.
2. Mauritius

Mauritius

This spectacular island of white-sand
beaches, mountain ranges, waterfalls and
plantation houses has an amazing street
food scene.

Maldives

3. Seychelles
A collection of islands home to world-class
hotels, breathtaking scenery and marine-rich
crystal clear waters perfect for snorkelling.
4. Sri Lanka
Sigiriya Rock Fortress, temples, tea
plantations and the chance to go on
safari to see wild elephants, then relax
on golden beaches.

ur avour ite com inations

Seychelles

Here are just a few of our favourite
destinations to combine within the
Indian Ocean and further afield.
Sri Lanka and the Maldives
Dubai and Sri Lanka
Dubai and Mauritius
Dubai and the Seychelles

Sri Lanka

Dubai
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Indian Ocean | Experiences

Coco de mer, Seychelles
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Experiences | Indian Ocean

e ins ired
Indian Ocean experiences

Minneriya National Park

Spot dolphins in the Maldives

Go on safari in Sri Lanka

The Maldives is one of the best
places in the world to spot dolphins
– and we highly recommend a sunset
boat cruise during your holiday to
increase your chances. The soft
pinks, oranges and purples streaking
across the sky at sunset are reason
enough to venture out on a boat;
but it gets even better if you’re
lucky enough to encounter a pod
of dolphins. They often swim right
alongside the boat and use the bow
waves from the boat to leap from the
water. It will be something the kids
never forget.

If you fancy seeing wild elephants,
we’ll arrange a 4x4 safari experience
in Minneriya National Park, one of
the best places on the island to see
large herds of elephants. A naturalist
can travel with you and tell you
all about the wildlife; and one of
the best times to see the elephant
gatherings is from May to October,
particularly in August during the
summer holidays.

Tip: stay at Kuramathi Island on
all-inclusive board and we’ll include
a complimentary sunset boat cruise
for your family
Try the world’s longest zip-line
course in Mauritius

Le Domaine de l’Etoile

" ou l l eel li ke ou have sh r un k
to t he si e o a a ir in t he a l lee
de Ma i at ure eser ve"

Le Domaine de l’Etoile is a stunning
private reserve in the east of
Mauritius – and the perfect family
day out. The incredible scenery can
be explored by quad, foot, segway,
horse or a 4x4 buggy; and there’s
also a Kids’ Fun Village for younger
children, offering 3-12 year olds mini
quad bike rides, a treetop adventure,
small cars circuit and trampolines.
What really grabs our attention is the
world’s longest zip-line course, riding
3500 metres over seven lines. The
views are incredible!

Explore a pre-historic forest
in the Seychelles
You’ll feel like you have shrunk to
the size of a fairy in the Vallee de
Mai Nature Reserve, found on the
island of Praslin in the Seychelles.
This UNESCO World Heritage Site is
almost untouched and the draw here
is the huge coco de mer tree, which
produces the biggest seed in the
world – take a look at its amusing
shape! The shady treks through this
Jurassic Park-like forest are great
for kids to let off steam and spot
snails. Guides are available, though
the routes are clearly marked if you
want to go it alone. Keep a look-out
for black parrots and pick the green
route for a view point over the
palm forest.
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Indian Ocean | Maldives

iscover our most o ular island in the Maldives

Exceptional
all inclusive

Two Bedroom Beach House

uramat hi Ma ldives is
t he most incredi le island
or ami lies he k id s clu
ha s a g reat s la sh ool and
t he
o edroom each
Houses are st unning and
r ight on t he sand it on
t he deck ing and ou can
atch t he k id s r un in and
out o t he ar m lagoon"
Alice Pascal
Kuoni Westfield Stratford City
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Maldives | Indian Ocean

4 H Kuramathi Maldives
The Maldives is the ultimate family holiday. The flight will soon be a distant memory when you step off that jetty and feel your
feet sink into the sand floor. There’s no real need for shoes here – a pair of flip flops at a push – so kick them off and embrace
paradise. It’s a big island compared to others in the Maldives, giving you more room to explore and run free, with three pools
to discover, a tennis court and watersports. The Bageecha Kids’ Club is all set up for art, movies and playtime; and there are
outdoor splash pools and water fountains to keep cool. It’s open every day from 8.30am to 7.30pm for 3-12 years olds – and is
included in the price of your holiday. It also offers evening care at extra cost. Older children can sign up for the two-hour scuba
diving course for the chance to swim alongside manta rays and turtles Spend lazy days playing catch in the shallow lagoon as
shoals of fish dart through the water and take your children to Laguna Bar at 4pm to listen to the DJ playing Ibiza-style tunes
as the sun sets.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

You’re on an island in the middle
of the ocean, so most of the
highlights are underwater diving
spots and the island’s house
reef. We’ll include a visit to a
nearby island where the locals
live so you can pick up some
souvenirs; and we’ll also take
your family on a sunset cruise,
so you can scan the ocean
for dolphins.

If your children are confident
swimmers, head for the
beginner’s snorkelling channel
at the end of the jetty near
reception. It's like stepping
into a fish tank!

A Two Bedroom Beach House
can sleep six people. Set
right on the beach, it has a
downstairs with a double bed,
single bed in the window alcove
and a bathroom with an indoor
and outdoor shower. The same
set-up is repeated on the first
floor, giving you your own house
a few steps from the lagoon or
reef. Most other villa types can
sleep three people.

Around an hour and a half by
boat from Malé or a 20-minute
seaplane flight.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years | 360 rooms | 3 pools | 12 restaurants
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Indian Ocean | Maldives

We love the castaway feel of this resort

Exceptional
all inclusive

“My chi ldren love t he
Ma ldives. I’m of ten a sked
what t here is to do and
our favour ite fami ly
moment s are seeing a pod
of dolphins, st amping our
feet in t he sand to watch
t he plan k ton spark le, and
rela x ing w it h a sunset
dr in k whi le t he k id s tr y
and photog raph t he huge
f r uit bat s!”
Michelle Bavidge
Kuoni at John Lewis Aberdeen
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Maldives | Indian Ocean

5H Dhigali Maldives
Dhigali is a quiet island in the undeveloped Raa Atoll. You can reach it
via a quick domestic flight and boat trip, but we’d recommend a seaplane
transfer – children will be in awe of the incredible views over the Indian
Ocean. Once you get here, the island is yours to explore. Unsurprisingly,
a lot of the action takes place out in the water – there’s a house reef
just metres from the beach that’s teeming with underwater life, and the
resort’s PADI dive centre* runs snorkelling and diving expeditions that are
great for older children. Younger guests can swim in the calm lagoon and
head out on the resort’s glass-bottomed boat, which runs dolphin cruises*
and fishing trips*. There’s a free kids’ club, too, where children can join
in treasure hunts and play in the splash park, and we love the familyfriendly set-up at Haali sunset bar, which combines comfy beanbags for
kids with chilled sundowners for grown-ups. In terms of dining, the All
Inclusive option is ideal for families as you can pick and choose from any
of the open restaurants for dinner. We particularly love Faru, which serves
grilled meats and fresh seafood overlooking the beach.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

The resort runs trips to nearby
snorkelling sites including Hanifaru
Bay, where you are likely to find
manta rays and whale sharks. These
run between June and November, and
there are also organised boat trips
to local islands*. They cost extra, but
they’re well worth it to explore this
beautiful atoll.

A mixture of suites, villas and
bungalows circle their way around the
island, with a few different options
for families. Deluxe Beach Bungalows
and Water Villas sleep two adults
and one child, so they’re ideal for
small families. Other options, like the
Beach Villas, sleep two adults and
two children, and you can choose one
with a private plunge pool overlooking
the ocean. To really push the boat
out, book a Lagoon Villa with a pool.
Perched on stilts out in the water,
they have steps that lead straight
down into the ocean. Just bear in
mind there’s a minimum age of 12 for
children staying in overwater rooms.

Tried and tested
If you’ve got a picky eater or a
budding chef, head to Jade restaurant
– it’s open all day and children can get
creative and make their own pizzas.
And when it comes to getting around,
bear in mind you can use the resort’s
golf buggies if you’ve got little ones
who tire easily.

Beach Villa with Pool

Transfer
A 30-minute domestic flight via
Ifuru or Dharavandhoo airport plus
a 40-minute speedboat transfer,
or a 45-minute seaplane ride from
Malé airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years | 180 rooms | 2 pools | 5 restaurants
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5H Kurumba Maldives
As the first resort to open in the Maldives back in 1972, Kurumba has built a reputation over the years for its superb service, luxury
accommodation and modern convenience. It’s only a 10-minute speedboat ride from the airport so families can arrive fresh and ready to
explore. The island features two pools, another pair for children, and a tranquil spa for parents. The beach shelves down to a house reef,
and you can pre-book snorkelling and diving packages. The Majaa kids’ club, which covers things like beach treasure hunts, runs seven days
a week; and children under four are welcome if you join them. The fine dining is superb, and includes speciality restaurants. Head to
Hamakaze for sushi, sashimi and teppanyaki served in an overwater pavilion, or Khing Thai for Thai cuisine. We particularly love the way
evenings come to life at Kurumba, from the live music at Kandu Bar to the traditional Bodu Beru dance performances.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

This resort is in the North Malé
Atoll. The airport island of Malé
is only a 10-minute boat ride
away, and if you book the All
Inclusive or Dine-Around All
Inclusive option you get a tour
of Malé island – or a snorkelling
safari – included in your stay.
If you just fancy getting out and
exploring the water around the
island, there are free kayaks
available at the resort.

There are a few standout
experiences you can pay
extra for, and they’re ideal for
families with older children. For
example, you can take a boat
trip out to a remote sandbank
and sit down to a freshly
prepared picnic*, or you can
head out to a nearby island for a
taste of local life*. There’s also
lots on offer here for teens who
are too old for the kids’ club,
from PlayStation pods to Zumba
and yoga classes.

The Family Villas at Kurumba are
fantastic. Set over two levels,
they each have a terrace, a
plunge pool and their very own
wine cellar. Plus, if you book
one of these you get premium
breakfast at Thila restaurant as
well as cocktails from 5-6pm
at Kandu Bar. The Garden Pool
Villas are a great option for
smaller families as children can
sleep in the sitting room area,
which is separated from the
main bedroom by sliding doors.

Around 10 minutes by
speedboat from Malé airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-13 years | 180 rooms | 4 pools | 8 restaurants
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5H Niyama Private Islands
Niyama’s duo of exclusive islands are named ‘Play’ and ‘Chill’, which tells you everything you need to know about this innovative resort.
It’s the perfect place for unforgettable family adventures – with activities like kayaking and snorkelling out on the house reef included for
free, and the option to book extras like PADI dive courses* and watersports like wakeboarding and parasailing*. Younger children aged
between 3 and 12 have a fantastic free kids’ club with a timetable of activities to suit their age. And even the restaurants are all-action, with
Asian eaterie Nest found six metres up in the treetops, fine dining restaurant Edge located half a kilometre out at sea, and the unmissable
Subsix submerged beneath the ocean, with an ever-changing outlook of tropical sealife. Niyama somehow manages to be the ultimate haven
for relaxation – from the tranquility of the Drift Spa, to the serenity of the over-water villas, and the stillness of the ocean that surrounds it.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

There are some incredible coral
reefs surrounding the island,
and the resort runs private
snorkelling tours with the
resident marine biologist to
meet turtles, hammerheads and
dolphins. You can even adopt
a coral as part of the Niyama
Private Island Maldives’ coral
regeneration programme. For a
completely unique perspective,
book the underwater trek by
night and see the reef come to
life after-dark.

Budding surfers will love it here
– you can get all your kit plus
expert tuition at the Surf Shack.
For younger children, the free
kids’ club starts from age 3, but
you can pay by the hour for little
ones aged 12 months and up at
the Globetrotters club, which is
great if you want some grownup time. We love that so many
of the activities here involve
the whole family, right down to
the spa – which has family and
children’s spa treatments.

‘Play’ is linked to the original
island, ‘Chill’, by a small bridge.
It’s where you’ll find the
family-friendly BLU beachfront
restaurant, kids’ club, and an
infinity pool with children’s area
and poolside cabanas, so the
accommodation here is a good
option for families with younger
children who want to be close to
everything. Family Beach Pool
Villas sleep up to three adults
and two children, with a living
area that turns into a bedroom

for children. These have a
private deck and a family-sized
plunge pool. The two-bedroom
Beach Pool Pavilions are ideal
for larger families – they sleep
up to four adults and four
children and have nice little
touches like a Butler’s pantry
and direct access to the beach.
Transfer
Around 40 minutes by seaplane
from Malé airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 1-2 years*; 3-12 years | 134 rooms | 2 pools | 8 restaurants

Family Beach Pool Villa

" h i ldren ca n set o on advent urou s
mar ine sa ar is a nd get creat ive dur ing
t he Ma ster he cooker cla sses"

Beach cinema
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5H Kanuhura, Maldives
Making memories is easy in the Maldives, and at Kanuhura,
capturing those memories is all part of the experience. There's a
memory lab where you can borrow a GoPro or drone to take family
photos or capture your own video footage around the resort. There’s
plenty going on at the kids’ club, from decorating cupcakes to the
splash park. The island has access to some of the Lhaviyani Atoll’s
most incredible underwater sites, and you can explore the region
over-water on a sunset dhoni cruise*. Kanuhura’s dining highlights
include Drift, which serves freshly grilled meats and chilled cocktails
at lunch, and the Deli, where you can pick up a picnic basket to go.

What’s nearby?
The resort has two uninhabited sister islands – Jehunuhura and
Masleggihura – which are exclusive to Kanuhura. You can set out to
explore them on a catamaran, and Jehunuhura is home to the hotel’s
island grill restaurant, Drift. If you want to explore underwater, we’d
recommend taking a boat over to the Maa Giri and Kanuhura Corner
reefs. Both teem with turtles, rays and grey reef sharks.

Tried and tested
We love the pirate cruise – kids can make and decorate their own
pirate costume then sail out to one of Kanuhura’s deserted islands to
dig for treasure. The resort runs special children’s programmes over
Easter and Christmas.
The sleeping arrangements
Villas at Kanuhura are beachside or overwater, and set on either the
sunrise or sunset side of the island. For families, we love the Grand
Beach Villas. These have two bedrooms – a master and a twin – plus
a big living room to spread out in, and when you book these you get
extra benefits like a complimentary seaplane transfer for children
under 12. The Retreat Family Beach Pool Villas are even bigger, with
three king-sized bedrooms and the bonus of a private pool.
Transfer
Around 40 minutes by seaplane from Malé airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-11 years | 80 rooms | 2 pools | 6 restaurants
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5H Constance Halaveli, Maldives
For a luxury family escape, Constance Halaveli is one of the best.
The island has some of the Maldives' best beaches, with a gently
sloping lagoon perfect for little ones. Each of the huge villas has its
own pool and 24-hour room service, ensuring you can sit back and
relax. The Constance Kids’ Club is for ages 4-11 and has a themed
programme that includes pizza making and arts and crafts. There
are also open play areas for interactive games and movies, plus
computer stations for gaming. Book a treatment in the amazing spa
and don't miss looking at the full moon through the telescope at
Halaveli – it's a memory your children will cherish forever.

Tried and tested
There's an imagination space for 4-6 year olds with playhouses,
kitchenettes, tool workshops and even some four-wheel
transportation rides. Nanny and babysitting facilities are
also available for 0-3 year olds at extra cost.
The sleeping arrangements
The glorious villas here all have a private pool. There are Family
Water Villas sleeping two adults and two children under 12 in the
same room. Family Beach Villas are great for younger families, with a
kids' bunk room; and Double Storey Beach Villas have two bedrooms
set over two floors, sleeping two adults and three children. Threebedroom villas are also available.

What’s nearby?
The resort is on a private island in the Maldives’ North Ari Atoll.
There’s superb snorkelling on the house reef, and access to excellent
diving nearby.

Transfer
25-minute seaplane from Malé airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 4-11 years; teens | 86 rooms | 1 pool | 4 restaurants
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5H Constance Ephélia
One of the Seychelles’ most sought-after hideaways for families, Constance Ephélia is in an idyllic location, nestled among the
secluded beaches and rolling hills of Mahé’s north-west coast. This luxury hotel is cloaked in tropical gardens, which give way
to two stretches of white sand and the Port Launay Marine Park. Unwinding comes easy, courtesy of five pools and U Spa* – a
wellbeing village with a thermal pool, yoga pavilion and treatment cabins. More active pursuits are plentiful. Forest activities
include zip lining* and cycling, while diving*, kayaking and paddle boarding are available in the Indian Ocean. There’s also a
fitness centre with squash and tennis courts. For smaller guests, the Constance Kids Club has activities including talent shows,
circus skills, water games, creative sessions and movie nights. Look out for theme days including cookery skills for perfecting
pizza, ice cream and smoothies. And there’s a selection of restaurants for the whole family to enjoy, including two buffet eateries
serving cuisine from around the world, an ocean-facing space with an Asian and French fusion menu, and an atmospheric eatery
dedicated to local Seychellois fare.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

The resort is less than a
10-minute drive from the Morne
Seychelles National Park –
more than 3,000 hectares of
sprawling rainforest, waterfalls
and wildlife. It’s the same
distance from the centre of
Port Glaud, a sleepy waterfront
village with a beautiful sandy
beach, mountain views and
a handful of restaurants and
stores.

The sanctuary-like U Spa* isn’t
just for adults. Little ones adore
the treatments specially created
for them – there are massages,
mani-pedis and facials designed
just for smaller guests.

The luxurious suites and villas
each feature living areas and
private gardens. The sleek
and spacious Family Villas are
designed for ultimate privacy
and relaxation. Expect luxebohemian décor and swish
features like a private swimming
pool, hot tub, steam shower and
outdoor terrace for al fresco
cocktails and dining. Threebedroom Family Villas are
spread over two floors.

40 minutes' drive from
Seychelles International Airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-11 years | 270 rooms | 5 pools | 5 restaurants
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4 H Zilwa Attitude
Zilwa translates as ‘true islander’ in Creole, and that sentiment sets
the tone for this white-sand beach resort on Mauritius’ idyllic northern
shores. The lengthy activities list includes authentic local experiences,
such as home-cooked meals with a Mauritian family*, Creole language
lessons or waking up early for a sunrise boat trip with the local
fishermen*. You can make the most of pedal boating, stand-up paddle
boarding and kayaking; or sail across to the island of Gran Zil for a
barbecue. The kids’ club is open from 9am until 9pm and has a real boat
at the heart of the playground, so youngsters can play pirates. There are
scavenger hunts, pool games and a movie room with air-conditioning. The
treasure hunt on Crusoe’s Island is a trip not to be missed. Zilwa also has
a baby feeding room with sterilisers and heating facilities. When it comes
to dining, there’s a restaurant for every day of the week here, with dishes
ranging from Mauritian to Indian.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

Zilwa Attitude is located in a sheltered
cove on the northern coast of the
island, looking out to five castaway
islands worth catching a boat to
explore. It’s a half-an-hour drive to
Port Louis, Mauritius’ candy-coloured
capital, and the pretty fishing village
of Grand Gaube is accessible in just
over five minutes.

Family rooms have one double bed
and a double sofa bed. Deluxe Family
Rooms have one double bed and three
single beds. Family Apartments have
two double beds and two single sofa
beds. Cots are provided free of charge
if requested when you book.
Transfer
75-minutes' drive from Mauritius
International Airport.

Tried and tested
This part of the Indian Ocean is filled
with technicolour coral and marine life
– try snorkelling in the shallows, or
take a family outing on a glass-bottom
boat to see the underwater world
without getting wet.

*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club | 214 rooms | 5 pools | 7 dining outlets
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4 H The Ravenala Attitude
You’re encouraged to live like a local at Ravenala Attitude, so get
involved with the authentic experiences such as having dinner with
a local family*. This great-value all-inclusive resort is on a private
beach, in between the Citron River and the Indian Ocean. It’s got
lagoon-like swimming pools, a splash pool and a spa; and the Ayo Le
Dodo kids’ club hosts fun for little ones, while teens get their own
hangout spot. There’s river kayaking, paddle boarding, and yoga for
all the family. Dining here is impressive. 10 restaurants include Asian
and Italian – plus a street food van serving up incredible Mauritian
snacks and the local milkshake, alouda.

What’s nearby?
Ravenala Attitude is in a peaceful location on Mauritius’ north-west
coast. Port Louis, the country’s rainbow-hued capital, is a 25-minute
drive away and offers shopping, street art and street food. Some
of the island’s best beaches – including Mont Choisy and Trou aux
Biches – are just over a five-minute drive from the hotel.

Tried and tested
The resort’s Otentik Attitude experiences are designed to help you
explore the rich local culture. Download the Otentik app and take a
street food tour of Port Louis; or discover the island’s hidden gems.
A must-do is having dinner with a local family during your stay*.
The sleeping arrangements
Just like the rest of the resort, rooms at Ravenala Attitude blend
colonial style with a contemporary edge. Think rattan furnishings,
statement pieces of art and design-led lighting. We love the Family
Suites, which sleep two adults and three children. These rooms are
tucked away in a peaceful garden, and have a separate children’s
bedroom with three sofa beds, and a spacious balcony or terrace.
Transfer
One hour's drive from Mauritius Airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens’ club | 272 rooms | 3 pools | 10 restaurants
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Deluxe Room

5H Heritage Awali Golf & Spa Resort
Heritage Awali is one of the best all-inclusive resorts in Mauritius
– even Champagne is included during your stay, as well as spa
treatments for both adults and kids. There’s a great selection of
watersports, and activities include tennis, volleyball, mountain biking
and treks through the forest. Relaxation comes courtesy of lagoonstyle pools and shaded outdoor yoga. There are five restaurants to
choose from; and another seven on offer at the Bel Ombre estate*.
Enjoy a round of golf* while little ones make friends at the kids’
clubs – there are three programmes tailored to different age groups,
including a baby corner for those under three years old.

What’s nearby?
The resort is on Mauritius’ southern coast in the Bel Ombre area,
which has some of the best beaches on the island. It’s less than a
five-minute drive from the hotel to the pretty village centre, and the
dive sites around these parts are superb.

Tried and tested
Family experiences in the neighbouring nature reserve include
picnics under the tree canopy and wildlife trails with a local expert*.
Alternatively, head for the UNESCO-protected Biosphere Bel Ombre
and explore in a guide-driven 4x4*.
The sleeping arrangements
Lots of space, warm island tones and dark woods – these are the
hallmarks of the luxurious suites at the Heritage Awali. Deluxe
Rooms come with garden or sea views, and there’s a beachfront
option with direct access to the resort’s sandy beach. For large
parties, the Heritage Villa is a real African sanctuary, with a living
room, private pool and tucked-away location.
Transfer
Less than an hour’s drive from Mauritius airport.
*Extra charge

Baby corner; kids' club: 3-11 years; teens' club | 161 rooms | 3 pools | 5 restaurants
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Junior Suite Beachfront

5H Constance Belle Mare Plage
The Constance Belle Mare Plage is sandwiched between a white-sand beach and subtropical gardens, facing a sheltered bay on Mauritius’ east
A
diving*, snorkelling, sailing and glass-bottom boat trips*. Four to eleven-year-olds will love the Constance Kids’ Club, where the activities
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What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

The resort sits on a spectacular
mile-and-a-half-long beach on
Mauritius's palm-flecked east
coast. It’s about a 15-minute
drive away from Flacq Market,
the largest open-air market on
the island. There are two 18hole championship golf courses*
at the resort, too.

Gather the whole family
for a glass-bottom boat trip*
over the reef and see how
many different tropical fish
you can spot. If you want to try
something new, take a family
golf lesson* or cooking class*.

Constance Belle Mare Plage has
a collection of stylish thatched
rooms, suites and villas. Prestige
Rooms sleep families of three,
with views of the pool or
gardens – or you can opt for a
Prestige Beachfront Room. For
more space and incredible sea
views, choose a Junior Suite or
Junior Suite Beachfront, just a
few steps from the ocean. For
larger families, we recommend a
stunning Two or Three Bedroom
Pool Villa. As well as a private

pool, you'll have your own living
room, dining area, kitchenette,
en suite bedrooms, a Playstation
or Nintendo Wii, and a personal
villa master who'll be on hand
throughout your stay.
Transfer
Around one hour's drive
from Mauritius airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-11 years | 278 rooms | 4 pools | 7 restaurants
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4 H Preskil Island Resort
Preskil Island Resort has an exclusive location on a private peninsula, overlooking a stretch of white sand and the turquoise
waters of Blue Bay Marine Park. You’ll feel like you’re on an island and the gardens give way to an infinity pool, a spa, two
cocktail bars and three restaurants. Rendez-Vous serves international buffet dishes, 1810 is a beach-facing spot for fresh
seafood, and Mosaic does a delicious range of Mediterranean dishes. The family activities here include waterskiing and
windsurfing, Creole cooking and language lessons, plus sports like volleyball, tennis and football. The Tikoulou Kids’ Club offers
face painting, sandcastle workshops, Tikoulou Got Talent show and treasure hunts. The resort arranges sports and activities for
teens; and there is a babysitting* service, too. After dark, you can all enjoy live music and barbecues on the sand.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

Preskil Island Resort is on
Mauritius’ peaceful south-east
coast, close to the village of
Mahébourg and opposite the
idyllic island of île aux Aigrettes.
The former is full of beautiful
architecture and haloed by
sandy beaches, while the latter
has a sprawling nature reserve
to explore.

The Blue Bay Marine Park is one
of the island’s most spectacular
underwater areas. Diving* and
snorkelling are great ways to
see the rare coral and marine
life beneath, and your family
will love the glass bottom boat
rides* around the protected
reserve. You could also join
a bike tour* and cycle to the
nearby town of Mahébourg.

Preskil Island Resort offers
stylish and airy rooms and
cottages, decorated in island
colours and with warm rattan
furnishings. Garden Family
Rooms and larger Deluxe Family
Rooms come with two bedrooms
that sleep two adults and three
children. These rooms are set in
an exclusive family zone with a
dedicated pool. Superior Rooms
can be interconnecting with
a shared entrance porch.

15 minutes' drive
from Mauritius airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 3-12 years; teen activities | 214 rooms | 2 pools | 3 restaurants

Perfect for the
whole family
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Junior Suite Oceanfront

5H Long Beach
This ultra-modern hotel has a cool vibe and is set on a stunning
beach, where you can relax and be served by beach waiters. The
kids’ club offers activities 12 hours a day, from wall climbing to
archery, and has its own pool; with the Waves Teens’ Club hosting
parties and offering a space with pool tables. As a family, book
a glass-bottom boat ride around the lagoon, and mountain bike
through local villages; or relax on the in-water loungers in the pools.
The resort’s five restaurants surround a central piazza serving
Chinese, Japanese and fresh seafood dishes – but children can also
have an early dinner at the kids’ club, serving buffets and barbecues.

What’s nearby?
Long Beach is in the popular Belle Mare district, on Mauritius’
picturesque east coast. Along with its seemingly endless sandy
beach and selection of watersports, this area is a favourite
for golf, shopping and eating out – choose from ramshackle cafés
and slick seafood eateries overlooking the shore.

Tried and tested
The island of Ile aux Cerfs is a short speedboat ride away and you
can snorkel in the lagoon, explore the sprawling nature reserve or
sign up to learn some skills at the golf academy*. Alternatively, the
hotel spa offers treatments* for those over six years old.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms and Suites at Long Beach are airy and spacious, with
neutral tones, large balconies and views of either the beach, pools
or gardens. Family Suites sleep two adults and three children
comfortably, and have a separate living room with two sofa beds,
as well as an extra shower room. Interconnecting rooms are also
available with selected Junior Suites.
Transfer
One hour's drive from Mauritius airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 2-11 years; teens’ club | 255 rooms | 3 pools | 5 restaurants
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Beachfront Suite

Kids' club

5H Sugar Beach
Sugar Beach looks out towards the white sands and clear blue waters
of Flic-en-Flac Bay. The hotel has two huge lagoon-style pools, a
luxurious spa and golf course, and an entertainment programme
for little ones with sports tournaments, cooking lessons and arts
and crafts, plus talent shows and movie nights when the sun goes
down. Children from two years are welcome if potty trained. For
dining there’s Mon Plaisir, an open-plan buffet eatery, Citronella’s, a
romantic lantern-lit trattoria serving Italian cuisine, and Buddha-Bar,
a boho-style beachfront restaurant specialising in sushi and sashimi.
You can also dine in any of sister hotel La Pirogue's restaurants.

What’s nearby?
This grand resort has a scenic setting on Mauritius’ west coast, and
it’s just a five-minute drive from the seaside town of Flic-en-Flac,
where you’ll find a good selection of restaurants and boutiques. This
is also one of the best spots on the island for diving, and the coral
reefs surrounding the coast are teeming with life.

Tried and tested
The Sun Kids' Club is based at a charming house in the middle of
the resort’s gardens. Inspired by the Hansel and Gretel fairytale, it
features ‘candy’ pillars and a thatched roof. We love the jungle gym,
kiddie pool and ‘milkshake’ shower.
The sleeping arrangements
Deluxe Family Suites are elegant ground floor rooms with
a kingsize bed and a double sofa bed in the lounge that can unfold
into two twin beds for the kids. These rooms consist of a bedroom,
a bathroom and two separate toilets; and come with a garden or
sea view, plus a spacious private terrace. They are located in
the separate luxurious Creole-styled 'villa houses'.
Transfer
Just over an hour's drive from Mauritius airport.
*Extra charge

Babysitting*; kids' club: 2-11 years; teens' club | 258 rooms | 2 pools | 3 restaurants
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Sigiriya Rock

1. Stand on top of a fortress
One of the most recognised monuments in
Sri Lanka is Sigiriya Rock. In AD477, King
Kashyapa built his palace and fortress on the
top of the 200-metre high rock and moved
the capital of Sri Lanka here after deposing
his father as King of Sri Lanka. He was later
defeated by his brother and now all that
remains are the ruins of his palace and city.
You can climb to the top of the rock – but be
and OK with heights, as there are around
1200 steps to get to the summit. This tough,
physical challenge is best tried when it opens
early in the morning to avoid the heat and
the crowds – and the views over the jungle
and ruins of the ancient city below are well
worth it for a memorable family moment.
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Adam's Peak

2. Search for elusive leopards
Yala National Park in the southeast of the
island is blessed with an array of ecosystems,
two pilgrim sites and the highest density of
leopards in the world, so book a safari and
don’t forget your binoculars. The park is
closed in September and October.
3. Hike up a mountain
The sleepy mountain village of Ella is
surrounded rolling landscapes that are
covered in tea plantations and crossed by
trails that are heaven for hikers. Most visitors
to the area climb Little Adams Peak, a short
hike that takes you through tea plantations
and up to the top of the 1141-metre
high mountain.

Minneriya National Park

4. Photograph herds of wild elephants
Minneriya National Park is one of the best
places in Sri Lanka to see wild elephants,
particularly if you’re travelling between July
and September. This is when ‘the gathering’,
one of the region’s most incredible wildlife
displays, takes place. During the dry season,
the water dries up elsewhere leading
elephants to migrate in vast numbers to the
edge of the Minneriya reservoir.
5. Relax on the beach
Sri Lanka is fringed by beautiful golden
beaches. If you want to be relatively close
to the airport, pick one of the southwest’s
livelier resorts such as Bentota or Negombo.
The south coast is quieter and the beaches
are exceptional, while the east coast has
wide sandy beaches and shallow waters,
ideal for family holidays or a post-tour break.
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Sri Lanka

Culture and
history

Top tip
Although Sri Lanka is a relatively small
island, getting from destination to
destination can often take a few hours
by road. If you’re short on time, want
to avoid long road transfers or you just
want to experience the beauty of the
island from the air, talk to us about
C
A
How long do we need in Sri Lanka?
To get a good sense of what Sri Lanka
is all about, you need at least one
week, but preferably two. You can
also easily combine Sri Lanka with a
relaxing stay in the Maldives.

From
Colombo

Driving time (hrs)

Distance (miles)

Cinnamon Air

To

5

115

40 minutes*

Anuradhapurah

Colombo

4½

96

35 minutes

Sigiriya

Colombo

6½

158

50 minutes

Trincomalee

Colombo

6½

165

50 minutes

Colombo

7½

217

-

Passikudah

Colombo

3

101

35 minutes

Koggala

Colombo

2

74

25 minutes*

Bentota

Yala

Colombo

4½

161

40 minutes

Hambantota

Colombo

4½

149

40 minutes

Tangalle

Colombo

3½

78

25 minutes

Kandy

Colombo

6½

115

25 minutes*

Nuwara Eliya

2

53

-

Anuradhapurah

Sigiriya

Habarana

2½

62

-

Trincomalee

Habarana

3

83

-

Passikudah

Sigiriya

2½

62

-

Kandy

Kandy

3

51

-

Nuwara Eliya

Nuwara Eliya

6

101

30 minutes

Hambantota
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Indian Ocean | Negombo, Sri Lanka
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Deluxe Room

4.5H Jetwing Beach
What this hotel lacks in children's clubs and facilities, it makes up for in cultural experiences and fantastic hospitality. Jetwing Beach is in
Negombo, a region on Sri Lanka’s western coast edging a sandy beach. There are two swimming pools here, a sumptuous spa* and a trio
of elegant restaurants to treat tastebuds at mealtimes. Choose from a sea-facing seafood restaurant, a beachside café and a fine dining
eatery. The list of family experiences is extensive and varied, and includes trips to the local fish market, and safari adventures in Sri Lanka’s
protected parks. Evening entertainment is focused on the country’s heritage, too, with fire performers and local dancing on the agenda.
Little ones will love the weekly magic show and adults will appreciate the candlelit Terrace wine bar, which serves expertly mixed cocktails
in earshot of the ocean.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Jetwing Beach has a peaceful
seafront location in Sri Lanka’s
Negombo district, just a short
walk from restaurants, cafés and
laid-back waterfront bars, and
a 20-minute drive from the city
centre. The resort is well-placed
for families who want to explore
– a 300-year-old Buddhist
temple, the ancient capital of
Dambadeniya, and hundreds
of nature trails are all easily
accessible from here.

Jetwing Beach offers an
exclusive Signature Dining
concept – perfect for families
seeking an extra special setting
for dinner. There are six unique
culinary experiences to choose
from, including in-room,
beachfront and under the stars.

Deluxe Rooms and Suites are
beautifully decorated, with
rustic earth tones and dark
woods synonymous with the
island of Sri Lanka. Deluxe
Rooms have a balcony or terrace
with sea views, and a huge
bathroom with a whirlpool bath
and rain shower. For added
luxury, consider one of the
resort’s Suites, which have a
private butler, a lounge area,
and a garden courtyard with an
outdoor shower. For families of

four or more, interconnecting
rooms are available. Baby cots
can be provided free of charge.
Transfer
20 minutes' drive from Colombo
airport.
*Extra charge

78 rooms | 2 pools | 3 restaurants
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Habarana, Sri Lanka | Indian Ocean

Spot wild elephants on safari
4 H Habarana Village by Cinnamon
Families seeking peace and quiet in a rural setting will love Habarana Village – a resort by Cinnamon in the heart of Sri Lanka. This
sanctuary-like complex is just a short drive from Minneriya National Park, known for its wild elephant population. Nestled in a forest by
Habarana Lake, the hotel offers activities like kayaking, tennis and volleyball, but it’s the tailored family experiences that really set the place
apart. Designed to make the most of the surrounding landscape, you can enjoy 4x4 tours*, nature trails* and wildlife watching by night*. At
the resort itself there’s a tranquil pool, a spa* and two restaurants serving buffet and à la carte dining – with international options for fussy
eaters. There’s also a stylish lounge bar with a lengthy cocktail menu and a soothing soundtrack.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

While quiet and secluded, the
resort is perfectly placed for
exploring Sri Lanka’s biggest
attractions. Within daytripping distance are the city
of Anuradhapura, UNESCOprotected Sigiriya Rock,
Dambulla Cave temple and
the chance to go elephantspotting on safari in Minneriya
National Park.

Whether it’s a special occasion
or you’re simply looking for a
unique dining venue, consider
the resort’s treehouse*. Private
family meals can be arranged in
this tucked-away spot, which is
lit by lanterns and looks down
into the forest.

Habarana Village offers lowrise chalets spread among the
resort’s gardens. There are
rooms and lodges available,
all airy, rustic spaces with
dark woods and terracotta
furnishings. Superior Rooms
are highly recommended for
families – these spacious units
are laid out in clusters or rows.
Deluxe Rooms are even bigger
and have separate living areas.
Interconnecting rooms are
available, and cots are free

of charge for little ones. For
families of four, the Kingsfisher
Lodge Suite and Eagle Lodge
Suite are popular options with
added luxury.
Transfer
Four hours' drive from Colombo
airport.
*Extra charge

108 rooms | 1 pool | 2 restaurants

" Enjoy a ga me dr ive in M in ner iya
Nat iona l Park, k now n for it s w i ld
elepha nt popu lat ion"
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Indian Ocean | Hambantota, Sri Lanka

rave the seven metre high tra e e

Kids' pool

Flying trapeze

Premier Ocean Suite

" he a m i l aci lit ies are st ate o t he
ar t a nd include a m in iat ure ater ark,
a t ra m oline a nd a l ing t ra e e"

5H Shangri-La's Hambantota Golf Resort & Spa
On Sri Lanka’s idyllic southern coast, in 58 hectares of tropical
greenery and backing a stretch of golden sand, this is the country’s
largest resort and one of the best. There are three swimming pools,
a luxury spa and an 18-hole golf course. Cooking, arts and crafts
and games are popular for little guests at the Cool Kids' Club and
the resort's sports programme spans darts, volleyball, table tennis,
archery and cycling. For dining, Bojunhala is a buffet and Sera draws
inspiration from the street food of South East Asia. There's also
a club house and bar specialising in light bites and pub-style fare,
and a sleek cocktail lounge.

What’s nearby?
Families that want to explore Sri Lanka’s lush interior can access
Bundala National Park with ease from the resort; with Yala,
Udawalawe and Lunugamvehera a little further afield. The hotel is
less than a 20-minute drive from the historical town of Hambantota.

Tried and tested
One of the resort’s biggest highlights is The Artisan Village – a
unique neighbourhood designed to showcase and preserve local
craftmanship. Join workshops and try your hand at new skills in
the daytime and, at night, expect traditional dancing and musical
performances that celebrate the local culture.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms and Suites are contemporary and elegant, with floor-toceiling windows with views of the golf greens, gardens or Indian
Ocean. We love the Premier Ocean Suite for families, which comes
with separate living and dining areas, luxuries like a pillow menu,
extra-large towels and bathrobes and slippers for all the family. The
Janapathi Suite has a private massage room and outdoor Jacuzzi.
Transfer
Around four-and-a-half hours' drive from Colombo airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club | 274 rooms | 3 pools | 3 restaurants
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Bentota, Sri Lanka | Indian Ocean

erience a ernoon tea, ri Lanka st le
" uest s ca n soa k u t he lu sh
sur round ings v ia oat r ides, h i kes
a nd nat ure t ra i ls"

Family Residence

Have afternoon tea at the Ceylon Club

4 H Centara Ceysands Resort & Spa
Centara Ceysands has a unique beachfront setting on Sri Lanka’s
tropical south-west coast, between the Indian Ocean and the Bentota
River. The resort’s pool scene has a beach club feel and you can slow
the pace down further at the resort’s luxury spa. For smaller guests,
daily fun and games come courtesy of Camp Safari, the resort’s kids’
club. And teens can enjoy time-out in the E-Zone. There are three
restaurants – expect live cooking stations and international cuisine
in Café Bem, home-style Thai cuisine at Suan Bua, while 360 Seafood
has views of the river and the ocean and a superb seafood menu.
Then there's afternoon tea at the Ceylon Club.

What’s nearby?
The Centara Ceysands Resort is close to the serene waterfront
settlement of Bentota, the age-old Galapota Temple, and a number
of reputable dive sites. The Lunuganga estate and gardens are also
nearby and well worth exploring.

Tried and tested
Experience one of Sri Lanka’s grandest traditions at Ceylon Club. This
sophisticated tea room serves afternoon pots and local light bites.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms and suites are decorated in coastal shades of turquoise
and terracotta, and come with a balcony or terrace with river or
ocean views. Choose from guest rooms with two double beds, or
a Family Residence which has a separate living area and children’s
zone. Added luxury and ample space is on offer in the Deluxe One
Bedroom Suite or the Royal Suite.
Transfer
Three hours' drive from Colombo airport and a short boat crossing.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens | 165 rooms | 2 pools | 3 restaurants
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Kenya safari

Safari
Take family 4x4 rides deep into the
airstrips where lions laze on the runway, and
spot elephants as they roam freely across
the savannah. A family safari is more than a
holiday, it's a once-in-a-lifetime educational
adventure. What your children will learn
will stay with them forever. If a safari is at
the top of your family wish list, we know the
very best camps and hotels to stay in.

142

Kenya is known for its big cats and has
some of the most famous national parks and
reserves in the world, including the Maasai
Mara. Your family will have an authentic
safari experience in Kenya as there are no
fences around the parks, so the wildlife is
totally free to roam.
South Africa also offers an incredible safari
experience for families. The two hour time
difference makes it easy for children to
settle quickly, so you can make the most
of your time searching for the Big Five.
If you're travelling with little ones, the
malaria-free Eastern Cape is a great choice.

City, scenery and safari
Cape Town, self-drives, food and wine,
whales, Big Five safaris – there aren’t many
places that are as diverse as South Africa.
It's the ideal destination for families to
experience their first taste of Africa. There
are loads of activities for children here,
from seeing the penguins at Boulders Beach
to Cape Town's amazing aquarium.
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Family holidays in Africa
1

2

rica
1. Kenya
Rise early for a sunrise balloon flight over
the Maasai Mara, or discover Samburu.
Here, you can search for unusual wildlife you
won't see elsewhere, such as the giraffe-like
gerenuk – one of Samburu's 'special five'.

2. South Africa

Cape Town

Gaze out over Cape Town from iconic Table
Mountain, catch a glimpse of a majestic lion
on safari or discover the coast’s incredible
wild beaches and nature reserves.

ur avour ite com inations
Kenya: safari and Mombasa beach
Kenya: safari and Zanzibar beach
South Africa: Garden Route and Eastern
Cape game reserves
Dubrovnik, Croatia

South Africa and Mauritius

Kenya

Mombasa beach
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Africa | Experiences

The Sheldrick Wildlife Trust

144
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Experiences | Africa

e ins ired
Africa experiences
Visit the Born Free big cats

Table Mountain

During a stay at Shamwari Private
Game Reserve in South Africa, take
a visit to the Born Free Foundation
Big Cat Rescue Centre. You and
the children can learn about the
conservation of the species, how
wildlife is exploited in captivity and
how their habitat can be protected.
Kuoni has raised over £198,000 for
Born Free and we are proud to have
helped build some of the enclosures.
The large enclosures give the lions
and leopards the space and privacy
they need, so you can only see them
from one viewing platform at
each enclosure.
Soar over the Maasai Mara

Maasai Mara

Book a hot-air balloon flight and soar
above Kenya’s Maasai Mara in the
early morning light, witnessing the
most beautiful sunrise. You could
spot zebras below, running wild and
free, or follow a herd of elephants
across the dusty plains below. The
final touch is a picnic breakfast
right in the middle of the Mara,
surrounded by wildlife. It will be
an experience your children will
never forget.
Adopt an orphaned elephant

" a ar i rom a ne a ngle in a
hot a ir a l loon a nd s ot e ra s
elo , r un n ing i ld a nd ree"

Plan ahead and adopt an elephant
at the Sheldrick Wildlife Trust’s
Nairobi nursery and you may be able
to visit during your Kenya holiday,
with exclusive afternoon viewing
times. The Trust provides a safe

habitat for elephant and rhino calves
whose mothers have fallen victim
to poachers. Once the animals are
strong enough, they are released
into Tsavo National Park. So far, the
trust has hand-raised over 150 infant
elephants. Spend some time with
the inquisitive animals as they
are fed by staff, who are on hand
to answer any questions and talk
about their experiences with these
rescued babies.
Catch the cable car up
Table Mountain
The cable car climbing Table
Mountain is revolving – so you
and the children will get amazing
views over Cape Town on the way
up. It’s flat at the top, so easy to
explore, and tell the kids to keep
their eyes peeled for the cute Hyrax,
also known as a ‘dassie’. They are
said to be the elephant’s closest
living relative (though it’s hard to
see why)!
Whale watching in Walker Bay
Stay at Grootbos in South Africa
and you’ll be in prime position to
see the magnificent Southern Right
Whales that migrate every year
from Antarctica to South Africa’s
sheltered bays. Walker Bay is one
of the best places in the world for
whale watching and you may be able
to spot them from the shore, or can
book a whale-watching trip by boat
or plane.
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AFRICA | Kenya
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Time for
adventure

uggested route 7 nights from Nairobi
Day 1-2: Fly into Nairobi and rest-up with a stay
at the luxurious Fairmont The Norfolk Hotel,
a 40-minute drive from the airport. There’s a
pool, interconnecting rooms and it’s under an
hour’s drive from The Sheldrick Wildlife Trust’s
elephant orphanage and the Giraffe Centre.
Day 3-4: Fly in a light aircraft to Samburu
Game Reserve, where you can enjoy game
drives to spot rare species such as the longnecked gerenuk. Stay at Samburu Intrepids,
which has an Adventurers’ Club with naturalists
specialising in wildlife and survival skills. Kids
can try experiences including bow and arrow
making and tracking. The tented suites are
perfect for a family, with two adjoined tents
with a living room in the middle.
Day 5-7: Fly in a light aircraft to the Maasai
Mara Reserve – the acacia-dotted plains are
prime lion-spotting territory and you can go in
search of big cats on game drives. Stay at Mara
Intrepids, where there is a choice of tents and
we’ll include a visit to a Maasai village.
Day 8: Catch a light aircraft back to Nairobi’s
Wilson Airport. Have a barbecue lunch at famous
Carnivore restaurant before heading to Nairobi’s
international airport to fly home.

146

Maasai Mara

What the children will talk about when they get home...
• Watching baby elephants play at the Sheldrick Wildlife Trust
• Feeling the velvety nose of a giraffe as you feed Rothschild
giraffes at the Giraffe Centre
• Scanning the arid landscape in Samburu Game Reserve for
ostrich and zebra
• Meeting Maasai warriors and visiting their village
• Spotting snoozing lions under an acacia tree on the Maasai Mara
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Kenya | AFRICA

Nairobi
Don’t miss the
elephant orphanage
at the Sheldrick
Wildlife Trust
Samburu
The long-necked gerenuk and
reticulated giraffe are two of
Samburu’s ‘special five’ species

KENYA

Samburu Game Reserve

Maasai Mara Reserve

Nairobi

Mombasa

Maasai Mara
The acacia-dotted plains of
the Maasai Mara are prime
lion-spotting territory

Travelling around

The sleeping arrangements

Need to know

When to go

Our itinerary includes internal
flights between the reserves
to cut down on travel time.
The light aircrafts have a 15kg
baggage allowance per person,
including hand luggage, so
it’s best to pack in soft-sided
bags. All travelling times are an
estimate. On safari, you may
have shared game drives.

We’ve chosen family-friendly
tented camps and hotels
en route – but everything
is flexible, so tell us about
your family and what you
need, and we'll find the best
accommodation to suit you.

This suggested itinerary is
suitable for children over seven
years old. You’ll need to arrange
vaccines, including malaria
precautions. We’ve included
18 meals with this suggested
itinerary to make things easy,
as well as park and conservancy
entrance fees. Emergency
medical evacuation cover back
to Nairobi is also included.

The dry months of June to
October and December to March
are the best for spotting wildlife,
especially September and
October when wildlife crowds
around remaining water sources.
Make it yours
Stay longer in reserves, add
parks or a beach stay on Kenya’s
Mombasa coast or in Zanzibar.
We highly recommend a hot-air
balloon ride in the Maasai Mara.
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AFRICA | South Africa
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Time for
adventure

uggested route 16 nights from Cape Town
Day 1-4: Arrive in Cape Town and stay at
African Elite Waterfront Apartments, a modern
self-catering apartment with a pool. Head
up Table Mountain or visit the penguins at
Boulders Beach.
Day 4-7: It’s under a two-hour drive to Grootbos
Nature Reserve. Spy whales from the beach
( June to December), stroll around the milkwood
forest and follow a guide on a flower safari.

Boulders Beach in Cape Town

Day 7-9: It’s a four-hour drive to George.
Stay at Fancourt, an incredible country estate
overlooked by the Outeniqua Mountains.
Day 9-12: Head to Hog Hollow Country Lodge,
near Plettenberg Bay, which should take around
one hour 40 minutes. This area is perfect for
kayaking in search of dolphins and hiking.
Day 12-15: It's under two hours to the stunning
villas at Cape St Francis Resort Beach Break,
which have direct access to the sand.
Day 15-17: It’s a two-and-a-half hour drive to
Riverdene Family Lodge in Shamwari Private
Game Reserve. You can go on safari and later
enjoy the pool, kids’ club and Adventure Centre.
Day 17: Take the two-hour drive to Port
Elizabeth Airport and return your car, before
flying back to the UK via Johannesburg.
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What the children will talk about when they get home...
• Watching African penguins waddle on the sand at Boulders Beach
• Looking for lions while on a thrilling safari in Shamwari Private
Game Reserve
• Horse riding through Grootbos Nature Reserve
• Having breakfast at Hog Hollow Country Lodge and listening to
the call of the monkeys
• Taking a Segway tour around the country estate and strawberry
picking in a maze in George
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South Africa | AFRICA

Hog Hollow
Stop for the gorgeous valley
views and horse riding at Hog
Hollow Country Lodge

Shamwari
Head out on game drives in
Shamwari’s Big Five territory and
visit the Born Free Foundation’s
Big Cat Rescue Centres
SOUTH AFRICA

Cape Town

George

Plettenberg Bay

Shamwari Game Reserve

Port Elizabeth
Cape St Francis

Grootbos Nature Reserve

Grootbos Nature Reserve

Cape St Francis

Go on treasure hunts in the forest
and book a whale-watching trip
( June to December)

Stay in a villa right on the
beach and try sandboarding
in Cape St Francis

Travelling around

The sleeping arrangements

Need to know

When to go

We’ll include car hire throughout
your trip and this suggested
itinerary gives you a few
nights in each location, so your
adventure has a relaxed pace.
You drive on the left in South
Africa and we can include a
travel planner and GPS. On
safari, you may travel in shared
game drive vehicles. The longest
driving time is around four
hours and all driving times
are approximate.

We’ve suggested some of the
best hotels, villas and safari
camps for families – but
everything is flexible, so tell us
about your family and what you
need, and we'll find the best
accommodation to suit you.

Game drives are usually for
children aged seven and over,
but Shamwari allows children
from four years old. South Africa
is excellent value for money
when it comes to food, drink
and activities. Shamwari Private
Game Reserve is malaria-free,
so fantastic for families.

Cape Town is great to visit
year-round with warm summers
( January to February) and mild
winters ( June to August) when
Cape Town gets its rain. The
shoulder seasons are warm
and usually less busy – perfect
for Easter and October
school holidays.

Make it yours
Add some history and culture
with a stop in KwaZulu-Natal,
visit Victoria Falls or add extra
beach time in Plettenberg.
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Family holidays in Arabia

amil holida s in

ra ia

a st em t deser t s g ive a to v i rant cities edged
r istine eaches
ra ia is a ant a stic
destination or c u lt ure, glamour and im ressive hotels t hat set inter nationa l st andard s

Beach and city breaks
Abu Dhabi and Dubai have evolved from
their days as stopover cities and are now
popular destinations in their own right.
Pristine beaches sit adjacent to thriving
metropolises, offering the best of both
worlds for those who want to laze on the
sand by day and experience delicious
cuisine in a vibrant atmosphere by night.
Arabia has some of the continent’s most
thrilling waterparks, theme parks and
museums. With so much to do right on your
doorstep, there’s more than enough to keep

150

all ages entertained. Family-friendly hotels
cater for all ages with excellent kids’ clubs
and a range of cuisine suited to even the
pickiest palate.
Desert escapes
Surrounded by rolling dunes, Arabia’s cities
are perfectly positioned to offer desert
experiences such as sandboarding or 4x4
off-road tours. You also have the chance to
stay in the desert, so take a look at our Ras
Al Khaimah stay.

Stopovers
If you want to fly longhaul but you don’t
think the kids will be happy doing it in
one go, Arabia is the perfect stopover
destination. You can combine a few days
in the city with an amazing beach
destination such as the Maldives
or Mauritius.
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Family holidays in Arabia
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ra ia
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Dubai

1. Abu Dhabi

Ras Al Khaimah

Great for a day trip from Dubai (it’s around
an hour's drive away) Abu Dhabi impresses
with Ferrari World, a Formula One track
and museums.
2. Dubai
A glittering desert city characterised by
skyscrapers and opulent hotels, Dubai offers
amazing malls, theme parks and waterparks.
3. Ras Al Khaimah
Dramatic desertscapes surround Ras Al
Khaimah, where traditional Arabic cultures,
dazzling night skies, fascinating wildlife and
a slow pace of living awaits.
4. Oman
Oman is one of the region’s most traditional
and welcoming destinations. Historic cities,
desert landscapes, rugged mountains and
a largely untouched coastline combine to
create this unique country.

ur avour ite com inations
Oman

Here are just a few of our favourite
destinations to combine with an Arabia stay.
Dubai and Maldives
Abu Dhabi and Seychelles
Dubai and Seychelles
n o
and Maldives
Oman and Zanzibar
Oman and Dubai

Abu Dhabi
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Dubai

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi
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e ins ired
Arabia experiences
Abu Dhabi experiences

Explore the mangroves
in Ajman

Atlantis the Palm Aquaventure Waterpark, Dubai

Hop in kayaks and join a guide for
a two-hour tour of the mangroves,
where you can learn about the Al
Zorah Nature Reserve, home to over
58 species of birds including a flock
of resident flamingos. The kayaking
company we recommend is the only
one permitted to enter the nature
reserve and heavily involved with
conservation and the sustainability
of the area. The frequency and size
of the groups is strictly controlled so
you get a more personal experience.
Double sit-on-top kayaks are
provided and the tour is great for
children over four years old.
Dubai Parks
If you all love a good theme park,
you’ll be in your element at Dubai
Parks. Multiple theme parks in one
place include MotionGate, bringing
together rides from DreamWorks
Animation, Columbia Pictures and
Lionsgate. The Ghostbusters ride is a
paranormal battle to save New York

Al Zorah Nature Reserve

" a a k t h rough t he ma ng roves in
ma n a nd look out or t he lock
o resident la m ingos"

City; you can explore Smurfs Village;
or lands based on Kung Fu Panda,
Madagascar and Shrek. Discover the
action-fuelled World of the Hunger
Games and the dance spectacular
STEP UP DUBAI, ALL IN! But this
is just one of the parks – there’s
also LEGOLAND Dubai, LEGOLAND
Waterpark and Bollywood Parks
Dubai, inspired by the greatest
Bollywood blockbusters.

If you're staying in Dubai, it's under
an hour and a half to Abu Dhabi
by car – perfect if you want to see
what this other United Arab Emirate
has to offer, or you could twin a
stay with Dubai. Abu Dhabi is home
to Ferrari World, the Formula 1's
Yas Marina Circuit, Yas Waterworld
and museums. For film fans, fiction
comes to life at Warner Bros. World,
where you can feel and sense six
worlds home to legendary characters
such as Batman and Superman.
There are rides for all ages, including
The Flintstones’ river adventure.
The park sparks memories of some
cartoon classics, too – think Tom
& Jerry, The Jetsons and Daffy Duck
– and don’t miss the Green Lantern
ride, a 4D flying experience taking
you across the cosmos.
Go off-roading in Dubai’s
desert dunes
Our half-day 4x4 safari will take you
and the children on a thrilling ride to
the highest dunes for a breathtaking
sunset photo stop. You’ll then visit
a Bedouin campsite in the desert
where you can admire henna designs
while sipping a refreshing drink.
Finally, there’s some enchanting
belly dancing followed by a delicious
barbecue buffet.
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Arabia | Dubai, UAE

ig, old, and rilliant or amilies

Perfect for the
whole family

5H Atlantis The Palm, Dubai
Atlantis The Palm is quite possibly the ultimate fun beach escape. As a guest of this hotel on the tip of Dubai’s iconic Palm
Island, you get free reign of the Aquaventure Waterpark, which is packed with slides, rivers and record-breaking rides, and is
Dubai’s largest waterpark. The waterpark has its very own beach, and the hotel’s private stretch – Royal Beach – buzzes with
watersports and activities and offers incredible views across The Palm and the Dubai skyline. When it comes to dining, more than
20 restaurants jostle for attention. Choose from A-list eateries like Nobu and Bread Street Kitchen by Gordon Ramsay; or casual,
family-friendly spots like Wavehouse, which has a bowling alley, soft play and wave simulator up on a sunny garden terrace. There
is a great kids' club here and teens can hang out at Club Rush, a more grown-up zone complete with mocktail bar, movie lounge
and dancefloor.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

This hotel is on the tip of the
crescent of Dubai’s Palm Island.
Aquaventure Waterpark sits just
to one side of it, and there’s a
lagoon that’s great for diving.
Burj Kahlifa and Dubai Mall
are both about 30-minutes'
drive away in one direction,
and LEGOLAND Dubai and
Motiongate Dubai are about the
same distance in the other.

The kids’ club for children aged
3-12 is free. Children can go on
trips to the aquarium, do yoga
and scavenger hunts, and the
evening sessions from 5.308.30 are themed, with things
like Mad Scientists and Super
Kids' Academy – spaces are
limited so we recommend you
book in early. In the summer
holidays the hotel also runs
payable summer camps covering
things like cooking and sports all
day from Sunday to Thursday.

Rooms here reflect the hotel’s
nautical theme. We love the Two
Bedroom Terrace Club Suites,
which overlook the Royal Pool
and the Royal Towers private
beach, and have roomy living
and dining areas. If you book
one of these you get added
extras like access to the VIP
Lounge and use of some of the
areas in the ShuiQi Spa. The Two
Bedroom Regal Club Suites are
bigger, with a larger balcony to
take in the view from.

Approx. 45 minutes’ drive
from Dubai airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens' club | 1705 rooms | 2 pools | 23 restaurants
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Emma Westcott
Kuoni at John Lewis Reading
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Arabia | Dubai, UAE

amil sta at

u ai s largest resort

" Horse r ide
t he each or ook
a sea la ne tour to get a n aer ia l v ie
o
u a i s icon ic sk line"

4.5H JA Beach Hotel
JA Beach Hotel is one of three hotels forming JA The Resort, Dubai’s largest resort. It hems a private stretch of sand and a glitzy marina full
of super-yachts, and it looks out over the shimmering waters of the Arabian Gulf. It’s well set-up for families, with four pools, a crèche* and
kids’ club, as well as tennis, badminton and squash courts. The resort is also home to an impressive nine-hole championship golf course,
with expert tuition on offer at the golf academy*. The family experiences, meanwhile, are top-of-the-range. From horse riding* along the
shoreline to sea plane tours* over Dubai’s skyscrapers, you’ll find something to suit. The all-inclusive dining scene is impressive, as well,
with 10 restaurants to choose from. Favourites include the fresh seafood dishes at DiVAZ floating restaurant, and the Far East flavours at
White Orchid.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

Transfer

The resort is set on a private
beach. It’s about 15-minutes'
drive away from LEGOLAND
Dubai and Motiongate Dubai,
or 25 minutes from Dubai
Marina. The hotel runs a free
shuttle service to some of the
local shopping malls, including
the Dubai Mall.

The kids’ club here is free, and
runs every day of the week for
children aged 4 to 12. There are
movie nights and discos held on
certain days of the week, too.
If you’ve got younger children,
you can pay extra for a place
in the crèche – it’s open to
little ones aged four months
to four years.

Rooms at JA Beach Hotel are
plush and spacious, with floorto-ceiling windows and shades
of jewel green and turquoise.
The Family Two-Bedroom Sea
View rooms are made up of two
interconnecting sea-view rooms,
both with twin or king-sized
beds, and separate bathrooms
– so you get proper beds and
space to spread out. Plus, each
one has a balcony with gorgeous
views of the Arabian Gulf.

Around 50 minutes' drive from
Dubai or Abu Dhabi airport.
*Extra charge

Crèche*: 4 months to 4 years | Kids’ club: 4-12 years | 235 rooms | 4 pools | 10 restaurants
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5H Jumeirah Beach Hotel, Dubai
This landmark hotel is so much more than just a pretty face – there's the unique, wave-like design and all the rooms here have floor-toceiling windows and look out towards the Arabian Sea. Inside, contemporary features and sophisticated interiors give the hotel a grown-up
feel, yet it caters brilliantly to families. Guests get complimentary access to Wild Wadi Waterpark™, which is just a few minutes’ walk from
the hotel. It’s home to the biggest wave pool in the Middle East, not to mention more than 30 rides and attractions, and access is unlimited –
so you can spend as long as you like here. The hotel has a kids’ club, with activities like face painting, sports matches and movie screenings,
and there are six swimming pools and a private beach with a list of watersports to keep families busy. When it comes to meals there are more
than 20 restaurants to choose from, and we love Beachcombers for its laid-back atmosphere and mouthwatering Pan-Asian cuisine.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

This hotel is on Jumeirah Beach,
20 minutes' drive from the
city centre. The Mall is just
over the road and the hotel
runs a shuttle bus to some of
the local shopping malls if you
fancy more in the way of retail
therapy. You can walk to the
Madinat Jumeirah from here
in about 10 minutes.

For a special meal, head to La
Parrilla. This Latin American
restaurant is up on the 25th
floor so it has widescreen views,
and the menu of Argentinian,
Peruvian and Mexican dishes
is served up alongside fiery
tango dancing.

All rooms benefit from ocean
views. Ocean Deluxe Family
Rooms sleep two adults in a
king-sized bed and two children
on a sofa bed, and these are
available as interconnecting. We
love the Family Garden Suites
– they’re on the ground floor
and have direct pool access,
and they sleep up to three
adults and two children. And
the Two Bedroom Beit Al Bahar

Royal Villa is extraordinary – it
sleeps up to four adults and two
children, has a private terrace
and plunge pool, and the bonus
of 24-hour butler service.
Transfer
Around 25 minutes' drive from
Dubai airport.
*Extra charge

Kids’ club: 2-12 years | 618 rooms | 6 pools | 21 bars and restaurants

" ou l l get com liment ar ent r to
i ld ad i ater ark dur ing our st a ,
home to incred i le r ides a nd slides"

Two Bedroom Beit Al Bahar Royal Villa
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he ultimate lu ur sta in the desert

Try something
n

Kids' club

Al Rimal Pool Villa

" t a in a n l ima l ool i l la a nd t he
k id s ca n s la sh in t he ool a nd s ot
ga el les sk i ing t h rough t he deser t "

5H Ritz-Carlton Ras al Khaimah, Al Wadi Desert
Imagine sleeping in a luxury tent in the desert with its own pool.
This secluded resort is set in a protected nature reserve, and its
interiors are inspired by decadent Arabian culture. You can take your
family on wildlife trails, horse rides* through the sand dunes, and
have a go at archery. The award-winning spa teams Middle Eastern
bathing practices with muscle-melting treatments; and little ones
can enjoy baking and games at the Ritz Kids Club. The centre of the
resort is home to a pool, while four restaurants include Farmhouse,
serving wild meats and homegrown vegetables. Don’t miss Moon
– a stunning rooftop bar that’s perfect for desert sky stargazing.

What’s nearby?
The resort is on the outskirts of the historical city of Ras Al Khaimah,
and an hour’s drive from Dubai’s glossy malls, theme parks and
waterparks. The hotel provides complimentary beach access and
a shuttle transfer to its sister resort, Ritz-Carlton Ras al Khaimah,
Al Hamra Beach, which is just a 20-minute drive away.

Tried and tested
The highlight of the week is the Arabic BBQ Under the Stars,
which takes place every Friday at Kan Zaman (not available during
summer months). Food is served straight from the barbecue, and is
accompanied by traditional meze platters, salads and desserts. The
evening is rounded off with a belly dancing performance.
The sleeping arrangements
The Al Rimal Pool Villas can be interconnecting and each one has its
own private sundeck with a private pool and views over the desert.
They have pull out sofa beds in the living room, separated by a
sliding door to the bedroom. You could opt for a more spacious Al
Khaimah Tented Pool Villa or Al Sahari Tented Pool Villa if travelling
with older children.
Transfer
45 minutes' drive from Dubai airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4+ years | 101 rooms | Private pool villas | 3 restaurants
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Al Waha Family Room's Twin Bedroom

Lazy river

Culture and
history

5H Al Waha At Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa
The majestic Shangri-La Al Waha forms part of the Shangri La Barr
Al Jissah Resort & Spa. Younger guests will be in their element in the
indoor and outdoor play areas – there's an Adventure Zone complete
with a climbing wall, soft play, drop slides and video games, and a
packed entertainment programme that includes local arts and crafts,
competitions and shows. We love the Splash Pad, in particular – an
aquatic play area with jets, sprays and mists. You can also jump in
an inflatable ring and float down the lazy river to the sister hotel
close by. If you get time to yourself then head for the adults-only
areas, which include CHI, The Spa, and a sleek cocktail bar.

What’s nearby?
Shangri-La Al Waha is close to Oman’s port capital, Muscat,
where you'll find a string of shopping malls and restaurants, plus
historic forts and mosques. At the hotel, there's lots going on at
the beachfront, including a watersports centre where the likes of
snorkelling, kayaking and scuba diving are available.

Tried and tested
The resort runs a Turtle Care Project, designed to protect the
endangered turtles on Oman’s beaches. A dedicated turtle ranger is
on-hand for educational talks, and your children will love learning
about the resort’s efforts.
The sleeping arrangements
Spacious and immaculate, rooms and suites at Al Waha feature plush
white bed linen, huge balconies and views of the Sea of Oman or the
hotel’s tropical grounds. The Al Waha Family Room comes with two
interconnecting bedrooms with en suite bathrooms, a DVD player
and a PlayStation. For more space, opt for the Al Waha One Bedroom
Suite, which has separate living and dining areas. Complimentary
baby cots can be provided.
Transfer
45 minutes' drive from Muscat airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years; teen activities | 262 rooms | 2 pools | 5 restaurants
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Thailand

Beach holidays
Thailand is one of the most welcoming
destinations for families – and, as there’s
such a difference in culture, your children
will really have something to talk about
when they get home (they won’t forget the
stall selling crickets on a stick in a hurry)!
The islands are home to stunning beach
resorts and we have chosen our favourite
chilled-out hotels in more relaxed resorts
for your family holiday.
We recommend opting for room and
breakfast when you’re in Thailand as the
food and drink in local bars and restaurants

160

is such good value; and you can twin a
beach stay with time in buzzing Bangkok, so
T
city is energetic, with malls galore for mini
shopaholics, playgrounds, boat trips down the
canals to see how locals live and KidZania,
where they can try jobs such as being a pilot
or playing doctor in a mini hospital.
In Malaysia, we’ve chosen some incredible
hotels for nature (and beach) lovers.
Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort & Spa feels
off-the-beaten-track in Borneo, between a
sandy beach and a nature reserve, where
children can explore the rainforest and

Adventure Point, a playground with obstacle
courses, tree houses and a zip-line. Then
there’s Golden Sands Resort by Shangri-La
in Penang, set on beautiful Batu Ferringhi
Beach, where nearby Jalan Batu Ferringhi
road comes alive with people dining at the
many restaurants and browsing the night
market. The hotel has an Adventure Zone
with drop slides; but don’t miss the more
cultural side of Penang – nearby George
Town is a UNESCO World Heritage Site
that has a fascinating history and we can
organise a guided tour for you and the kids.
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Family holidays in Europe

1

2

ar ast
1. Thailand
A kaleidoscope of glistening temples,
incredible beaches, energetic cities and
tranquil villages, the ‘land of a thousand
smiles’ is a magical destination to discover.
2. Malaysia
Bask on beautiful beaches, explore ancient
jungles, discover colonial or ultra-modern
cities and soak up the ambience of this
diverse nation.
Penang National Park, Malaysia

ur avour ite com inations
Here are just a few of our favourite
destinations to combine with, and
within, the Far East.
Bangkok and Koh Samui
Bangkok and Phuket
Dubai and Khao Lak
Kuala Lumpur and Borneo
Kuala Lumpur and Penang

Koh Samui, Thailand

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Borneo, Malaysia
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Far East experiences
Kayak into Thailand’s sea caves

Discover the Surin Islands' underwater world

Borneo

Carve through the emerald waters
of Phang Nga Bay and enter an
enchanting world of ancient
sea caves cloaked in jungle, like
something out of Jurassic Park. Your
expert guide will lead you through
alien-like caves and lagoons pierced
with limestone karsts to reach
Panak Island. Wise-looking macaque
monkeys have often been spotted
here, having a swim or fishing for
a tasty crab lunch. Your guide will
also help your family seek out other
local wildlife, from bats to the weird
and wonderful walking fish. And
remember to pack your camera or
make sure there’s battery left on
your phone, as you’ll get to drive
by the legendary James Bond Island
for photographs.

Unearth Thailand’s underwater
world
It’s impossible not to be charmed
by the gorgeous Surin Islands. The
water is the palest shade of blue and
clear as glass, and the white sand
is icing sugar-soft. It’s also one of
Thailand’s top snorkelling sites, with
shallow coral reefs making it great
for little ones and beginners. Dip
beneath the lapping waves and you’ll
be treated to colourful flashes of
parrot fish and Moorish idols as they
dart past your snorkel masks – and
keep your eyes peeled for turtles.
After lunch at Mu Ko Surin National
Park you’ll visit Moken Village,
where you can learn all about the
extraordinary lives of South-East
Asia’s sea gypsies.
Get up close to the wildlife

Hop between the beaches
of Koh Samui

of Borneo

Soak up the stunning sights and
sounds of Thailand’s original

this experience is a must. Your
morning will be spent at the

holiday isle on a day trip around its
picturesque palm-fringed beaches.

world-famous Sepilok Orangutan
Rehabilitation Centre, where

Your journey will begin at Bophut
Pier, where a traditional wooden
boat will be waiting to take you
across Koh Samui’s sweeping
coastline. You’ll cruise past the
island’s iconic Big Buddha landmark
and the white-gold sands of
Chaweng and Lamai beach, before
stopping for a swim or snorkel in
the glittering azure waters. After a
delicious barbecue lunch of sizzling
seafood, you’ll sail north to explore
five rock islands famous for their
swallow bird nests.

orphaned and injured orangutans
freely roam, until they’re ready to be
released back into the wild. If you’re
lucky, you might get to see these
majestic creatures during their feed.
Later, you’ll head to the Bornean
Sun Bear Conservation Centre.
These rare and endangered bears
are affectionately nicknamed ‘honey
bears’, for their love of honeycomb.
See if you can spot them as they
sleep, eat and climb.

If you’re a family of animal lovers,
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Teen Suite

Wendy Nutter
Kuoni Leeds
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Khao Lak, Thailand | Far East

4.5H The Sands Khao Lak By Kata Thani Resorts
This resort is divided into three zones, with one – the Aqua Wing – that’s
purpose-built for families. It’s the hub of the action when it comes to
child-friendly activities, including the hotel’s huge kids’ club and a mini
waterpark with slides, a lazy river and a pool. Some of the bedrooms here
are right next to the water, so you get direct pool access. And they’re all
tailor-made for families, with plenty of space and a sliding door to create
a separate children’s sleeping area. The resort’s casual family restaurant
– the Manta Ray Bistro – is also in the Aqua Wing, and the menu includes
lots of children’s favourites. That said, there are children’s menus at all
the restaurants here. They’ll love sitting down to breakfast at The Floating
Market, overlooking a koi-filled lagoon, as much as they’ll enjoy dining at
Talay Restaurant on the golden sand of Nang Thong Beach.

What’s nearby?

The sleeping arrangements

You can walk to Khao Lak in about 10
minutes, and shop for everything from
sarongs to street food at close-by
Bang Niang Market. From Khao Lak
you can also book lots of familyfriendly excursions, either heading
out on the water – like sailing and
snorkelling – or further inland, into
the wildlife-filled Khao Lak-Lam Ru
National Park.

Depending on which area of the resort
you want to stay in, there are a variety
of room options. Sands Rooms are a
good option for families as they’re
available as interconnecting rooms to
create more space. They overlook the
lagoon or gardens. If you want to be
in the heart of the Aqua Wing, on the
other hand, we recommend the Family
Rooms. These sleep four and have a
living room that becomes a children’s
sleeping area thanks to pull-out beds
and a partition. You’ve also got the
option of booking a Family Room with
direct pool access. For older children,
we love the Two Bedroom Teen Suites.
They have two separate bedrooms,
two bathrooms and sleep up to two
adults plus three children in bunks
and a sofa bed.

Tried and tested
The kids’ club here is brilliant, and it’s
free. There’s a ball pit and trampoline,
a cozy book corner, arts and crafts
stations and a big outdoor playground.
The list of activities is really varied,
too – we love the Thai dancing and
basic Thai language sessions. Look
out for the movie nights on Thursdays
and Saturdays.

Transfer
About an hour's drive from
Phuket airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years | 439 rooms | 9 pools | 3 restaurants
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Grand Deluxe Room
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c u lt ura l t r i s so ou ca n get out a nd
a out a nd e lore"

4.5H Kata Thani
Kata Thani edges Kata Noi's 850-metre-long beach on Phuket’s
south-west coast. The sheltered waters of the bay make it a great
spot for paddling and swimming, or surfing in low season when the
waves are higher. Accommodation is split into two zones, with the
Thani Wing closest to the ocean, and the Bhuri Wing a little further
back. This is where you’ll find the bulk of the hotel’s family-oriented
facilities, including four children’s pools with a splash park and the
hotel’s kids’ club. Children’s menus feature at all the restaurants,
although Fisherman's Wharf is a particular highlight. It serves fresh
seafood right next to the beach, with a cinematic view of the sunset.

What’s nearby?
If you’re here with older children keen to try out watersports, head
to Kata Beach – it’s the next beach north along the coast and you
can take a taxi from the hotel. Surfing is particularly popular as
conditions are great in the low season, and there are lots of scuba
diving and snorkelling excursions from here, too.

Tried and tested
Supervised activities at the kids’ club cover ages 5 to 12 (you
can bring a younger child if you stay with them). There are extra
activities like Junior Master Chef* and traditional Thai kite making*.
We love the hotel’s private night market – it’s a nice place to pick up
little handmade trinkets to take home.
The sleeping arrangements
Rooms in the Bhuri Wing are separated from the beach by a small
road. We recommend the Grand Deluxe Rooms – they sleep four,
with children on trundle beds in a separate space divided by a
partition, and the adult area is next to a roomy balcony so you can
sit outside with a glass of wine while they sleep.
Transfer
Around 45 minutes' drive from Phuket airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years | 518 rooms | 10 pools | 6 restaurants
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Grand Deluxe Garden Villa

5H Santiburi Koh Samui
This peaceful haven on tranquil Maenam Beach is on the north shore
of Koh Samui. There’s a huge, lagoon-like swimming pool that's
one of the biggest on the island. Beyond the serene scene, though,
adventure awaits. Families with older children love the hotel’s
watersports centre – it’s stocked up with catamarans, paddleboards
and kayaks, and there’s professional tuition available. Younger
children are well looked after at the hotel kids’ club, Panya & Yim’s
Junior Camp, which has a sensory garden, a karaoke stage and
a children’s library, and runs morning and afternoon sessions.
As for dining, Sala Thai makes for an elegant dinner venue.

What’s nearby?
This hotel is north-west of Chaweng, on Koh Samui’s north coast.
It’s around ten minutes away from local restaurants and shops, and
just over ten minutes from Santiburi Samui Country Club golf course
– a world-class course set in a preserved coconut palm plantation.
Santiburi guests benefit from priority tee times and a complimentary
shuttle bus from the resort.

Tried and tested
Every Thursday, the hotel’s free kids’ club opens until 10pm to give
parents the night off – children can watch movies and join in with
special activities like cooking classes and yoga sessions.
The sleeping arrangements
Suites are in the hotel’s main building and have a separate
mezzanine living area. They’re close to the restaurants and the main
pool. For more privacy, choose an individual villa which looks out
to the tropical gardens or the sea. The two-bedroom Duplex Suite
is another good option for families – it’s set on two levels with the
master bedroom on a mezzanine and a living room and connecting
twin bedroom on the first floor, plus two bathrooms.
Transfer
Around 25 minutes' drive from Koh Samui airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4 years and over | 96 rooms | 2 pools | 2 restaurants
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4 H Bandara Resort & Spa
We love the go-slow vibe at this beachfront resort. Bandara translates as 'windows to the stars' which hints at what you can
expect to see once the sun sets. The resort is set on Bo Phut Beach, a quieter beach than nearby stretches and overlooks the
glassy expanse of the Gulf of Thailand. One of the resort’s four pools also fronts the sea – the view from the raised tier is
phenomenal – while the main pool is one of the biggest freshwater expanses on the island, with shady waterside cabanas that
provide the perfect pit-stop for families. In terms of dining, Chom Dao Restaurant serves international flavours down by the
beach, and there’s a children’s menu and highchairs to cater for little ones. Speaking of younger guests, the hotel’s free kids’ club
is fantastic – activities range from watercolour painting to mocktail making, and there’s a list of family activities including Thai
cookery classes.

What’s nearby?

Tried and tested

The sleeping arrangements

On Bo Phut Beach on the
island’s northern shore, just a
five-minute walk from the local
shops, bars and restaurants in
Fisherman’s Village. The hotel
also runs a shuttle to Chaweng,
which is about 20 minutes
away. Koh Samui’s most popular
resort town has a pristine white
beach and a string of bustling
restaurants.

There are some great activities
you can do together as a family
here – we love the family
cookery class, where you can
learn to rustle up local delicacies
together. Or, you can round
everyone up for a relaxing yoga
session or an action-packed Thai
boxing class.

We’d recommend the Family
Rooms, which sleep two adults
and two children and are
on the ground floor close to
the children’s pool. There’s a
king-sized bed for parents, and
children share bunks with a
sliding door between the rooms
for that little bit more privacy.
If you’d rather be close to the
main pool, you can book a
Deluxe Room – none of these
are interconnecting, but you can
book adjoining rooms if you’ve

got two children over 12. And if
privacy is your priority, try the
luxurious Pool Villa Suites. You’ll
get more space inside plus your
own pool in a private courtyard.
Transfer
Around 15 minutes' drive from
Koh Samui airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years | 168 rooms | 4 pools | 1 restaurant
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5H Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort & Spa
We can't think of many rainforest retreat that come as familyfriendly as Shangri-La's Rasa Ria Resort & Spa. It's set amidst
colourful indigenous plants and looping forest trails. The Adventure
Point playground has obstacle courses, tree houses and a 30-metre
junior zip line, and a long list of extra excursions that allow you to
explore the rainforest as a family with an expert guide. The hotel
fronts a three-kilometre stretch of beach and has a pool for each
of its two wings, plus one just for children. For younger guests, the
nature-inspired activities include coconut leaf weaving and batik
painting, while parents can indulge at The Spa at Dalit Bay.

What’s nearby?
The Rasa Ria Reserve is the main attraction here, and the hotel is
set right in the heart of it, on Malaysia’s north-west coast. The area
is protected as it’s home to more than 64 bird species as well as
wildlife like the endangered pangolin. You can see it all via five miles
of guided walking trails.

Tried and tested
There's an incredible list of activities, but we particularly love the
night walk. Families with children aged five and up can don headtorches or night vision goggles and tiptoe into the forest in search of
Borneo’s nocturnal wildlife, like the bearcat, sambar deer and slow
loris, with the expert guidance of the Forest Ranger. The Ranger
Experience* is a nice daytime alternative for children aged 4 to 12.
The sleeping arrangements
Interconnecting rooms are available in both the Garden Wing and
Ocean Wing. In the Garden Wing, two children under 11 years old
can share existing day bed; and in the Ocean Wing, the hotel can
supply a rollaway bed that sleeps two children under 11 years old.
Baby cots are complimentary and on request.
Transfer
Around 40 minutes' drive from Kota Kinabalu airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 4-12 years | 499 rooms | 3 pools | 6 restaurants
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4.5H Golden Sands Resort By Shangri-La
Fun is the watchword at this classic family resort. The Splash Zone
waterpark has spray fountains and tipping buckets galore. One of
the two bigger pools has a shallow, shady area for children, and
there’s a grown-ups-only whirlpool between the two. The Cool Zone
kids’ club is really popular with children aged 5 to 12 – most of the
activities are free, and include Little Chef cookery classes, traditional
Malaysian games and movie nights. The staff will lend you a mobile
so you can keep in touch with your child and see what they’ve been
up to. That means you can relax by the pool or have a go at cocktail
mixing – knowing they’re having an amazing time, too.

What’s nearby?
This resort is on Batu Ferringhi Beach, on Penang’s north coast. It’s
in the suburb of George Town, and the heart of the capital is about
25 minutes away. Closer to home, Batu Ferringhi Night Market is
right opposite the hotel and a nice place to shop for little souvenirs.
The Tropical Spice Garden – a huge garden with more than 500 plant
species – is 10 minutes away.

Tried and tested
We particularly love Sigi’s Italian Bar & Grill. It’s right on the beach,
and serves everything from classic pasta dishes to freshly-baked
pizzas, with plenty of outdoor seating and live entertainment in the
evening. To get out and explore, we’d recommend the Jungle Walk*.
It’s a two to three-hour morning walk, so it’s a good one for natureloving older children.
The sleeping arrangements
Families of three can share a Superior Room here, with a child up
to 12 in a rollaway bed. Or, choose a Deluxe Room and you’ll have a
pull-down bed that can be folded away in the day. These come with
a balcony overlooking the gardens and pools. Executive Seaview
Rooms are higher up with great views. For larger families and
groups, there are some interconnecting rooms available.
Transfer
Around 45 minutes' drive from Penang airport.
*Extra charge

Kids' club: 3-12 years; teens | 387 rooms | 2 pools | 2 restaurants
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